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MEDIA ON'
AGENDA HOME
ATX Mini-Tower Case w/235 Watt Power Suppiy
Intei® Pentium® II Processor

64MB SDRAM DIMM

440LX MB w/LDOM, USB
1.44MB Floppy Drive
6.4GB Uitra IDE Hard Drive
DVD Drive

8MB Matrox Productiva G100 AGP Graphics Card
Aureal A3D PCI Sound Card w/128 Voice Wavetable
U.S. Robotics 56K V.90 Fax Modem

Windows 95 with Windows 98 upgrade
104 Keyboard
PS/2 Mouse

® 17" .26dpi Coior Monitor w/OSD (16" viewabie)
«Altec Lansing ACS45 w/Sub Woofer Speakers
• Anti Virus and Microsoft Home Essentials

Pentium'' 11 Processor 233 MHz $1,689
Pentium® 11 Processor 266 MHz $1,699
Pentium® 11 Processor 300 MHz $1,809
Pentium® 11 Processor 333 MHz $1,919

AGENDA BUSINESS PRO
ATX Mini-Tower Case w/235 Watt Power Supply
Intel® Pentium® li Processor
128MB SDRAM DIMM PCI GO
440BX MB W/LDCM, USB
I.44MB Floppy Drive
II.5GB Uitra IDE Hard Drive

32X CD-ROM Drive
8MB Matrox Productiva G100 AGP Graphics Card
Aureai A3D PCI Sound Card w/128 Voice Wavetabie
U.S Robotics 56K V.90 Fax Modem

Windows NT 4.0 WS
104 Keyboard
PS/2 Mouse

17" .26dpi Coior Monitor w/OSD (16" Viewable)
Altec Lansng ACS43 Speakers

- Anti Virus and Microsoft Home Essentials
• 100MB Zip Drive
Pentium® 11 Processor 350 MHz $2,199
Pentium® 11 Processor 400 MHz $2,239

www.mediaon.com
Note, Intel Inside Logo and Pentium are registered trademarks and MMX is a trademark of Intel Corporation. Aii other names are properties

of their respective corporations. Price and specifications are subject to change without notice. Not responsibie for typographic error.



Keeping you in the game.
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^MEDIA ON
EXAGENDA BUSINESS

o ATX Wlini-Tower Case w/235 Watt Power Supply
>  Intel® Pentium® II Processor

^ 64MB SDRAM DIMM
B 440LX MB w/LDCM, USB
B 1.44MB Floppy Drive
B 8.4GB Ultra IDE Hard Drive
' 32X CD-ROM Drive

» 8MB Matrox Productiva G100 AGP Graphics Card
« Aureal A3D PCI Sound Card w/128 Voice Wavetable
» 3COM 3C905B Network Card
B Windows 95 with Windows 98 upgrade
» 104 Keyboard
' PS/2 Mouse

®17" .26DPI Color Monitor w/OSD (16" Viewabie)
° Altec Lansing ACS43 Speakers
® Anti Virus 1

PERT 11
' ATX Mini-Tower Case w/235 Watt Power Suppiy
'  intei® Pentium® il Processor
64MB SDRAM DiMM

440LX MB w/LDCM, USB
1.44MB Floppy Drive
6.4GB Ultra IDE Hard Drive

< 32X CD-ROM Drive

8MB Matrox Productiva G100 AGP Graphics Card
Aureal A3D PCI Sound Card w/128 Voice Wavetable
U.S. Robotics V.90 56K Fax Modem
Windows 95 with Windows 98 upgrade
104 Keyboard
PS/2 Mouse

17" .26DPI Color Monitor w/OSD (16" Viewabie)
' Altec Lansing ACS43 Speakers
' Anti Virus and Multimedia Pack

t

Pentium® II Processor 233 MHz ;'. $1,402i;
Pentium® 11 Processor 266 MHz $1,419:
Pentium® 11 Processor 300 MHz $1,539
Pentium® 11 Processor 333 MHz $1,649

Pentium*^

. Pentium*^
Pentium'
Pentium'^

l?'reGess©r'233.MHz; $1
,11 Pir<0cessc!!r'266 MHz 'i-1...
11 Processor-300 MHz ■'
li'Pr®G©'ssor 333:;MMs

• 2-year limited warranty / 2-year labor TEL:
47257 Fremont Blvd. Frernont, CA 94538 FAX:

,  ̂ Product Information Number 236

888-842-6348

510-490-8286



The Bernoulli

Principle

This isn't the last EdWord.

Not by a longshot.
In fact, as long as there

are incredible technologies
emerging and big companies
to piss off, there wfll be plenty
more to come. It just won't
be under the infamous hoot

banner. Going forward with
the September issue, I'll be
leading the entire motley boot

crew in our biggest adventure yet: Maximum PC.
Now don't freak out. Sometimes change is a

good thing and this is one of those times.
Maximum PC will enable us to dehver exactly

what the hoot reader has always demanded: More.
More news, more reviews, more previews, more
step-by-step how-to guides, more of everything you
love in hoot. Plus brand new sections are being
added to the mix, such as a monthly department
geared to protect you from companies trying to shaft
you and a running lexicon of the more esoteric tech
terms littered throughout the magazine.

Does the name change mean we're selling
out? Hell no. We'll stiU be the same bunch of

roughnecks you've come to know and either love
or hate, and we'll still be dedicated to calling 'em
like we see 'em.

So, are we going to miss hoot} Yes. We
accomplished a lot behind that banner and we're
all proud of what that name has come to stand for
(and who knows? Maybe the hoot brand wQl
resurface...). But ultimately the name "boot" is just
a word. What made hoot special were the editors and
artists who gave it their all, the ad and business
people who knew well enough to give us that
freedom, and most importantly you, the readers.

Every month, I personally read every one of the
thousands of letters y'all send in. While I may not
have time to answer each and every one (although
we try to answer as many as possible), these letters
are the blueprints for the magazine. Reading all
these letters, I get a clear picture of what your
wants and needs are, and that vision is what's going
to guide Maximum PC as well.

So, for the next 60 days, I want you to hold
tight while we crank up the volume on Maximum
PC. It'll be worth the wait!

Eadem mutdtq resurgo,

Brad "Big Daddy" Dosland
Editor in Chief
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AMD's new K6-2 processor
is fuel-injected with 21
instructions to race through 3D
code. Find out where it works

and where it doesn't, and why
Intel must play catch-up in
the New Polygon Order.

\

Maximum PC

Be the first to check out our
exclusive preview of the ultimate
magazine for PC owners...
Maximum PC.

We've got first pages from this
work-in-progress and answers to all
your questions in our FAQ.

Cover Photography by Aaron Lauer

32 j Lip: Lmm Manifesto
Forget Bill Gates and his blue screen of
death. Linus Torvalds and Linux—his OS
for the masses—is vying for the worldwide
throne. His manifesto is dear: Your OS must

be trustworthy, secure, and dependable. But
can Torvalds destroy the Gates regime and
win the war?

Special Sneak Preview from the Editors of boot Magazine

We show you how to

32x CD-HOM SGA

kOur benchmaiKS prove you

always get what you pay fa
luin

SfXY HATPANflS
10 displays that will change
the way you look at your PC



Substandard Living
A bootNet reader recently commented online:
"I've always been for the underdog, And right
now it's Rendition... I hope someone can
bring 3Dfx down. I don't want another
Intel/Microsoft out there."

Personally, I don't like gravity—I wish
there were some other force that kept me
from flying off the face of the planet. Not that
gravity isn't doing a fine job as it is, but I just
hate the thought of this one single force
having all that power. What I'd really appreci
ate is if every mathematical equation relating
to the physical world could be rewritten to
include support for a second, equally effective
and cumbersome paradigm. That's what I'd
like. Just to shake things up a bit. ^
Other agendas I support include
one where flatulence would be

considered a deep and moving
soliloquy, and another that calls
for an additional monetary equiv
alent to the quarter, such new
coin being dubbed "the fourth,"
which would be interchangeable
in all applications where quarters
might normally be used... should
the open market embrace and
support it.

Robb King

Quick! Someone
Call A Parametric!
when will the 3D game
industry move beyond the
traditional polygon-based modehng/rendering
to more advanced techniques, such as
parametric surface patches, that can shed
the blocky look prevalent in today's games.

Dave

Senior Editor Andrew Sanchez replies: All the
major game development houses should start
dabbling in more esoteric modeling techniques,
such as NURBS, splines, and even parametric
surface patches by Q4 of this year—if you're
lucky. Shiny's Messiah is going to use realtime
deformation and tesselation. But we don't
expect these new techniques to occur in realtime
first-person shooters for at least a year.

Crying Oid Man
I'm writing in response to Alex St. John's
article "When Superior Technology Dies" in
boot 22. I must say it almost brought tears to
my eyes. I was also once a Commodore geek,
and I can truly say that those were the best
computing years of my life. Never had I
enjoyed getting together with a bunch of
friends and blowing off a Saturday night
playing with our C-64s.

It was so much simpler then. We didn't
worry about IRQ conflicts or comm port
settings or port addresses for our hardware.
Need another floppy drive.' Just plug it in. Want
a printer.' Just buy it, bring it home, take it out
of the box, plug it in, and print. These days,
you're lucky to be able to install the drivers
correctly and be able to print within five hours.

7 thought
Voodoo^ would
get WOfps in
Quake II. No

way!

1 remember playing Origin's Ultima IV
on my C-64. It was the most enjoyable game
I've ever played.

I now have a P-II 300MH2, loaded
with a Monster II and all the goodies, and
sometimes I sit in front of it and just have
no desire to play anything. I just end up
shutting it off and watching TV. Your
article touched a nerve with me and I am
sure with many other "old timers."

Kevin

V2 BS
Is everyone blind? I thought Voodoo^ would
get lOOfps in Quake II. No way! 60fps is
more like it. I admit it does pretty good in
—— 1 640x480 (lOOfps = pretty good)

in what I consider to be easy
games like Forsaken, but SLI
mode doesn't add more than a
frame or two at 640x480. The

only thing SLI is good for is
800x600 and above.

And what good is it in a
stock Pentium? My Thriller 3D
does just as much.

LorDDanE

Senior Editor Andrew Sanchez
replies: You hit the nail on the
head, buddy. Voodoo^ is specifi
cally engineered for the fastest
CPU money can buy. It is not
designed for Pentiums—it's
engineered for Pentium II/K6 2

running in excess of266MHzfor maximum
polygon pleasure. For stock Pentiums (i.e.
200MHz and below), classic Voodoo or
your Thriller 3D is a better solution.

But then again, ifyou don't plan on doing
the CPU upgrade, your current set up is just
fine—I guess you'll never experience the thrill of
1024x768 Quake on a K6 2 running at 60jps.

Posthumous Ass Kicking
In boot 19, the Hercules Thriller 3D (PCI)
received an 8 and no Kick Ass. In boot 20

the Real 3D StarFighter (AGP) received a 9
and a Kick Ass. In boot 21 the Creative Labs'
Voodoo^ received a 9 and a Kick Ass. But in
your Triathlon article (boot 22), the Hercules
Thriller 3D tied the Voodoo^ overall and beat
the Real 3D StarFighter.

To save yourself in my eyes, give the
Thriller 3D the Kick Ass it so plainly deserves.

Road Dog

Senior Editor Andrew Sanchez replies: The
Hercules Thriller 3D is a good 3D accelerator
hindered by really crappy TV-output. We've said
it before, and we'll say it again—ifyou're gonna
do something on a videocard, either do it right,
or don't do it at all.

The Brooktree TV encoder used by the first
batch of 8MB Thriller 3D sucked. But, we've
heard Hercules plans on replacing that part with
the much-superior Chrontel chip (the same ASIC
vendor that supplies the TV power of the most-
excellent Canopus Pure 3D II reviewed on page
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84). So, if they indeed go that route, that could
very well bring the board's score up in our mind.
Ifthe SMB board had shipped without the TV
output, we probably would've given it the nod for
a Kick-Ass award.

FPU On A Stick
I'm constantly reading about how one CPU is
better for certain games because of the better
floating-point imit So why doesn't some manu
facturer develop a PCI card with a powerful
FPU for 3D games? This would be similar to
when you needed a math coprocessor in the
386 and early 486 days. We already have spe
cialized processors for graphics, sound, modem
communications, etc. Why not one more to
crowd our cases and add some real power at the
same time? I own an AMD K6 233 and would

be witling to pay to extend the hfe of my CPU.
Tim McCormick

Senior Editor Andrew Sanchez replies: Funny
you should mention that—Rendition plans on
doing just that with its 3D Conspiracy architec
ture, which will combine Fujitsu's Pinolite 3D
geometry accelerator with its V2xOO family of
accelerators, specifically for folks such as yourself
who want to squeeze that extra mileage out of
systems that may he a hit floating-point
impotent. Other vendors are rumored to be con
sidering doing something similar, hut the only
problem with adding more silicon to your video-
card is that you drive up the final cost of the
product. With AMD's K6 2 technology opening
the FPU bottleneck on the front end of the 3D
pipeline (something a dedicated 3D geometry
processor does), it may be a shrinking market.

More Sugar In My
Gas TanlrlGas Tank!
I was tearing through boot 21 when I ran into
your Compaq Presario 4880 review. I work for
a Compaq sales and service dealer and was
curious how you'd handle the machine. To be
honest, I wasn't surprised you banished it to
mediocre land. 1 deal with the business ver

sions aU day and the same architecture that
makes them so easy to service does indeed sap
a lot of power.

But there's light ahead.
A Compaq rep informed us that they would

be shifting the design back to separate cards
rather then cramming everything onto the
motherboard. They weren't too happy with all
the units that were still sitting in warehouses.

We'U have to wait and see how well they
implement the shift. Hopefully, it'll get
granny out of the driver's seat and back into
the home where she belongs!

Gord Armstrong

News Editor Bryan Del Rizzo replies: If you
haven't already done so, check out our review of
Compaq's new Presario 5630 in boot 22. It's as
if Compaq looked at every complaint we ever
lobbed at the older models and made sure to
correct it. The 5630 is the epitome of kick-ass:
lots of cool features, kicking performance, and
pro-active engineering. It even includes front-

mounted USB and 1394 ports, and a dedicated
Digital Flat Panel inteface. If the Presario 5630
is any indication, Compaq appears poised to hold
on to that number-one spot.

Intei-ilgence Report
Intel's move into 3D with its own chip was
just the opening salvo. Why would it release
a 64-bit solution when nVidia is showing the
future with 128 bits? Intel was committed
with its two partner companies to produce
this chip because it was a way to gain "intel
ligence" behind a legitimate market entry—
not a whole-hearted effort.

The cards with the Intel3D solution
will sell well—so I don't see them as a real
money loser—^but I don't think that was the .
true aim.

What happened when Intel entered the
core-logic chipset market? They got their feet
wet first—^then muscled their way to the top of
the mountain. And that is what I see going on
here. I'll bet a buck that Microsoft has its little
fingers in here somewhere.

Suppose some big company (or two) gains
a big piece—or all—of nVidia, then uses its
deep corporate pockets to go after the real
enemy: 3Dfx and—gasp—id.
Why tiiem? Well, who broke
ranks with the Microsoft gospel
of D3D and DirectX? Who sees

OpenGL and GUde as an alterna
tive API that frees them from

Microsoft's dictates about the

future of D3D and 3D? How

many games are going over to
the OpenGL and Glide camps?
It's a revolution in the making,
and Intel and Microsoft wiU allow
no brushfires in their backyards
they don't light themselves.

nVidia's problem is that it
has something that someone
very big wants. The Big Boys are
flexing corporate muscle and the
little guys had better think fast
or they will get swallowed.

Vem Earlywine

a re

: I know processor technology
has to go forward, but this is
' ridiculous. Intel's never made
* a lOOMHZ leap this quickly
before. I just got a 300MHz
P-II a month ago, and Intel just
came out with a 400MHz part; 333 OK, 350
fine, but 400? There was no reason for that.
' 400s weren't supposed to be out for a
couple of months now!

RaptorSOOl

I'm so sick of Intel. Not the products, hut
the marketing they use for them. For
instance, with the new P-II processors they
say you can now see and use "3D," and run
"powerful business applications" if you have
a new P-II processor, especially with the new
lOOMHz bus, 440BX chipset, AGP, and the
400MHz P-II.

volution

in the making
and intei and

Microsoft will

allow no

brushfires

in their

backyards
they don't light
themselves."

You idiots know that the only thing you
want to do is play games, so stop hiding the
truth. Lets face it, games and huge network
servers with a need for a lot of processing
power are just about the only things that need
a 400MHz P-II. (But hey, I don't care, keep
crankin' 'em out. I'm buying the 500MHz as
soon as it hits the shelf, and do you know
what for? Games!)

In the Lip interview in boot 21, Intel
states the 1740 has become the standard
for a 3D graphics.

I have ordy seen two cards featuring
the i740, a generic brand, and the Real 3D
StarFighter, both of which have just recently
been introduced. I fail to see how the 1740
became the standard overnight, or in a matter
of just two-and-a-half weeks.

Intel truly nailed themselves to the wall
all by themselves without the editors having
to nail them.

Big Woogie

I read your interview with Intel in boot 21,
concerning its upcoming 1740 3D chipset, and
I thought the arrogance was unbelievable.

But then came your article right after, in
which you reviewed all the new
3D chipsets, and Voodoo^ and
V2200 both kicked Intel's ass.
That's what I love about you guys.
You let Intel spew marketing
drivel without any concern for
reality, and then you present veri
fiable, reproducible, and compa
rable facts and statistics so your
readers can make informed pur
chasing decisions.

I work for a major computer-
products vendor and track the
stats. Voodoo and Voodoo^
chipset cards outsell anything
else by a long shot. And as long
as you're there to help cus
tomers cut through the hype
and buy the best products avail
able, I'm sure they always will.

Mark

I can't believe you didn't ask
the Intel video gurus specifically
what they thought about AMD
adding Direct3D into their
chips (a la the K6-f3D). You just
hedged around and didn't make

'em squirm! I would've loved to hear their
response.

Timothy Ked

News Editor Bryan Del Rizzo replies: Actually,
we ask tons of questions that don't appear in
the final interview (usually because the subjects
refuse to give us a straight answer), and we did
ask Intel about the K6 3D (now called the K6
2). However, they claimed they "didn't know
much about it," and said "they weren't close
enough with the product to be able to
comment." Unfortunately, more prodding
didn't result in anything worth printing.
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Cost-Efficient Game
Engines
I'm interested in getting into game develop
ment, but have yet to find a suitable source
for a proprietary game engine. I'm using
Kinetix's 3D Studio Max Ji2 and Adobe

Photoshop for all of the rendering. All the
engines I've come across so far are based on
for-end-sale use and are quite costly. I'm not
interested in selling the end games, so what
is an aspiring game developer to do.^

Chris Parker

Windows95

Columnist Alex St. John replies:
I'll assume you're looking for a
3D engine such as Quake here.
There are three good sources.
First, id (www.idsoftware.com)
publishes the source code for all
of its older game engines. You
won't he getting Quake III code,
or much support, but it's a good
starting point. There are two
other companies I'm aware ofwho are, or will be,
releasing 3D engine developer kits to the masses.
First is Eclipse, at www.eclipsegames.com, and
second is Monolith, at www.lith.com. Both com
panies have state-of-the-art 3D engine technology
that they will be giving to developers. I believe they
both will subscribe to the "give-it-away free"
approach, but expect some sort of licensing fee if
you actually publish a real title.

3D Games Deserve
3D Sound
With the onslaught of 3D video hardware,
where is the 3D sound? And not some lame

excuse that uses matrix channels, such as
Dolby Pro-Logic (DPL). I want 5.1 discreet
channels of mind-blowing sound. Movies have
had it for years, why not video games? I know
some coin-op arcade games, such as Atari's
Rush, have used multiple channels of discreet
digital audio. So where's the port for PC? I
don't expect manufacturers to include a Dolby
Digital (DD) or DTS processor on their sound

Please, tell me I'm wrong and that there
is a card out there that has a DD output. Even
if it is a combo MPEG-2 video decoder with
DD output, I can live with that. I know a lot
is going on with computer audio right now,
such as the new features in the coming
DirectX6, that will make gaming even better,
but I want games that have sound that will
induce epileptic seizures!

J. Crews

"I understand all this hate mail that

Microsoft has been getting, but I've had
enough of the complaining bitching, and
moaning about the same old thing."

card, but a Dolby Digital output would be nice.
Then I could hook my computer up to my
Denon DD THX receiver and play games the
way they were meant to be played!

Now PCs have DVD. So what? They don't
have digital audio outputs! I see all these ads
for computers that have DVD touting DD 3D
sound, and all you're really getting is a two-
channel matrix mix down of the 5.1 charmels.

Webmaster Daevid Vincent replies: Whoa
there, fireball. This time last year, you'd be

hard-pressed to find a real
3D soundcard, and now,
most of the ones we see
have that taken for
granted. You have to
allow time for the
industry to catch up.
Surround sound in games
will be coming along -
shortly, and DVD is the

catalyst for that to happen. You have to
remember, the market is driven by demand
(and technology to a certain extent j. A year
ago, we were just seeing Pentium I Is, and
now it's practically the norm. Besides, how
many home users have THX or Surround 5.1
in their houses, much less connected to their
PC. We hear tell that the SoundBlaster Live

may have DD.

Nothing Lasts Longop
The world's best-selling UPSs now start at $99

Now the world's best-selling desk-

top UPS units offer you even more

value for your power protection

dollar! With over 45% of all data loss and

downtime caused by bad power, your APC

investment, with its "Best in Class"

Longest Runtime Guarantee, pays for itself

the first time you use it.

Multlpath protection for your whole system
APC protects your CPU, monitor, extemal

modem, laser printer, fax machine, and zip drives,
and provides telephone/network surge suppression.
You'll also enjoy surge-only, transformer block out

lets that accommodate any size plug.

User-renewable UPS system
APC QuickSwap" battery packs are the quickest and

easiest way to safely renew a UPS, unlike "dispos
able" UPSs which don't allow safe user replacement
and mean the end of your investment.

®1998 APC. All Trademarks are the property of their owners. BK1B8EP - US

APC Bac

APC Has won more awards^JomliabilitV^
thdii all other UPSi^tidbrftcp^med'.

k-UPS Pro\
Back-UPS' and Back-UPS Office'
will provide runtime which meets or
exceeds that of any same VA UPS for desk
top PC applications or your money back. For
more information, visit www.apcc.com

MMnhre
UPS SystM

ESIGNED
TO LAST A
LIFETIMEI

Safe, even from lightning

APC multi-stage surge suppression clamps
down on lightning and offers a $25,000 guar
antee against damage to your equipment. See

policy for details.

-APC packs the power and features desktop
users want, plus the peace of mind and leg

endary reliability reflected by over 8,000,000

field-tested and proven units.

Must-have UPS Safety, Readiness
and Reliability Features

Site Wiring Fault Indicator
Automatically identifies potentially dangerous
building wiring problems which can disable
the effectiveness of any surge protection.

Audible Alarms

Warns you when the UPS has switched to
battery power, when the battery is low, or
when the unit is overloaded.

Easy Overload Recovery
Push-button resettable drcuit breaker elimi
nates the need to replace a traditional fuse
or replace the UPS.

User Renewable UPS System
Lets users easily replace batteries with no
factory service required. APC UPSs are
designed to last a lifetime.

Back-UPS Pro Power User Features
FREE emergency file saving and advanced power
management software, and CellGuard' intelligent
battery management with Automatic Voltage
Regulation, make this the power user's choice.

long
Lasting'

"Back-UPS Pro was

oup favorite unit...,
[it] won top honors In
our flattery life tests"

APC
AMERICM4 POWER CONXION FRANCE 9S

KEY CODE

D559Z

{800)347-FAXX PowerFax E-maiU apdnfb@apcc.com

(888) 288-APCC X888G • FAX: (401) 788-2787

132 Fairgrounds Road. West Kingston, RI 02892 USA
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Dare To Compare
please direct me to where I might find a
graphical, side-by-side, comparison of the
Intel, Cyrix, and AMD 200MHz processors
with MMX. I need to see how they truly
stacked up against each other.

Mark St.Pierre

Senior Editor Andrew Sanchez replies: Zoinks!
You mean a balls-nasty, hot CPU menage-d-trois?
Take a gander hack at boot I2's cover story on the
"Pentium Killers," where we did exactly that. We
pitted Cyrix's 6x86-MX PR-200, AMD's K6
200, and Intel's Pentium 200MHz MMX CPU
in a massive free-for-all. Ifyou can't get a back
issue, jump onto our website at www.bootnet.com/
youaskedforit/pentiumkillers.htmlfor an online
version of the article.

The Days Of Whine And OSes
BeOS has no games on it and barely any appli
cations, and Be wants to charge $99 for it
without even a free release first? Be gave away
the first two releases on the Mac. There's no

way anybody would want to buy it without
testing it for free. 1 was ready to format my HD,
instead I'm not doing it. Why did Be have to be
so dumb? Now they won't have any support for
it. They can go to heU for all I care!

vinnyOOS

Make Mine Microsoft
I understand aU this hate mail that Microsoft
has been getting, but 1 for one have had
enough of the complaining. These people
complain, bitch, and moan about the same old
thing. I understand that some people use
Win95 for something other than playing games
(God forbid), for something like, uh, working?

I'm not one of these people.
I play games and go on the net for patches,

demos, or the occasional frag. That is all I do,
this is my hobby, and that's it. And 1 admire
what Microsoft has done. Win95 has furthered
my gaming experience and that's all 1 care
about. Sure Win95 crashes, but are you
telling me that DOS never did?

Now with 3D becoming the standard,
that gaming experience has been furthered
even more.

But now, when someone writes a crappy
piece of code for a particular DirectX game,
Microsoft takes heat because it's "Microsoft's
fault" for inferior interface (or whatever). I
am not against someone speaking out, but
everything can't be Microsoft's fault.

The bottom line is: If you don't Hke
Microsoft, don't use its software.

Pat Vachon

Beyond Thunderdome
what is coming after the 400MHz Pentium
II, and when?

Roberto Zayas

Senior Editor Andrew Sanchez replies: Oh
Roberto, you're asking me to break a million
Non-Disclosure Agreements! Do you really want
Intel to summon its Ninja-Bunny Men to drop

me like a bad habit? Ohhh, the horror! And to
think I was going to do a massive 440BX
motherboard roundup.... From what I've heard
(and this is always subject to change), once Intel
does the 400MHz Slot 1 thang, they plan on
bumping that up to at least 450MHz. You'll be
also seeing high-speed 400-450MHz Slot 2 Xeon
CPUs around that time frame as well—this will
be around the fall of1998.

In 1999, expect Merced and other Intel CPUs
(currently going by code names such as Tanner)
and new core-logic AGPsets to also come out.

Cross The PCI Bridge
QuantumSD says the Obsidian2 line of
Voodoo^ cards has a 66MHz PCI bridge chip,
allowing the cards to download textures and
polygons from the CPU at 66MHz, but a
33/66 PCI 2.1 system is required. Does that
mean that any PCI 2.1-compliant motherboard
wiU support this 66MHz speed, or is this for
high-end motherboards or future designs?
Also, if 66MHz PCI can be done, why would
anyone make an ACP Voodoo^ card, since
Voodoo^ only supports Ix ACP (i.e. 66MHz)?

Leroy Freeman

Senior Editor Andrew Sanchez replies: Well, a
little bird whispered in my ear that...
1. Yes. The 440BX will support both.
2.Thefirst 500MHz CPU will most likely be a
Katmai-based processor, and that will arrive in
Slot 1.

3. Actually, after the 440BX, there'll be the 440GX
AGPset, followed by the quad-CPU 450NX, and
then there'll be others. In terms ofactual specifi
cations, we're still waiting on Intel to cough up
the complete 411 on the next-generation
chipsets—Dan Francisco, are you listening?!

Mission: improbabie
1 have a mission for the bootCrew. Find a
Socket 7 motherboard with ACP, five PCI
slots (or four with SCSI onboard), and at least
1MB cache, preferably 2MB. Also, if you can,
find it in AT formfactor. That is all. This
message wiU self-destruct in five seconds.

Steve Bottari

Senior Editor Andrew Sanchez replies: Agent
Bottari. The motherboard you're lookingfor is a
phantasm—a figment of imagination brought on
by fears of Slot 1.

"The most I've seen for AT/AGP Socket
boards in terms of PCI slots are four, but I have
yet to see onboard SCSI with any of these boards.
"Why? Most mainboard makers are aiming their
Socket 7 AGP boards as low-priced/entry-level
AGP solutions, and kewl features such as
onboard SCSI are not a part of the gameplan. 0

Gut, Copy, Paste
In the boot 22 feature, "Utilities for the
Damned," we gave incorrect contact informa
tion for Drive Image 2.0, from PowerQuest.
PowerQuest can be reached at 800.379.2566
or www.powerquest.com. Drive Image 2.0
costs $69.

The Genera

Extreme Co

ydci^^toeen gaming evrf since you got
weanfe<ron Pon^'as a kid. Now you

want aNstick ttjat/ll do it all.
Programmable. Digital. Analog.
Comfortable. Cool. Different. New.

GenX 700 by QuickShot is all that and

more. This programmable stick comes

complete with switches to move

between digital and analog modes for

the HAT, rudder, handle fire buttons

and X & y axes. Plus a 3D rotational

handle and a multi-view HAT switch.

This stick's super-ergonomic with a

contoured BioThrottle'" complete v^ith
extra fire buttons. And the GenX 700 is

a really cool metallic purple color—
sure to look perfect anywhere.

Don't forget to check out our
streamlined GenX 500 and the GenX

500L— the world's first joystick made

for ieftiesi

Punish yourself no more. Enter the

generation of extreme control.
GET THIS STICK!

i  www.quickshot.com ^ /
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DELL DIMENSION DESKTOPS

Common features: ♦ Mini-Tower Model « 512KB Integrated L2 Cache ♦ 56K Capable*
•» Microsoft IntelliMouse® ♦ 3-Year Limited Warranty' «1 -Year On-site' Service

U.S. Robotics x2 WinModem * 3.5" Floppy Disk Drive ♦ 2 Universal Serial Bus (USB) Ports

/VfHF DELL DIMENSION XPS R400
4D0IVIHZ PENTIUM" 11 PROCESSOR

FEATURING MMX™ TECHNOLOGY

NEW DELL DIMENSION XPS R400
400MHz PENTIUM II PROCESSOR

FEATURING MMX TECHNOLOGY .

NEW DELL DIMENSION XPS R400

400MHz PENTIUM II PROCESSOR

FEATURING MMX technology

NEW DELL DIMENSION XPS R400
400MHz PENTIUM II PROCESSOR

FEATURING MMX TECHNOLOGY

• 128MB 100MHz SDRAM Memory

• 16.8GB Ultra ATA Hard Drive (9.5msl

• 1600HS21"(19.8"vis,.26dp,
1600 X1200 max. res.) Trinitron® Monitor

• STB nVidia 4MB 3D AGP Video Card

• 2X DVD-ROM Drive and Decoder Card

• Turtle Beach Montego A3D Sound Card

• Altec ACS-495 Full Dolby Surround
Sound Speakers with Subwoofer

• Iomega Zip 100MB Internal Drive

• Microsoft Office 97 Small Business

Edition plus Encarta 98

• Dell® QuietKey® Keyboard

$3899
Personal Lease": $145/Mo., 36 Mos,®
Order Code #500605

• 128MB 100MHz SDRAM Memory

• 11.5GB Ultra ATA Hard Drive (9.5ms)

• 1200HS 19" (17.9" vis, .26dp) Monitor

• Diamond Permedia 2 8MB 3D AGP

Video Card

• 32X Max" Variable CD-ROM Drive

• Turtle Beach Montego A3D Sound Card

• Altec ACS-495 Full Dolby Surround
Sound Speakers with Subwoofer

• Iomega Zip 100MB Internal Drive

• Microsoft Home Essentials 98

with Money 98

• Dell QuietKey Keyboard

$2999
Personal Lease": $112/Mo„ 36 Mos.
Order Code #500603

• B4MB 100MHz SDRAM Memory

• 11.5GB Ultra ATA Hard Drive (9.5ms)

• 1000HS 17"(16.0"vis, .2Bdp)
Trinitron Monitor

• STB nVidia 4MB 3D AGP Video Card

• 32X Max" Variable CD-ROM Drive

• Crystal Wavetable Sound

• Altec Lansing ACS-295 Speakers
with Subwoofer

• Iomega Zip 100MB Internal Drive

• Microsoft Home Essentials 98

with Money 98

• Dell QuietKey Keyboard

$2599
Personal Lease": $97/Mo., 36 Mos.
Order Code #500607

• B4MB 100MHz SDRAM Memory

• 11.5GB Ultra ATA Hard Drive (9.5ms)

• 1000LS 17" (15.9" vis) Monitor

• STB nVidia 4MB 3D AGP Video Card

• 32X Max" Variable CD-ROM Drive

• Crystal Wavetable Sound

• Altec Lansing ACS-90 Speakers

• Microsoft Home Essentials 98 with

Money 98

• Dell Comfort Key Keyboard

• Iomega Zip WOMB Internal Drive
with Two Cartridges, add $93.

$2299
Personal Lease": $86/Mo., 36 Mos.
Order Code #500606

OPEN AIL NIGHT.
DELL INSPIRON ' NOTEBOOKS

Common features:« Modular 3.5" Floppy Disk Drive «■ 512KB L2 Pipeline Burst Cache 4 128-bit Graphics Accelerator «> Zoom Video and USB Ports
♦ Stereo Speakers with 3D Surround Sound and Yamaha Software Wavetable « Smart Lithium Ion Battery « Cardbus Ready/Fast IRI.I ♦ MS® Windows 95
■* FREE Microsoft Windows 98 Upgrade Packet'. MS Internet Explorer ♦Touchpad ♦ Extendable 1-Year Limited Warranty'
NEW DELL INSPIRQN 3200 D266XT
266MHz PENTIUM II PROCESSOR
FEATURING MMX TECHNOLOGY

• 13.3" XGA Active Matrix TFT Display
• 96MB SDRAM Memory
• 6.4GB Ultra ATA Hard Drive
• A/fW Modular 2X DVD-ROM Drive

and Decoder Card
• 56K Capable" K-Flex Global Modem
• Deluxe Nylon Carrying Case
• 2nd Primary Lithium Ion Battery
• MS Office 97 Small Business Edition
• 6.9 Pounds*

• Upgrade to 144MB SDRAM, add $149.

$3999
Personal Lease": $149/Mo., 36 Mos.
Order Code #800603

NEW DELL INSPIRON 3200 D233XT
233MHz PENTIUM II PROCESSOR
FEATURING MMX TECHNOLOGY -

• 13.3" XGA Active Matrix TFT Display
• 64MB SDRAM Memory
• 4GB Ultra ATA Hard Drive
• NEW Modular 2X DVD-ROM Drive

and Decoder Card
• MS Office 97 Small Business Edition
• 6.9 Pounds*
• Upgrade to 9BMB SDRAM, add $99.
• Upgrade to a B.4GB Ultra ATA

Hard Drive, add $299.
• 5BKCapable**x2Modem, add$149.

$2999
Personal Lease": $112/Mo., 36 Mos.
Order Code #800610

DELL INSPIRON 3000 M233ST
233MHz PENTIUM II PROCESSOR
FEATURING MMX TECHNOLOGY

• 12.1" SVGA Active Matrix TFT Display
• 64MB SDRAM Memory
• 4GB Ultra ATA Hard Drive
• Modular 24X Max"" Variable

CD-ROM Drive
• Leather Carrying Case
• MS Office 97 Small Business Edition

• 6.4 Pounds*
• Upgrade to 80MB SDRAM, add $49.
• 2nd Primary Lithium Ion Battery,

add $129

$2499
Personal Lease": $94/Mo., 36 Mos.
Order Code #800615

DELL INSPIRON 3000 M200ST
2l»MHz PENTIUM PROCESSOR
WITH MMX TECHNOLOGY

• 12.1" SVGA Active Matrix TFT Display
• 32MB SDRAM Memory
• 2.1GB Ultra ATA Hard Drive
• Modular 24X Max"" Variable

CD-ROM Drive
• MS Home Essentials 98
• 6.4 Pounds*

• Upgrade to B4MB SDRAM, add $99.
■k Upgrade to a 3.2GB Ultra ATA

Hard Drive, add $99.
• Deluxe Nylon Carrying Case, add $59.

$1999
Personal Lease": $75/Mo., 36 Mos.
Order Code #800616

penti.um®J[

Pricing not discountable. *Prices and specifications valid in U.S. only and subject to change witfiout notice. fFor a complete copy of Guarantees or
Limited Warranties, write Dell USA LP.. Atbi: Warranties. One Dell Way, Round Rock, TX 78682. ^On-site service provided pursuant to service
contract with thind-party prowder. May not be available in certain remote areas. '■'Each Dell Dimension XPS D and XPS R series system or Dell Inspiron
notebook, vAh Windows 95 factory installed, shipped after 4/1/^ and prior to 7/31/98, vwll be eligible for a free upgrade to Microsoft Windows 98
when available, subject to temts and conditions contained in Windows 98 upgrade packet shipped whfi system. Length of offer subject to change.
""ZAX Max/lOX Min. '32X Max/14X Min. **x2 products are capable of 56Kbps downloads. Due to FCC rules that restrict power output however,
current download speeds are limited to 53Kbps. Upload speeds are limitKJ to 31.2IG)ps. Actual speeds may vary depending on line conditions. "Actual
speeds may vary depending on line conditions. Due to FCC limitations, speeds in the U.S. are less than KKbps. 'System weight with floppy drive or
CD-ROM in options bay. The Intel Inside logo and Pentium ara registered trademarks ^d MMX is a trademark of Intel Corporation. MS. Microsoft,
IntelliMouse and Windows are registered trademarks of Microsoft Corporation. HP, DeskJet and LaserJet are registered trademarte of Hewlett
Packard Corporation. Trinitron is a registered trademark of Sony Corporation. ©1998 Del! Computer Corporation. All rights reserved.

Reference the appropriate order code to
"Personal leasing arranged by Dell Financial Services L.P.,
an Independent entity, to qualified customers. Amount of
monthly lease payments above based on 36-month lease.
All above monthly lease payments exclude taxes which
may vary; (for example, Hartford City, IN sales tax
$7.25/month). Shipping cost due with first payment. No

security deposit required; subject to credit approval and
availability. Lease terms subject to change without notice.



McAfee VirusScan ♦ Microsoff Windows® 95 * FREE Microsoft Windows 98 Upgrade Packet'' # Microsoft Internet Explorer 4.0

NEW DELL DIMENSION XPS R350
350MHz PENTIUM 11 PROCESSOR

FEATURING MMX TECHNOLOGY

' 64MB 100MHz SDRAM Memory

' 8.4GB Ultra ATA Hard Drive (9.5ms)

' lOOOLS 17" (15.9" vis) Monitor

' STB nVidia 4MB 3D AGP Video Card

' 2X DVD-ROM Drive and Decoder Card

• Turtle Beach Montego A3D Sound Card

' Altec Lansing ACS-295 Speakers
with Subwoofer

' Iomega Zip 100MB Internal Drive

' Microsoft Home Essentials 98 with

Money 98

■ Dell QuIetKey Keyboard

$2399
Personal Lease": $90/Mo., 38 Mos.
Order Code #500602

DELL DIMENSION XPS D333

333MHz PENTIUM II PROCESSOR

FEATURING MMX TECHNOLOGY

• 64MB SDRAM Memory

• 8.4GB Ultra ATA Hard Drive (9.5ms)

• 1000ES17"(15.9"vis) Monitor

• STB nVidia 4MB 3D AGP Video Card

• 32X Max" Variable CD-ROM Drive

• Turtle Beach Montego A3D Sound Card

• Altec Lansing ACS-90 Speakers

• Microsoft Office 97 Small Business

Edition plus Encarta 98

• Dell QuIetKey Keyboard

• Upgrade to the Dell Comfort Key
Keyboard, add $19.

$1999
Personal Lease": $75/Mo., 36 Mos.
Order Code #500608

DELL DIMENSION XPS D266
266MHz PENTIUM II PROCESSOR
FEATURING MMX TECHNOLOGY

• 64MB SDRAM Memory

• 4.3GB Ultra ATA Hard Drive (9.5ms)

• 1000ES 17" (15.9" vis) Monitor

• STB nVidia 4MB 3D AGP Video Card

• 32X Max" Variable CD-ROM Drive

• Yamaha Wavetable Sound

• Altec Lansing ACS-90 Speakers

• Microsoft Home Essentials 98 with

Money 98

• Dell QuIetKey Keyboard

• Upgrade to an 8.4GB Ultra ATA
Hard Drive (9.5ms), add $89.

$1699
Personal Lease": $64/Mo., 36 Mos.
Order Code #500601

SOFTWARE
DESCRIPTIONS

Microsoft Office 97 Small

Business Edition includes:

• Word 97

• Excel 97

• Publisher 97

• Outlook

• Small Business Financial Mgr. 97

• Automap Streets Plus

Microsoft Home Essentials 98

includes:

• Word 97

• Encarta 98 Encyclopedia

• Money 98

• Works 4.5

• Greetings Workshop 2.0

• Puzzle Collection

Featured Software:

• Game Pack I (sold with Dell Dimension

only) Includes: Command & Conquer:
GOLD, Myst and Warcraft II, add $49.

www.dell.com
GREAT VALUES. FROM PRINTERS TO SOFTWARE.

DESKTOP UPGRADES

• Upgrade from an 11.5GB Ultra ATA
Hard Drive to a 16.8GB Ultra ATA

Hard Drive, add $229.

• Upgrade from 64MB SDRAM to
128MB SDRAM, add $169.

• Upgrade from a 32X Max" Variable
CD-ROM Drive to a 2X DVD-ROM

Drive and Decoder Card, add $169.

• Upgrade from a 1000HS17" (16.0" vis,
.26dp) Monitor to a 1200HS19" (17.9"
vis, .26dp) Monitor, add $79.

• Upgrade from a 1000HS 17" (16.0" vis,
.26dp) Monitor to a 1400FP 14.1" Flat
Panel Monitor, add $865.

• Upgrade from the STB nVidia 4MB 3D
AGP Video Card to the Diamond 8MB

3D AGP Video Card, add $49.

• Iomega Zip 100MB Internal Drive with
Two Cartridges, add $99.

• Microsoft Sidewinder Precision Pro

Joystick, add $69.

• Upgrade to 3-Year Next-Business-Day
At-home" Service, add $99.

PRINTERS/SCANNERS

• HP® DeskJet® 722C, add $299.

• HP LaserJet® 6Lse, add $429.

• HP OfficeJet BOO, add $499.

• HP ScanJet SlOOCse Scanner,

add $299.

POWER STRIPS/SUPPLIES

• APC SurgeStation Pro 8T2, add $39.
• APC Back-UPS Pro 420, add $229.

. APC Back-UPS Pro 650, add $289.

SOnWARE

• Quicken Deluxe 98, add $62.
• JumpStart Kindergarten & Ready

to Read with Pooh, add $69.

• Education Pack I (sold with Dell
Dimension only) includes: Reader
Rabbit 1, Math Blaster and Logic
Quest, add $49.

receive featured configuration and pricing.

24 HOURS
ADAY

ACCESS SPECIAL PROMOTIONS

DESIGN YOUR IDEAL COMPUTER

CHECK THE STATUS OF YOUR ORDER

ACCESS 24HR ONLINE TECH SUPPORT

You don't always have time during the business day to

cal l and talk to someone about a computer. Now you

don't have to. Because Dell's website means you never

have to pick up the phone. You can custom configure and

buy your own system online, exactly the way you want.

You can check on your order status at any time. And

receive technical support 24 hours a day. We believe it's

the easiest, smartest way to buy a system. So stop in for

a visit today. For directions, see the headline.

oeu
TO ORDER TOLL-FREE

800-^4'P73
L TO ORDER ONLINE j
www.dell.com/buydell
Mon-Fri 7am-11 pm CT • Sat-Sun 8am-8pm CT

In Canadar call 800-839-0148

GSA Contract #GS-35F-4076D

Keycode#88179



ON THIS MONTH'S DISC

Eight New Utilities &
GAMES GALORE
UTILITY DEMOS

EXTRA ITRENGTH

Guard Dog
DELUXE UNINSTALLER

GUARD DOG blocks hostile Internet programs from damag
ing your hard drive or accessing private files. It automatically
removes viruses from downloaded programs and e-mail
attachments, and protects you against ActiveX and Trojan
Horse intruders. Once installed, it works 24 hours a day, seven
days a week.

@6ackup
mi 111

CLEAN SWEEP removes a wide array of unneeded pro
grams and files, provides protection against accidental
file deletion, and can be scheduled to remove flies at, ..
your convenience. Takes out Internet cache and history
files including "Cookies," ActiveX controls, and browser
plug-ins.

COMPRESSION ENGINES

WAVELET IMAGE COMPRESSION

FREE

Compression Software and <
FREE Decompression i

Software

Internet Plug-infor
Netscape and

Internet Explorer

©BACKUP simplifies the entire backup process. Using
your modem or a LAN connection to the internet,
SBackup performs automated backups of your hard
drive data each night.

COMPRESSION ENGINES' wavelet technology is c
of compressing full-screen true color images into a traction
of their original size. For example a 1 MB image can be com
pressed to 8K or less.

CYBERNET Systems Corp.'s CYBERIMPACT SDK is the
most advanced force-feedback development environment
available. Its advanced features and device independence
make it the standard tor integrating force feedback into
entertainment and virtual-reality applications.

M@X, from Aims lab, makes video e-mail smaller than byte
size. M@X allows the video-epuipped PC user to e-mail as
much as a minute's worth of video in less than a minute,
ending the long upload and download delays currently
inherent in even the most state-of-the art modems.

H"Tm
HDTMETAL PRC 4.0 is a web development solution for author
ing and publishing web sites. It provides tools to easily develop
dynamic sites that feature the latest web enhancements such as

DHTML, CSS, and Java applets. Developere can seamlessly
switch between three authoring environments—WYSIWYG, Tags-
On, and Source Code—to efficientiy create and refine pages.

DIRECTX 5.2 allows games to bypass Windows 95 and talk
directly to hardware such as your video and sound cards. It Is
required by a large number of games. New in release 5.2 is
the Setup portion, which now does a better job of detecting
cards. No new drivers have been added. It your DirectX 5
installah'on is working properly, you don't need to install.

EVERY MONTH,
BOOT DELIVERS

OVER 600MB OF

THE HOTTEST

DEMOS AND ^

COOLEST APRS

SOFTWARE DEMOS

BATTLE ARENA TDSHINDEN 2 takes place at an underworld
martial arts toumament. Inside the ring, fighters can use any num
ber of weapons, except firearms. The game, which has eleven
characters to choose from, lets you play with a gamepad, key
board, or joystick.

JANE S F-15 combat sim will have you up and Hying in five min
utes. The engine technology includes true lighting and shadows,
night vision, tracer fire, dissipating smoke trails, and translucent
clouds. Other features include mid-air refueling, smart bomb camera
views, and more than 30 weapons to fire.

LAST BRONX comes with eight distinct street fighters and
eight fighting locations (including actual scenery from Tokyo).
The game supports head-to-head network play over LAN,
modem, and serial link, and is optimized for Pentium and
Pentium with MMX technology.

12 boot JUL/AUG 98



\ NO CD? WE CAN HELP

Fear not if you're holding an edition of boot

with no bootDisc CD-ROM, You can subscribe

to the fuii magazine/CD-ROM,bundle, and even order
individual copies of the bootDisc, by calling customer

bootDisc

service at 800.274.3421

Each month, the bootDisc is stuffed with game demos

application demos, utilities, and patches—so don't miss

this treasure trove of valuable software.

eMedia

"V.

Easiest W<Ty to /.earn Guitar.

BATTLEZONE, a contemporary remake of tlie popular 80s war simu-
laton, lets you pilot an anti-gravity tank loaded witti weapons of mass
destruction, command more than 30 troops, construct bases, deploy
forces, manage resources, and build up your empire. Supports D3D,
multiplayer, or death match over LAN, modem, or Internet.

In DIE BY THE SWORD, you're a sword swingin' knight who has to
slice, dice, and maul your way through a cavernous mountain strong
hold to rescue your true love from ritual sacrifice. The game inciudes
seven distinct environments, proprietary VSiM motion technology for
unlimited freedom of movement, and full multiplayer support.

EMEDIA GUITAR METHOD, touted as the easiest way to learn

guitar, is a tutorial package with 60 comprehensive lessons ranging
from basics such as holding and stringing the guitar to playing
chords, melodies, and finger picking. Styles covered include rock,

blues, folk, and classical.

m

B'OH^SA'.KEN
FDRSAKEN Beautiful texture maps, silky smooth frame rates, and
delectable colored lighting are just a few of the awesome features
you'll find In Acclaim's 360 degree 1st person shooter. Forsaken.
Supports Direct3D and multiplayer combat over network, Internet,
modem, or serial connection.

GRAND THEFT AUTO Is a morally bankrupt game that lets you car
jack innocent motorists, shoot police officers, and run over pedestri
ans, While the missions are well designed, one of the game's
strengths is the opportunity to just Ignore your goals altogether and
become a menace to society, .

INCUBATION: THE WILDERNESS MISSIDNS contains more than

50 missions. The story picks up with you returning to Scayra to
retrieve precious raw material left behind during the last mission.
This time you'll find yourself wandering around a mysterious jungle.
What you discover there will push your tactical skills to the limit.

so/m^/'e- wwLv.starsiege.cofn

OPERA, weighing ih at a little more than a megabyte. Is the
newest internet browser to compete against Navigator ani Inter
net Explorer. An Irhage-loading toggle at the bottom of the screen
turns graphics loading on and off, and pages can be resized from
,20% to 1,000% instantly.

SANITARIUM is a journey through the depths of one man's con
sciousness to confront the demons from his past and escape the
imprisonment of his mind. Interact with over 80 characters, uncover
conspiracies, and journey through Sanitarium's nine episodes. Fea
tures photo-realistic full-screen cinematics.

STARSIEGE Is a 3D combat sIm using a proprietary engine that
gives users a seamless interior/exterior world and a multiuser
environment. Things to look out for are the ability to create your
own server, join existing Starsiege clans online, and Immerse
yourself in a 3D combat world.

JUL/AUG 98 boot 13
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7 kick tush in PC games.
I used to rap your knuckles twice a week for not doing your homework. Now I'm going to kick your tush in a fast-paced

action-packed game of Moto Racer. And I can do it, too, because I've been playing with an |

Intense 3D Voodoo PC graphics card Based on the
3Dfx'Voodoo Rush technology intense 30 voodoo s
realistic 3D graphics gives me the edge to hone my playing skills.
And its TV-out connecter lets me plug my PC into the big-screen television

in the rectory, so I really get into the action. Plus, because Intense 3D Voodoo rUnS*^

regular Windows 95 applications, I still manage to track
the school finances and bake sales and keep up my correspondence with Father Flan^an."

Get the card that's given Sister Mary Margaret
the edge. Get Intense 3D Voodoo, now.
Available at retailers nationwide.

V4

1

k

mmm

Sister Mary Margaret,
Mote Racer devotee, says
"Get intense 3D Voodoo,
or suffer the wrath!"

Includes full-versions of TUROK®: Dinosaur Hunter,

Moto Racer™ and Jane's® Longbow FX

intense 3D Voodoo delivers super-sharp graphics for
stunning realism and intense game play.

INTEPGRAPH
COMPUTER SYSTEMS

Product Information Number 182

Buy Intense 3D Voodoo at your local computer retailer.
www.intergraph.com/voodoo 1 -800-763-0242



Computer Game
Developer's
Conference
A Special boot Report
This year's Computer Game
Developer's Conference—
which has dropped the word
"computer" from its title so
It can now Invite the console

crowd (completely destroy
ing the conference's original
intent)—was uneventful as
far as new products were
concerned. Still while most

vendors appeared to be
hedging their bets on E3, we
were still able to uncover a

few surprises on the
show floor.

In the archaic arcade, gamers
from around the country
crowded around Iron, Pac-Man,
and Pong.

3D Update I
Love 'em or hate 'em,
S3 appears to be on
the brink of a major come
back with its new 128-bit

SavageSD chip. At the show,
S3 had the Savage3D
running against 3Dfx's

Voodoo^ using an Intemet
version of Turok Dinosaur

Hunter as a benchmark. The

test bed consisted of identi-

cai systems with 400MHz
Pentium lis and 64MB of

RAM. The result? The

: Savage3D clocked In at
54.1fps, almost ten frames

Quake ii as rendered by S3's
new chip.

faster than the Voodoo^. For
the record, S3 also com
pared Its card to Intel's 1740
(at 29fps) and nVidia's Riva
128 (at 36.6fps). Frame rates
aside, the picture quality we
witnessed was better than

other chips as well.
:  Over at 3Dfx, we learned
a few things about Banshee,
which 3Dfx claims is not

Intended to be a Voodoo^

killer. Banshee, which will be
fully Voodoo compatible, will
have as much horsepower
as the Voodoo^, but will not
supplant the Voodoo^ SLI.
Banshee Is based on single

texelfx2 and plxelfx2 tech
nology, meaning you'll take
a performance hit on games
that take advantage of
multiple textures. However,
Banshee brings strong 2D
functionality. Including
support for up to 16MB

SGRAM or

SDRAM

(depending
on your

budget).

Banshee ^ 28-bit VGA
core, and 2x AGP, but no

DME (direct execution of

textures from memory).
Other features include

dynamic environment
mapping (for things such as
reflections of reflections),
bump-mapping, full-speed
trillnear mlp-mapping,
and full scene-edge anti
aliasing. The chip has also
been optimized to recognize
MPEG-2 hardware/software

decoders and NTSC/PAL

throughput. Though the
numbers aren't final, Wayne
Do, SOfx's product manager,
said, "We can expect to see
Banshee performing at
55.3fps on D3D-based
games, and over BOfps on
Glide-based games."

Matrox showed its new

MGA-G200 powered Marvel
G200 (previewed In boot
21), an all-ln-one video and
graphics accelerator that
delivers 2D, 3D, and multi
media video capture and
playback in a single AGP
board design.

Intel Inside...

Everything
Intel announced Its new

graphics accelerator
Performance Software

Developer's Kit (SDK),
which provides tools for
developers to optimize their

games to run faster under

Blizzard In Your
Living Room
ALLEGATIONS OF SPYING ON CUSTOMERS
SNOWBALL WITH LAWSUIT

lizzard Entertainment

wanted to generate
attention for the

launch of its new

strategy game

Starcraft, but the
ensuing controversy
and lawsuit surround

ing the release probably wasn't what
the company had in mind.

Starcraft, Blizzard, and its free
online gaming affiliate Battle.Net have
been at the center of a growing
privacy debate sweeping the net since
the company acknowledged it secretly
downloaded Information

from people's PCs.
The controversy began

in early April, when
Blizzard released Starcraft

and made it available on

Battle.Net. When users

were unable to log onto
the network because

their CD keys were
already in use. Blizzard
officials said they began
capturing information to
see what was wrong.

"initially we assumed
there were piracy problems," said
Susan Wooley, a Blizzard spokes
person. Wooley said only users who
logged Into Battle.Net with duplicate
or bad CD keys had their names and
e-mail addresses sent out.

Wooley said the company quickly
traced the problem to manufacturing
problems, stores that were reselling
returned copies, and a number of
pirates. But by the time Blizzard
Entertainment stopped capturing
Information a mere seven days later,
the damage had already been done.
Savvy users monitoring the flow of
data from their PCs noticed the infor
mation being snatched and began
spreading the word electronically.

"It has come to my attention... that
during any failed Starcraft BATTLE.NET
connections... some sensitive Informa

tion Is (illegally) retrieved from your
registry and sent up to Blizzard. I have

"It's a

personally confirmed this using socket
traces," began one of the cryptic mes
sages sent to several PC and gaming
magazines, boot included.

"if a computer cracker takes
information without permission, it
is called theft," wrote Tony Martin
in an e-mail to boot. "[Blizzard]
placed a trojan horse In [Its] soft
ware and then activated It to take

information from users without per
mission. [In essence] Blizzard stole
information from many people."

At the heart of the debate Is

whether Blizzard went too far and

message to users ttiat
information on their hard drives
is not necessarily secure
from prying eyes when they're
online,"

—Barry Steinhardt,
Electronic Frontier Foundation

violated people's privacy rights by
trying to protect its product. The con
troversy has snowballed, with Blizzard
caught square in the storm's path.
"How anyone can defend [this]

invasion of privacy is sickening,"
commented Matthew Arnold.

Not all netlzens decry Blizzard's
actions. Many gamers who view
Blizzard as a producer of top-quality
games, such as Diablo, Warcraft, and
Starcraft, point to software pirates as
the true root of the problem.

"Not only do people have the balls
to steal a product, but they then log
onto Blizzard's own server to play for
free and then expect the company to
foot the bill for their theft?" wrote
Stan Smith. "Bloody amazing!"

"Honestly, how can [people] be
offended at this?" said Jon Resek,
another Starcraft fan. "Piracy is a
huge problem, but Blizzard Is a
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When online Starcraft players discovered registry info being downloaded from their systems, Blizzard
ceased its actions.

company I trust."
Blizzard's troubles aren't limited to

negative publicity and Irked customers.
Within days of Blizzard admitting It
downloaded user information, Donald
Driscoll, an Albany, CA, attorney filed
suit against the company alleging
unfair business practices.

The suit claims that Blizzard's

actions violated California law on com
puter crime and that businesses that
violate the law are engaged In unfair
business practices. Driscoll Is seeking
to force Blizzard to release an updated
version of the game with the ability to
grab user Information disabled and
offer Its customers a refund.

"I think this is a very important
legal Issue for the net," said Driscoll,
who told boot that since filing the
suit, he has received hundreds of
e-mail messages. "A lot of it was sup
portive," he said, "but I've also gotten
a certain amount of flame mall too."

Driscoll himself has now become the
target of negative publicity campaigns
characterizing him as a money-grubbing
opportunist seeking nothing more
than attorney's fees. However, Driscoll
is quick to point out that Blizzard's
actions alone created the entire situa
tion and that people shouldn't make
him the focus of raging debate.

"I hope the long-range impact is to
have people really start thinking about
these Issues," Driscoll said.

For its part. Blizzard said all it
wanted to do was make sure cus

tomers could use Battle.Net. The
company's Intent, stressed Wooley,
was "not to capture pirates."
"We feel we've been pretty forth

coming since day one," she said.
"Obviously people got upset with
what we did, and we understand

that. But there's not some greater
conspiracy behind it."

Wooley said misinformation has
spread at Internet speed to the
corners of the planet, with people
even contacting her accusing Blizzard
of accessing their financial records.

"I think a lot of it is an example of
how things can run amuck on the
Internet," she said.

One widely repeated rumor was
that, in addition to capturing e-mail
and user Information from Netscape's
Communicator and Microsoft's Internet

Explorer, Blizzard also snatched
people's Kali e-mail addresses. Kali
Is a competing gaming network of
Battle.Net.

When contacted by boot, Kail Pres
ident Jay Cotton declined to comment
on the situation, but did confirm that
several of his users reported having
their Kali info swiped.

Wooley flatly denied that Blizzard
took Information about their competi
tor and chalked it up to Internet
rumor. She said Blizzard didn't Intend

to insult its customers.

"We definitely have learned from
it," Wooley said. "And we'd never do
it again."

However, the other lesson in all this
may be that no matter how secure you
think you are, there's always potential
for harm.

"It's disturbing but not surprising,"
said Barry Steinhardt, president of
San Franclsco-based Electronic

Frontier Foundation, when contacted
about this story. "It's a message to
users that information on their hard
drives Is not necessarily secure from
prying eyes when they're online.
Users need to take measures to

protect themselves." 0

the Pentium II and 1740

architectures. One new tool

is Intel's Observation Archi

tecture (OA), a set of hard
ware and software features

built into the i740 chip that
lets developers "peek" into
the graphics pipeline and
observe bandwidth utilization

and throughput in several
hardware operations. The
other tool is "Profiler," a

utility that lets developers
gauge the performance of
their application by moni
toring the activities of
the 1740, as well as

identify and eliminate bot
tlenecks in the graphics
pipeline in realtime. Profiler
shows the usage of various
graphics hardware functions
in realtime, such as pixel fill,
engine, setup engine, texture
cache throughput, local
memory throughput, render
ing rate, frame rate, and AGP
throughput. The good news
is that once a game is fully
hardware-optimized under
i740, the game should see
improved performance
under all hardware chips.
The SDK is a free download

from Intel's developer web
site at www.intel.com/

design/graphics.
Intel also showed a com

puter purportedly running a
650MHz Pentium II; however,
none of the bootBoyz were

allowed into the back room

to see it or run a few bench

marks. Guess we'll have to

take Intel's word on it.

Microsoft Madness

Microsoft talked about

DirectX 6.0, which will be
implemented in NT 5 beta
2. Unfortunately, it won't be
ready in time to be included
in Windows 98. DirectX 6

will give you improvements
in transform and lighting
algorithms and a rewritten
geometry code, and will
recognize the processor in
the box. Other enhance

ments include DirectSound

Digital Audio, which solves
buffer-management prob

lems and simulates reverb,

and DirectMusic, which will

include a Roland software

synthesizer to enable audio
consistency across any

soundcard.

Cool Products

ITU Research's TouchCube

is a high-precision 3D input
device that uses multiple
finger movements. It's ideal
for people who have to
move within digital or

physical environ
ments, such as

navigating VR
spaces or

' controlling
remote-operation

industrial equipment
TouchCube lets users

manipulate up to five 3D

points or states indepen
dently and simultaneously.

Roland Digital's PICZA
also looked interesting. A
$995 3D digitizer, PICZA
scans any surface at pre
defined resolutions. This

touch-probe scanner is
suited for designers, hob
byists, engineers, and 3D
modelers.

Boston Acoustics has

jumped into the multi
media speaker fray with
satellite/sub combinations

that range in price from
$99 to $299. The high-end
MediaTheater setup takes
advantage of Virtual Dolby
Surround circuitry, creating
the effect of a full, five-
speaker surround-sound
system from only two
satellite speakers.

Finally, Saitek had the
coolest-looking game con
trollers on display at the
show. Its new line-up fea
tures "Ratio Digital" tech
nology, a patent-pending
technology that dramatically
improves joystick-to-PC
communication speed.

PyramidSD Is
Dead, But GlazeSO
Lives On
It was bound to happen.
After years of promise
and numerous less-than-

spectacular demos, TriTech
MIcroeletronics has decided

to ditch its graphics business

UL/AUG 98 boot 17
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and has laid to rest its

PyramidSD technology.
The technology (first

previewed in boot2\) was
forever trying to find a place
In the videocard add-In

markets. But despite its
ability to do hardware
bump-mapping acceleration,
the part simply did not have
the horsepower to go up
against the likes of Voodoo^,
1740, or RIva 128. Even at
last year's Comdex, while
3Dfx was wooing the crowd
with liquid-smooth demos of
games such as Incoming,
the PyramldSD was barely
making It in the upper teens
with the same demo.

The Pyramld3D joins
comrades such as RSSI's

PIX, Tseng Lab's 3DET6300,
and others, who have all
fallen In defeat.

Although it's dead, It may
hot be forgotten. Microsoft

has licensed TrITech's

bump-mapping technology
for DirectX 6.0, and now
BItBoys Oy—the same
design team that engi-

.:heered the Pyramld3D—
is trying to pimp Its own
2D/3D solution, the
GlazeSD.

This new chip promises
the world, with performance
vectors such as 400 million

dual-textured. Illuminated,
fogged, alpha-blended, antl-
allased, Z-buffer pixels per
second. Specifically:

•40DMplxels/sec gouraud-
shaded pixels, no texture

•400Mplxels/sec single
texture with trillnear

mlp-mapping
•400Mplxeis/sec dual
texture with bilinear

filtering

•200Mplxels/sec dual
texture with trillnear

:  mlp-mapping
•200Mpixels/sec quad
texture with bilinear

filtering
•lOOMpixeis/sec quad
texture with trillnear

mipmapping
Feature sets will include:

•200MHz operating speeds
•32-blt/True-color rendering
pipeline

•True-color framebuffer

•trillnear mlp-mapping
•programmable triangle
setup engine

•four simultaneous trlllnear-

filtered textures in a single
pass

•no performance penalty on
translucent surfaces

•bilinear bump-mapping,
also with a surface texture

•edge anti-aliasing
•16K texture cache

•stencil buffer

•up to 16MB of local

memory

•flexible memory Interface,
Including SDRAM, SGRAM,,
400MHz RDRAM, and
SLDRAM

•DIrectX/DlrectSD and

OpenGL compliance
•PCI 2.1 and AGP 2x

Interface

No word yet on pricing or
availability.

Katmai Reportedly
Revealed
Intel's secret Katmai New

Instruction sets, once
dubbed "MMX2," appear to
have been compromised by.
a programmer who said he

found the Information on an

Intel public Internet site.

"I ran Into an application
on Intel's public FP site
that contains what I believe

to be the KNI/MMX2 Instruc

tion set. I haven't got the
whole encoding figured out,
but the following table
shows where they fit Into
the opcode map," Cllve
Turvey wrote on his web
page (www.tbcnet.com/

~cllve/vcomwinp.html#KNI).
Katmai Is expected to

Implement 4x AGP, an
Increased bandwidth to

memory, and a Single
Instruction Multiple Data
Architecture for floating
point data types. CPUs using
Katmai aren't expected to
hit the market until 1999

and will Initially hover in the
500MHz range. Katmai may
also use a 200MHz bus In

conjunction with Rambus
technology.

Intel officials could not

be reached for comment. 0

Fake Pentium iis
Surface In U.S.
INTEL SAYS TEST TO CHECK AUTHENTICITY WORKSAfter Taiwanese offi

cials seized millions

of dollars worth of

fake 300MH2 Pentium

lls earlier this year,
more bogus proces
sors were expected to
surface in Europe. An

investigation by German magazine c'T
has since discovered the majority of
fake P-ll sales were to U.S. customers.

Some 333 cases of falsely labeled
Pentium ils were actually reported,
Including 210 from the United States,
42 from Germany, 13 from Australia,
and 12 from Canada. Given the large
number of counterfeiting rings in the
black market, it's possible the world
wide figures could reach
into the tens of thousands.

These counterfeit chips
are actually overclocked
233MHz and 266MHz

Pentium lls doctored to

look like the more expen
sive 300IV1HZ or 350MHz

varieties. If you get your
hands on a suspect system,
look at the CPU and check
for "shimmering" where the
part number would normally
appear. A falsified part
number (copied from a
bonafide 300MHz part) will be printed
elsewhere on the cartridge. In another
variation, the cartridge has been
spoofed, which can be detected by the
smaller than normal Pentium II logo in
an irregular position on the cartridge.

However, since the naked eye
doesn't always see the whole truth, c'T
created a software test that checks for
the presence of error correction code
in the L2 cache. According to Intel, ECC
support wasn't added to the 233MHz
and 266MHz parts until about a
month after their introduction.

Intel would only say the actual
number of Pentium ils sold
that included ECC support
"was more than a small

number." No 300MHz

Pentium lls were sold

without ECC support,
but both non-ECC and
ECC 233MHz and

"If you

266MHz Pentium lls are still available.

Intel's Manny Vara said engineers
checked the program and found it
does correctly test for the presence of
ECC in the L2 cache.

"If you run the test and it says your
300MHz processor does not have ECC,
then there is a good chance that you
have an overclocked or re-marked

processor," Vara said. However, Vara
stressed that Intel does not endorse
the utility. He also warned consumers
to be wary: "If you see a bargain that's
too good to be true, then maybe it is."

Still, a growing number of anxious
consumers suspect they were taken
for a ride.

"I got my 300MHz Pentium 11 from

 run the test and it says
your 300MHz processor
does not have ECC, then
there is a good chance that
you have an overclocked
or re-marked processor

—Manny Vara, Intel

two Russian guys at a computer show
in Valley Forge, PA," said Keith Jones
in an e-mail to boot. Jones later dis
covered his processor was actually a
re-marked 233MHz Pentium II.

Consumers shouldn't panic yet. Intel
urges anyone who thinks they may
have a bogus processor to do two
things: contact their vendor to report
the alleged fraud, and contact Intel at
800.628.8686. If you call Intel, be pre
pared to provide contact information,

the processor's serial number, and
the vendor from which you

bought the processor.
"The best way to

protect yourself is
to buy from a rep

utable source," said
Intel's Manny Vara. "If

you do that, your risk of
buying a bad part goes

down exponentially." 0
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DEMONSTRATION

0 Tear out this page

Crumple into ball

31 Toss over your shoulder.

The sound this ad will make when it hits the ground

behind you is the power of A3D™from AureaUthe

only audio that works the way your ears do.

No wonder game makers like Interplay and GT Interactive are featuring

A3D in their newest titles. Experience it for yourself at www.A3D.com

3D
BELIEVE YOUR EARS"

©1998 Aureal Semiconductor. Inc. A3D and Aureai are trademarks of Aureal Semiconductor inc. Other trademarks are properties of their respective owners.



HIGH-TECH TOYS

AND TOOLS WITH

THE RIGHT STUFF
Cleving 156 who hasn't tett like the
consummate DJ while throwing a party
for a mob of their closest friends? With

a couple of $450 Cleving 156s. you
could start to charge admission to your
soirees and even quit your day lob-
not. But it's fun to dream anyway. This
top loading CD player, is whisper quiet
with a S/N of >102 and>95db dynamic
range. Make sure the building is earth
quake proof, because it booms an
astonishing frequency response of 4Hz-
20kHz. if that doesn't make your neigh
bors move out, nothing wiii. The BPM
counter is perfect for those perfectiy
matched transitions between tracks,
and -r/-16% pitch bend wiii keep the
music right in key. A jog shuttle is the

evolution Mouse-Trak
Developed with the power user in
mind, evolution Mouse-Trak is a

radicai-iooking pointing device
that aims to reduce fatigue.
Using a bail-bearing trackball
motion, the evolution trackball

glides for fine movement,
white six programmable
buttons aiiow single-
stroke action for single-
and doubie-ciicking,
dragging, and other
functions, depending on

the drivers you're using.
You'll need a PS/2 port to get

this puppy up and running, though—
it won't work with a PS/2-to-seriai adapter. But it is fully
programmable for left-handed users—a major plus.
Itac; 800.533.4822; wvvw.mousetrak.com

Jamil

-aamm'--" " ® piping yourr., pjqystation or N64 through some
fuzzy-wuzzy TV? Clear off your desk, 'cause

AIMS's Jam!! Allows you to pump that output into
your PC's monitor, giving you the high-resolution
crispness these machines deserve. With its funky
purple finish, this $80 desktop switchbox interfaces
with any machine that has S-Video and stereo
outputs (the box also comes with an S-Video-to-
composite cable). A 1/8-inch mini cable gets your
headphones or multimedia speakers bumping to the
beat. A flip of a switch gets you moving between
your computer output and console output in no time.
AIMS Lab; 510.661.2525; www.aimslab.com

a

©

Revolve
Designs'
Unimunt
The Pilot was designed to
be taken anywhere, right?
But it can be tricky holding a
stylus in one hand and trying to
scribble a graffiti character while
cruisin' in your ride. UniMount comes
in a handful of configurations starting
at about $70 and incorporates various
suction cups, dips, or bolts to secure
any PaimPiiot for one-handed action,
it comes standard with a Post-it

note/battery holder, styius/baii-point
pen, and a velcro module to attach it to
a monitor as well. Other models can

dock a phone, GPS, or pager. Revolve
Designs; 800.580.2210;
www.revolvedesign.com

ICF-SC1PC Bad boys, bad boys, whatcha gonna
". do? If you're real bad, you'll pick up Sony's new radio

frequency scanner and track the world's scariest police
chases through your PC. That's right... your PC.

The $430 iCF-SCIPC scanner and PC interface aiiow you
to custom-tailor your searches and create personalized
files for your favorite channels (car chases, drug busts,
domestic disturbances, illicit telephone conversations) j
on your PC. The included CD-ROM lists more than 3 i
million (phewi) U.S. FCC-iicensed radio frequencies, /
so you'll be up and eavesdropping in no time. /

The scanner scans all frequencies allowed by /
the FCC (cellular communications are prohibited) /
and uses a Phase Locked Loop Triple Conversion ,/ §
Superheterodyne circuitry (say that ten times y /
fast) for accurate, stable tuning. There's also , f
300-channei memory, an intelligent ,
active memory system, one-button .
access to nine public-service bands
(police department, fire department,
and aircraft), a backiit LCD, skip /4'
function, key protection, and best .
of ail, a belt holder. *•>»
Sony; 800.222.7669; i"
www.sony.com i's

. > < > i
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History is repeating itself. Once again. S3 has developed an entirely new graphics accelerator. It's called

SavageBOr and it has features like single pass trilinear filtering, S3 texture compression, true color rendering

and AGP texturing. All of which means you get more complex and visually compelling 3D environments, more

realistic 3D games, and no compromise performance. And it supports all DVD formats. Developers, system

OEMs and add-in card manufacturers are rapidly discovering that SavageBD^" is the chip to have. What you

choose to do about it Is your own business. Just remember, you were warned. http;//www.s3,com 408.588.8000
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Monster Truck Madness" 2 is here, with more ground-pounding, trash-talking fun than the original. Featuring 20 trucks that
show the damage you dish out, including four new WCW™ and nWo™ WrestleTrucks like "Hollywood" Hogan. Risky night racing

and nasty weather options. Thumping force-feedback support. The Summit Rumble, an outrageous muitiplayer game of "king of the hill."
And 11 wild new tracks. Get your free demo and start crushing the competition at www.microsoft.com/games/monster/
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M I CROSOFT DEFECTOR TELLS ALL

hese are fascinating days
for Intel. I recently attend
ed the launch of its latest

CPUs and watched with

amazement as a nervous

sales guy struggled to
justify the need for a new
generation of processors.

The core demand is in corporations, so
Intel needed to show new and exciting
uses for its 400MHz CPU and lOOMHz

system bus for business applications.
As it turns out, this is a remarkably

difEcult thing to do.
The first demo was an MPEG-2 video

decompressing live onto the inside surface
of a sphere, allowing you to look around at
the video from aU directions as it played.

Neat, but it was grainy, and Microsoft
once did that same demo at the Computer
Game Developer's Conference using a
Pentium 90, decompressing MPEG-I
video in software.

Intel's audience didn't know this was

trivial and was duly impressed.
The next demo was a data analysis

package that streamed live data off the net
into an interactive 3D graph with data-

work server or database, but what about the

machines that sit on everybody's desktop?
The PC software industry has long been

able to use Intel innovation as a crutch for

sloppy software design and for creating
huge, ponderous applications. Microsoft
has certainly been able to manage to suck
up most of the available resources and disk
space on everyone's systems with produc
tivity applications that, to my recollection,
have pretty much nm fine since the intro
duction of the 286.

Face it: They're all text applications.
It must take enormous effort to make

e-mail and browsers that visibly redraw the
saeen with some text and maybe a bitmap
or two (Explorer has to load 22 DLLs to
draw a bitmap), while id sprays fuUy lit 3D
worlds at the screen with tons of Al-driven

monsters at 30fps. While game developers
stiU reflect their performance-oriented
roots, business-application developers have
grown incredibly fat and slovenly in their
coding practices. Every year Intel has saved
their cellulite-laden butts with a faster

CPU. No need to optimize. By the time
this beast ships, Intel wiU have shipped
a faster computer, and even Outlook will

This means the technology
we all use for fun and games
just reached center stage.

The primary use of video on
the PC is—^you guessed it—
pom! And the primary use of
3D technology is games, more
specifically Quake. Microsoft
and Intel are desperately trying
to develop better and better sex-
and-violence technology to justi
fy the value of the products to
their corporate customers.

My favorite Intel ads are the
ones that feature "videoconferenc

ing." Stop! You're Idhing me! I'd
bet that for every executive who
actually uses that stuff for corpo
rate meetings, there are thou
sands of guys out there tugging
themselves bUnd. The furmy thing
is Intel can't promote its CPUs as
better pom players, and even its
fastest, newest CPUs can't beat last

year's 3Dfi£-enhanced 233MHz
Pentium for 3D performance.

ALEX ST. JOHN From his

position as Microsoft's game

technology evangeiist, Alex St.

Jolin was responsible for the

controversial DirectX APIs that

have either taken PC gaming to

the next level or were horribly

broken, depending on your point

of view.

The lyouble wilh Being Intel
THE NEW ROUND OF CPUS IS BIGGER, BETTER, AND FASTER,, , BUT WHO'S BUYING?

points represented by little 3D-rendered
bouncing spheres with ambient lighting.
The nice thing about rendering spheres
under these conditions is that you only
have to render one and copy the rest.

Quake it was not.
The third demo was a CAD package's

3D model of a car engine. The model
looked to be no more

than 10,000 polygons,
probably less. It had no
textures and was again
ambiently lit with
white light. They
showed the engine
rotating choppily in software, its pistons
chugging along—not really something that
justified more than a 166MHz Pentium,
unless the developers were monkeys.

Has Intel innovated itself out of market-

share? To justify a 50% profit margin, it
must continually introduce faster pro
cessors. But what happens when the mar
ket can't think of any use for all that power?
Oh sure, you can always use a bigger net-

In order to

chug along at an almost tolerable speed.
Corporate dollars are the bread and

butter of the PC industry and, as demon
strated by the demos at Intel's new CPU
launch, nobody can think of a use for all
that power. And the net itself is limiting
the apphcation developers' abihty to really
suck up CPU. After all, even the lowliest

Thus, to keep those new CPUs rolling
out the doors, Intel must find a way to
make these two technologies ubiquitous
and integral to all apps. This is why Intel
and Microsoft have come together for the
laimch of Chrome, Microsoft's new 3D

extensions for the desktop and Intemet.
How is it that the PlayStation hardware

 justify a 50% profit margin, Intel must continually
Introduce faster processors, but what happens when the market
can't think of any use for all that power?

CPU barely needs to work up a sweat dis
playing some text and bitmaps at I28K/sec,
or even lOMB/sec for that matter. What's a
big fat application to do while it's waiting?

I'm sure everyone reading this column
can immediately think of a use for aU that
power. Entertainment. More specifically,
aside from serving more data, the only
technologies that actually justify that
power are video (barely) and 3D (certainly).

hasn't changed in almost three years and
the games keep getting better? In the
absence of hardware innovation, software

developers no longer have a crutch to lean
their sloppy programming guts on. They
have to suck it in and work a little harder to

make better use of the resources they have.
And I don't think anybody would

notice the impact if Intel didn't ship a
new CPU for several years. 0
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Using the next-generation

3Dfk VOODOO'™ chipset,
Righteous 3D II delivers an enhanced 3D

rendering feature set, with up to three times

the power and realism of oUr award winning
Righteous 3D accelerator card. It's all about

graphics when you're gaming with the

HOTTEST 3D complete game bundle.

Righteous 3D 11 delivers the goods.

It rocks!

Product Information Number 371

800-577-0977
www.orchld.com

A Micronics CompUTiy
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MAJOR PLAYERSCOOP FROM

It seems as though I need to write
this column every year, so here
we go once again for the people
in the cheap seats.

Violence in games does not
cause violence in real life.

"Games don't kill people.
Guns kiU people."

"You can take away my mindless
computer violence when you pry my
cold dead finger from the joystick."

And so on.

But let's put away the bumper stickers
for a moment and look at some of those

messy things that media lords and
political jackasses like to ignore. These
dangerous things are called facts. Such as:

A study by Northeastern University
found that juvenile violence more than
doubled in the 1980s with the emergence
of crack, but dropped almost 20% in the
1990s with the slight ebbing of the drug
tide and an upsurge in the economy.

During this same period, the electronic
entertainment industry experienced a
stunning growth, with sales doubling
during some years. More than half of the
entertainment products published during

this theory. He studied a group of gamers
and reported, "As players elaborate the
meanings of the gaming experience, they
interpret this play as a 'healthy outlet,'
providing a form of catharsis, a means
of releasing feelings of aggression. The
play activity is also linked to feelings of
positive accomplishment. The cathartic
function of playing with fantasy bodily
violence was repeated by a number of
players who characterized the videoplay
as an 'outlet,' a place to 'relieve stress and
tensions,' 'to get rid of frustrations' and
'take out aggressions.'"

None of the major studies has found
any definitive link between game violence
and increased violent behavior. Indeed,

such studies, particularly with children,
are fundamentally flawed. If they are
conducted under laboratory conditions,
the results can easily be artificial. If they
are done in the field, they lack the control
groups required to validate research. In
either case, they utterly ignore context
and extenuating factors such as socioeco
nomic position, parenting, intelligence,
home life, and other elements that figure
into behavior.

Here We Go Again...
IT'S OPEN SEASON ON VIOLENT VIDEO GAMES

this time were either graphically violent
in nature or dealt with violent themes.

According to the Department of
Justice, violent crime continued its long
national decline with a 10% drop in 1995.

And then, of course, there's the

messy issue of Japan, which has far
more violent media than America, yet

THEORY
WITH T. LIAWI MCDONALD

businessman and a granny
being run down and a tag line
that calls it the "Driving game
for the chemically unbalanced"—
and wonder what's inside.

If parents do not know the
content of a game their child
may play for upwards of forty
hours, then it is because they
choose not to know.

The violence in games is
fantasy violence, and children
know this. If a child cannot dis

cern between fantasy violence
and real violence, this child has

a more serious problem than
computer games. None of this
entertainment exists in a vacuum,

and the only real danger comes
from parents who disassociate
themselves from the entertain

ment their children seek.

Parents need to be engaged and
aware of what their children are

seeing and what is appropriate for their
age group. That games fail to show the

moral and ethical consequences of

T. LIAM MCDONALD Is

ttie all-knowing god of

gaming. His mother still

can't believe that he plays

games for a living.

violence is irrelevant. It's not their

place. Children get their moral guid
ance from their parents, not from a
game. A game would have to be very

And parents now have more tools
at their disposal to make an informed
decision than ever before. Boxes contain

copious ratings, warnings, and graphic
photos of the games themselves. Redneck
Rampage, for instance, has a conspicuous
"Mature: 17-I-" icon on the front of the

box and a warning on the back that says

powerfiil indeed to cancel out good
parenting, and no game is that good.

I'm forced to whack this dead

carcass again because the media-politico
nitwits that steer national debate are busy
beating their chests over an imaginary
"rise in juvenile violence." The case, of
course, is the tragic shooting in Arkansas
of a schoolyard full of children by two of
their classmates. Without any proof, we
are immediately told that it is the "culture

far fewer incidences

of violent crime.

actually affected the of violence is irrelevant, it's not their place, Children get their
behavior of young
people, juvenile

That games fai l to show the moral and ethical consequences
of violence is irrelevant, it's not their place, Chiidre
moral guidance from their parents, not from a game.

violence should be

increasing, not decreasing, as children
reenact what they see on the screen and
become further desensitized to violence.

However, the government's own statistics
simply don't bear this out. In fact, the
statistics could be read to support the theory
that violent games decrease violence in
the young through their cathartic effect.

Joel Saxe, of the University of
Massachusetts, has reason to believe

the game contains "animated blood and
gore, strong language, use of tobacco
and alcohol."

But companies like to hype the violence
in their games, not hide it. No publisher
attempts to sneak an exploding monster
into a game. It sells the game based on
the promise that it is full of exploding
monsters. No one can pick up the box
for Carmageddon—with its picture of a

of violence in the media, particularly
video games" that caused this tragedy.
Meanwhile, the covers of Neivsweek and

Time show photos of the child perpetra
tors in camo gear with large, very real
weapons that, we may assume, were given
to them by their parents.

Maybe we should amend that bumper
sticker to read, "Guns and games don't
kill people. Bad parents do." 0
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First generation AGP graptiics boards only

supported AGP 1x, many of them can't even taire

full advantage of system memory. This enables the

revolutionary Hercules Terminator 2x/i™ to he the perfect AGP 2x
upgrade for your AGP system. The Hercules Terminator 2x/i™ is a

fully integrated 2D/3D graphics and multimedia accelerator offer

ing breakthrough 3D image quality for 3D games and blazing fast
2D Windows performance.

Intel740™ and 8 MB
Hercules Terminator 2x/i™ integrates the Intel740™ graphics
processor and 8IVIB of super-fast memory in a high performance
design.

Razor sharp 3D image quality
Precise Pixel Interpolation (PPI) delivers the hest-of-class 3D

image quality, Parallel Data Processing (PDP) allows consistent
high performance, Direct Memory Execution (DME) delivers

528 MB/ sec. bandwidth.

$99 ESP Available now!

PI
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RAZOR-SHARP 3D IMAGE QUALITY

Product Information Number 179
www.hercules.com 1-800-532-0600

Hercules Computer Technology, Inc. • 3839 Spinnaker Court • Fremont, CA 94538



It may seem that boot readers only
want to read about pushing the
envelope, the newest of the new,
and the ultimate way to get the
best for the least.

But I don't think so.

I think it's also usefid for boot

readers to know how people
outside the U.S. use technology. This
knowledge will help decision makers
better understand the increasingly global
market, as well as adjust their web sites to
accommodate a broader audience. I won't

deny the boot readers this valuable informa
tion on the basis that it isn't cool and hip.

<begin soapbox>
I was sitting in a kitchen in Izmir,

Turkey (a few miles from the capital of
Greek civilization back in 300 BC), and on
the front page of the city newspaper was an
article about the U.S.-centric approach to
the domain-name registration process as
outlined last winter by a U.S. Department
of Commerce green paper.

I subsequently saw articles about this
in other European cities. In Ecuador, I ran
across similar articles about how the U.S.-

centric nature of the web prohibited many

HE LINE
merce to tax or guard against fraud. There
would be no global Internet.

There would be even more confusion

and fragmentation in an area that des
perately needs a cohesive structure to
support its rapidly growth.

Perusing the web, I found some inter
esting critiques of the current proposal.
The biggest issue seems to rest in just
who will sort out trademark disputes,
most showing concern that U.S.-designed
plans favor big American business as
opposed to small foreign entrepreneurs.

The Council of the European Union
said, "...the current U.S. would, in the

name of the globalization and privatization
of the Internet, risk consolidating perma
nent U.S. jurisdiction over the Internet as
a whole, including dispute resolution and
trademarks used on the Internet.... The

U.S. proposals do not bring about any
significant improvements to the current
situation, in particular with regard to the
guarantees given to holders of trademark
rights when registering domain names."

The European Union also maintains
that the plan fails to acknowledge a
competing proposal for managing Internet

WITH SHEL KIMEN

Internet growth. U.S.-funded
research and businesses have

gotten us to where we are.
But the Internet is not used

and supported only by the United
States. Across the four continents

I've visited this year, I've found a
growing Internet industry in every
town and city. Internet stories
regularly appear on the front pages
of foreign papers, and foreign
universities have rapidly upgraded
technology programs to deal with
arising Internet-related issues.

If all this is so, why should the
U.S. Department of Commerce
regulate the Internet?

Could it be that NSI (Network
Solutions, the U.S. company cur
rently responsible for handling
top-level domain names) has
recently gone public? Could the United
States see economic advantages for the
companies that control this most impor
tant aspect of the Internet's future? It's

ii
SHEL

i^
 KIMEN no longer drink

coffee and can be reached at

kimen@klever.org.

U.S. Out of My Internet!
YOU NEED TO TRAVEL TO UNDERSTAND TECHNOLOGY AND ITS LIMITATIONS

This is

closer

South American citizens from even learn

ing about the technology (as most of the
online documentation and books are in

English). Yet these articles seldom make it
into U.S. magazines.

Domain-name registration is rapidly
moving toward being regulated by the
U.S. private sector. The afore
mentioned green paper, while
making claims to encourage a
global society and economy,
doesn't advance that princi
ple. If it did, it would have
consulted the many existing organizations
and corporations outside the United
States before drawing up its global plan
and submitting it to Congress.

The regulation and control of domain
names is the most important issue facing
the Intemet right now. It's more important
than e-commerce and taxation issues, more

important than security issues even, because
without a functioning Internet-address
naming system, there would be no com-

domain names established by a Council of
Registrars (CORE) already set up in Geneva,
Switzerland. Additionally it argues that the
U.S. plan ignores efforts to set up Intemet
dispute-resolution procedures within the
World Intelectual Property Organization.

The Internet Assigned Numbers

clear the United States is eager to be Chief
Officer of global trademark distribution
rights and have control over the inevitable
disputes. This is nothing shy of another
obnoxious attempt to edge closer to a
U.S.-controlled New World Order.

The spirit of the Intemet, United States

nothing shy of another obnoxious attempt to edge
to a U.S.-controllecl New World Order

Authority (lANA) added, "...the board
of directors should represent the global
Intemet and its constituent users; the new

organization should develop and maintain
the criteria for registries and registrars with
the consensus of the Intemet community....

New top-level domains can and should be
introduced to the system in a controlled
manner by community consensus."

I'U be the first to acknowledge the
crucial role the United States has played in

and beyond, has always been one of col
lective decision making and consensus.
As Internet users, wouldn't you feel better
supporting a collective, international
process to regulate your Intemet?

If this is important to you, not only
should you let your congressional repre
sentatives know, you should also demand
that your periodicals mn stories about
these issues, at least periodically.

</soapbox> 0
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When it comes to 3D gaming,
how sharp is yours?

Take the Matrox video card quiz and find out. Can you.

□ Run Forsaken" at over 100 frames per second?
□ Play Jedi Knight" at 1280x1024 resolution?
□ Get Vibrant Color Quality for Quake 11"?

□ Smooth everything over with per-pixelTrilinear filtering?
D Upgrade to a whopping 16MB of memory?

>■ Answer "YES" to everything this summer with MGA-G200.
For more information, visit our web site at www.matrox.com/maa

n

Forsaken" © 1997 Acclaim Entertainment Inc. Jedi Knight"© Lucasfilm Ltd. Copyright LucasArts,
Quake iP® 1997 id Software Inc. All trademarks are the property of their respective owners.
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 Go blind with brilliant 2D performance?
D Brag about your full AGP2x performance?
n Couch surf with DVD video and PC to TV displays?
D Ride the 128-bit DualBus?

D Thank God you didn't buy that expensive 3D-only card?
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TOMORROW'S TECHNOLOGIES EXPLAINED

y the end of this column,
you'll either fall down on
your knees worshipping
my great judgment, or
dismiss me as a geezer
who is hopelessly
unbootWorthy.

This column is about

buying a new computer. It's an agonizing
task we all face every few years, like filing
tax returns. I know it's agonizing because
I read your letters to boot. Most of you
worry about taking the plunge and then
discovering that Intel, Microsoft, or some
other deity has announced a whiz-bang
new product you've just gotta have. You
suffer nightmares about instant obsoles
cence, which would make you uncool.

Other readers complain that boot
goes overboard: Does anybody really drop
$5,000 on a Dream Machine? Anybody
except the stock-option millionaires in
Silicon Valley? Your nightmare is the
specter of financial ruin or the fear of
looking uncool because you didn't buy
the fastest chip on the block.

I'm here to heal your pain. Yes, it's OK
to spend $5,000 on a Dream Machine. But
it's also OK to spend $2,000 on a Lean

mnning the latest Java development tools. 1
determined that a 200MHz Pentium would

be plenty fast for at least the next two years,
which is a long enough time horizon to
worry about. In fact, 1 shopped around
for a discontinued non-MMX Pentium to

save money, but settled for an MMX chip
because the price difference was trifling.

Why was 1 willing to sacrifice MMX?
Get ready for another shock: 1 don't play
computer games. It's not that I'm a killjoy.
1 used to play games a lot—^until 1 spent
three years as the editor of an electronic
games magazine. Have you ever seen the
old "1 Love Lucy" episode in which Lucy
gets a job at a candy factory and gorges
herself on the assembly line? Same thing.
Long-term exposure to Nintendo triggered
such a strong allergic reaction that 1 haven't
played a game in six years, except occasion
ally in the line of duty.

Besides, 1 realized that 1 enjoy pro
gramming as much as 1 ever enjoyed
games. Nerdy, but true. Although both
diversions are challenging, games create
artificial challenges, and you have less to
show for your effort after you're done.

It turns out that when you're shop
ping for a new PC, an aversion to games

Tough Choices Made Easy
THE BEST SYSTEM YOU CAN BUY IS THE ONE THAT SUITS YOUR NEEDS

Machine. Heck, it's even OK to seem

uncool. As you'll leam, 1 do it myself.
You might assume that as an exalted

and highly compensated boot columnist,
I'd instantly spring for the $5,000 Dream
Machine gloriously described in boot 13.
Guess again. The machine 1 recently
bought is what the
bootLab folks might
use to automatically
switch off the lights
when they go home.
(Actually, they never
switch off the lights
because they never go home.)

Before you strip me of my geek status,
hear me out. 1 believe that real geeks buy
exactly as much computer as they need.
Some geeks realy need a $5,000 computer.
Others get by quite nicely with a $2,000 or
$1,000 computer. It's the fake geeks who
always buy too much computer, because
they're not hip enough to know what they
need, so they overcompensate.

In my case, 1 needed a box capable of

You might

is a wonderful thing. It greatly simplifies
your decisions and immediately saves a
couple grand. Pentium 200? Fast enough
for my compilers. Quantum 2GB IDE
hard drive? Big enough, fast enough. 1
bought a $57 Diamond Stealth graphics
card that probably can't render 3D frames

just so my interactive debugger
can yell "beep?" Hell, no.

Two things on which 1 didn't
skimp were the motherboard and
the monitor. 1 paid a little extra
to get an Asus TX97-XE mother
board because Asus is a good
company, and 1 wanted an ATX
board. This one has those

integrated soimd chips, plus inte
grated USB ports, SIMM slots,
DIMM slots, a readable user's

manual, and the latest BIOS code

on the web. A good video monitor
is even more important because it
lasts through several systems and
affects the health of your eyes, so
1 bought a 17-inch Sony 200ES.

My biggest problem was that
1 insisted on a desktop-style case,
not a tower. That ruled out 95%

of the ready-made PCs in stores.
1 asked a product manager at a
leading company why towers are
so popular. In a rare moment of blunt hon
esty, he answered, "Because our market
research and focus groups show that people

think towers look

more powerful."
But 1 despise
towers because

you can't put a
monitor on top

of them. So the

tower either

wastes valuable desk space or sits on the
floor, where you kick it and have to aawl
around to insert floppies and CD-ROMs.

My system cost about one-third the price
of a Dream Machine, including the $750
monitor and exorbitant California sales tax.

The first time 1 ran Symantec Visual Cafe

TOM HALFHILL is a senior

editor at Byte magazine and the

author of two computing books.

He first became interested in

computers during the disco era.

assume that as an exalted and highly compensated
columnist, I'd instantly spring tor the $5,000 Dream

Machine, Guess again,

faster than 1 could draw them with

crayons, but who cares? It scrolls my
source code faster than 1 can read.

1 asked the surprised store clerk for
the slowest CD-ROM drive in stock—^16x

is plenty fast for installing software, and
32x drives really aren't much faster, anyway.
1 didn't even bother with a soundcard.

Instead, 1 chose a motherboard that has

integrated sound chips made by Creative
Labs. Do 1 need a 64-bit PCI soundcard

Pro, it compiled my Java project so fast
that 1 didn't think anything happened.

So who's really cool? The gamer who
splurges on a $5,000 screamer to play
Doom at triple-digit frame rates, or the
hobbyist who buys a mid-priced system
to carve some code? Or the workadaddy
who buys a sub-$1,000 bargain box to run
Quicken and play around on ACL?

Answer: All of the above. I'm OK,

you're OK. 0
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In to%m0 ̂ - Adrenaline vault

SWAT 2 is the only authentic police

tactical simulation.

"Unpr0dlct8bl0,,»th&
8U8p0Ct8 act dlffarantly
aacii tltiayoixplay,'
Tim Tietjen, SWAT officer, V year veteran

AI opponents' reactions are based on their
personalities, the situation, and you.

"Fffry raallatlc to xfhat
I do In a raal Ufa
altuatlon,"
- Rick Massa, SWAT officer, 16 year veteran

Scenarios are based on authentic SWAT cases

-  ""-"aST '!■ ■

^'kivvv.won.n®^

For more information, check out www.sierra.com and www.swat2.com
(c) 1998 Sierra On-Line, Inc. (r) and/or tm designate trademarks of, or licensed to Sierra On-Line, Inc. All rights reserved.
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u
boot Let's discuss Linux's

conception. How did it originate?
Torvalds It really came to be
because of my own personal
needs. I was a student and a very
poor computer person. I knew
I couldn't live with DOS and

Windows. I wanted to run some

body else's operating system and
be happy and not worry. But
nobody else's operating system
fit my needs. You either had the
really low-end, DOS, or you had
the really high-end—^the real
operating systems, such as Unix,
which nobody used as personal
operating systems. They were
used in commercial settings in
universities, in research institu
tions—^big places. And big places
don't care if they throw $10,000
out the window because that's

peanuts to them. But to a poor
student like me, it wasn't peanuts.

So 1 got a teaching operating
system, a small Unix-like thing
that was meant to be a teaching
aide of how operating systems
worked. But it wasn't enough.
When 1 was 21, 1 was very self-assured when

it came to programming and not very self-
assured when it came to anything else. But 1
knew 1 was the best programmer in the world.
So 1 just decided "Hey, why couldn't 1 do this
myself?" And so 1 did.
boot What were your needs at the time?

Torvalds DOS didn't fit that bill, and Windows
still doesn't. When 1 do something 1 expect the
computer to do what 1 teU it to do because that's
how computers are supposed to work. But if

Many have fallen to

the mighty Gates OS

regime, but all hope Is

not lost For out of the

darkness and despair

a new world leader

has emerged—Linus

Torvaltls. And only
with Linux—his

revolutionary OS for

the masses—will

salvation, security,

and succor ever be

possible.

But a one-man

army can't win a war,

and Torvalds needs

your help to deliver

his manifesto to the

world.

you re running

Windows, MacOS, or a lot
of other nonsecure operating
systems, you really can't depend
on the machine because there

are too many bugs that can bring
down the system.

And when there's too many
things you can't depend on, you
sit there nervously hoping it
won't crash. 1 really hate not
being able to trust the system.
boot And Linux is something you
can trust?

Torvalds Ultimately, yes. But
when I'm doing very active
development-such as adding
new features—I'm doing stuff
that really makes my personal
system untrustworthy. 1 know
I'm not immune to bugs either;
but at the same time when

something goes wrong, 1 can at
least trust that 1 can fix it.

boot Linux is based on Unix, right?
Torvalds Well it's based on Unix

in the sense that 1 was used to

Unix and really liked it. Unix
has a philosophy, it has 25 years

of history behind it, and most importantly, it has
a clean core. It strives for something, some kind
of beauty. And that's really what struck me as
a programmer. Operating systems that normal
home users are used to, such as DOS and
Windows, didn't have any way of life. Nobody
tried to design Windows. It just grew in random
directions without any kind of thought behind it.
boot So what is it you hate about the Windows OS?
Torvalds What's fundamentally wrong is that
nobody ever had any taste when they did it.

'i 'i. boot JUL/AUd §li
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Microsoft has been very much
into making the user interface
look good, but internally it's just a
complete mess. And even people
who program for Microsoft and
who have had years of experience
just don't know how it works
internally. Worse, nobody dares
change it. Nobody dares to fix
bugs because it's such a mess that
fixing one bug might just break a
hundred programs that depend on
that bug. And Microsoft isn't
interested in anyone fbdng bugs—
they're interested in making
money. They don't have anybody
who takes pride in Windows 95
as an operating system.

People inside Microsoft know
it's a bad operating system, and
they still continue working on
it because they want to get the
next version out because they
want to have new features to

sell more copies.
The problem with this

approach is that over time
nobody understands it, nobody really fixes
bugs other than when they're reaUy obvious,
and the end result is really messy. You can't
trust it because under certain circumstances
it just spontaneously reboots or just halts in
the middle of something. Normally it works
fine and then once in a blue moon for some
completely unknown reason, it dies, and
nobody knows why. Not Microsoft, not the
experienced user, and certainly not the com
pletely clueless user who probably sits there
shivering, thinking "What did I do wrong?"

That's what's really irritating to me.

aren't reaUy proud of the OS itself. They're
really proud of being part of something
that's reaUy successful.

1 don't think Microsoft is evil in itself.
I just think that they make really crappy
operating systems.
boot If they're so crappy, why don't people just
say "Let's just use Linux"?

Torvalds A lot of Linux users are people
who reaUy need the stability and are ready to
say, "Goodbye Windows. I can't take this crap
anymore." But inertia keeps people with
Windows because there's lots of good

would be less resistance, even though it has
a fairly small percentage of the market.

Some of that inertia may actually end up
helping Linux too. Microsoft can't change all
of its internals quickly because it has so many
applications. But if an emulation library is
good enough so you can run all the applica
tions you really need on other platforms,
Microsoft will quickly lose the advantage.

People have tried this. Java is a good
example of that. If the Windows application
wasn't tied to Windows, but was a x86
bytecode, there's nothing stopping us from

somehow is tied to communism. These peopie think that Microsoft is a good company, because 'it must

boot Don't you think programmers at
Microsoft are proud of their OS?
Torvalds I think there's a lot of program
mers who aren't in it for the money
primarily. They're probably programming
because they really like programming and
Microsoft pays them well. A lot of Microsoft
programmers are really proud, but they

programs. Hardware manufacturers look at
the market and say, "Since most of the
market is Windows 95, should we spend
a lot of money developing for Linux or for
Windows NT?" Microsoft actually has
problems getting drivers for NT. They've tried
to make the interfaces between drivers to NT
and 98 as similar as possible so that there

running Windows programs on Linux,
Solaris, or anything else. Sun had WABI,
a Windows emulation package, but it had
some serious resource problems and was
never good enough to become a big player.
boot Can emulators actually work? Will people
start using Linux just to see if they do?
Torvalds 1 don't see that happening very

Call Him The Orkin Man

A- l-inux FAQ claims that "whenever a
version with new functionality is released. It
almost always contains bugs." Why would
anybody want to take that risk?

.  Every program contains bugs.
What you want to do is to minimize the risk
and maximize your personal goal. And to
some people, the interesting thing to do is
to tinker with new kernels. They don't care
all that much about the risks because they

usually aren't mnning mission-critical
applications; they just want to play around.
And new kernels usually have new features
or they're faster at certain things. So there is
an incentive to upgrade to new kernels. Plus,
to some people the risk itself is an incentive
because a lot of people really enjoy being on
the edge. It's exploration and people enjoy
that. But some commercial companies don't
'warit to take the risk. So they wait for the

development process to finalize until they
get the next stable version.

Are there more bugs in Linux than say
iliefe are in Windows?

No. Bugs in Linux are minimal
and fixed very quickly. As an example, a
networking bug that allowed you to send
illegal packets was corrected within four
hours. Most commercial Unixes had fixes
within a week or two.
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"Wlieri I was 21,1 knew I was the best programmer in the world. So I just decided 'Hey, why couldn't >

Star Appealquickly. WINE (the Linux emulator for
Windows) works to a fairly surprising
degree. You can run real Windows programs
wi5i it, but some of them don't look right,
and some of them just crash. But it has been
making big progress in the last year, and
now you can actually run Word for Windows.
It doesn't work for everybody and there are
known bugs, but it's almost becoming
usable. I doubt people will wake up and say,
"Hey, let's get rid of the shackles of

/  i Do you consider yourself a celebrity?
/>!/ Sometimes. At conferences I

have a lot of people coming up and talking
to me. But at the same time I don't have
young girls coming and screaming at me
and throwing their underwear! Which is
just as well, as I'm a married man!
kan i Do you wish you did?

SiSfTraWs No. I have enough recognition
that I feel good about myself, that I know
that what I'm doing is actually meaningful
to people. And that's a really good feeling
to have. Maybe it's not significant on a
reaUy big scale, but it's certainly enough
that you can feel comfortable about what
you've done with your own life.

be good if the richest man on Earth owns it

Microsoft and switch to linux and WINE."
But there are going to be more and more
people who discover they reaUy want the net
working abilities of Linux, or who run a web
server on it. WINE slowly expands the group
of people who wotdd find Linux or some
other operating system acceptable because
they really don't care about Microsoft per se;
they care about a few programs.

In a few years WINE will be good enough
that you can actually consider running Linux
instead of Windows. It won't take over 100%

of the market, but that's OK, too, because
when you don't have one major entity that
owns most of the market, it's a much saner,
competitive environment. I think that'll
happen, regardless of Linux.
boot What happens if it doesn't happen?
Torvalds We'H see some real stagnation in
what you can do with computers. Sofiware
companies are already scared of making
products that are too good because Miaosoft
either starts to look at them, or buys them up.
That scenario happens fairly often. The bad
situation, which is equally likely, is Microsoft

decides it won't spend money on
buying this company because it

can compete in the same market space. And
then just by being this behemoth, it just roUs
over this smaller company. It's kind of sad.
This is supposed to be the land of opportuni
ty, but many hardware and sofiware
companies are scared of Microsoft coming
and taking their market away. Not by
Microsoft being innovative, but by Microsoft
just rolling over them.
boot Does Linux support multimedia better
than Windows 95?

Torvalds Well, it depends on what you want
to do. For games, there are a lot of developers
who really have to jump through hoops to
get anything done using DirectX. There
are actually game developers, such as id
Software, who prefer working on Linux and
developing all their software on it. When
the game is ready, they port it to Windows
because that's obviously the larger market.

For many multimedia applications you
need A-1 reliability in timing. You care about
the performance, but above all it should be
smooth. You don't care about how many
frames per second you can output; you care

about the fact that you can output them at
certain well-defined times. There's no point
in trying to output 100 frames a second if
all of them happen in the first half-second
and the next half-second everything is still.
And that's the kind of dependability that
Microsoft has problems with.

Also, when it comes to the really interest
ing stuff, performance is a major issue. A lot
of multimedia is getting stuff off disk and
onto the screen. In many cases Linux just
performs a lot better. But there a lot of devel
opment tools under Microsoft that you don't
have with Linux. There are multimedia envi

ronments for Linux too, but you don't have
the same choices you have with Windows.
boot There's a perception out there that Linux
is difficult to instaii.

Torvalds [interrupts] And it's completely
wrong. But the perception comes from the
fact that when you buy a PC, Windows is
already installed for you. You don't actually
see how nasty it is to install. Most people
who want to use Linux are already used to
Windows, and there's a small problem
getting used to it.

So, yes, when you install Linux you have

JUL/AUli aa ooot ab



Linus On... Life And Death

If Linux is considered a living entity,
one must assume that it can die. Can it?

-  ̂ Sijre. I think it's fairly iinlikely, bad management, and the MacOS was too
but miracles can happen. Maybe with some tightly tied to certain platforms that
divine intervention, the next version of
Microsoft's OS will actually be good. This is
extremely unlikely, but hey... you never know.

You can also die a slower death, just
keeping at the five-percent level for

were

not economically viable anymore.
How long before MacOS disappears?

I think it will be completely
gone in five years and I think it will be a
really small niche market in two.

several years and just going the way
MacOS eventually did. OS/2 was kiUed by

to do it yourself, but at least you don't have to
reinstall it every time something goes wrong.

But there are political issues too.
boot Such as?

Torvafds Some people think this open-
source thing and giving away the operating
system for free somehow is tied to commu
nism. These people think that Microsoft is a
good company, not because they're making
good products, but because "It must be
good if the richest man on Earth owns it."

I do this myself?'And so I did."

These are people who don't look at anything
except commercial success. I've actually
gotten e-mail (not often, but occasionally)
from people who say "Go home to Finland
and don't take away these American jobs."
But these people completely ignore the fact
that capitalism is based on being able to
compete in the marketplace.
boot if you were in charge of Microsoft's OS,
what would be the first major change?
Torvafds I don't know what there is to do

anymore. They really can't change Windows
95 or 98. Too many programs depend on it.
They can't muck around with the big kemels.
boot Do you ever see a time where Microsoft
might release an OS that doesn't have any
legacy support for applications?
Torvafds No. They certainly probably want
to, but at the same time they definitely
don't want to open themselves up to the
competition.
boot Do you have a Windows PC?

Torvafds No. I really don't need to. When
somebody sends me e-mail in Word 5,1 just
reply to them and say "Please send this in
readable format." Even though 1 could start
up Word for Windows I choose not to. Of
course, there aren't that many people who
actually send me Word files. The people I
e-mail with tend to know better! [laughs]
boot Compared to the BeOS and the MacOS,
which seem to garner a lot of publicity, Linux is
a silent OS. Why do you think that is?

Torvafds It's marketing obviously. In
number of shipped copies, Linux users
number between 5 and 10 million, far
beyond where BeOS is and about on par
with MacOS. BeOS actually got most of its
press by being the first Macintosh-centric

OS. So it wasn't actually competing against
Microsoft, and as such it had a much easier
time getting press because it was competing
against this other niche market, right? I
don't think they're going to make it because
it's just too hard to commercially compete
with Microsoft right now.
boot is Linux doomed to be a niche OS?

Torvafds No, but I'm actually hoping that
it won't take more than 25% or 30% of the
market. If Linux owned 95% of the market
it would be equally as sick. There is some
need for competition.
boot Are you happy with the current level of
success?

Torvafds Yes, it's just incredible. Consid
ering that it was a young university student
who started this seven years ago, and now
Linux is being considered by some as the
only alternative to Microsoft, how much
more successful do I need to get?
boot Can Linux survive without marketing?
Torvafds With the Internet it can. Even
though there is very little commercial
marketing, there is a lot of noise about
Linux on the Internet. You have a lot of

Linux-specific and even nonspecific news
groups out there. When it's a web news
group talking about web serving, probably
the most popular platform for Aat is Linux.

Linux is more of a grassroots movement.
It's not really planned; it just happens. And
I think that Linux has enough features that
it can make-do without marketing.
boot You've got a full slate of global develop
ers working on Linux. Why hasn't it devolved
into chaos?

Torvafds It's chaos that has some external

constraints put on it. For example, the pure
kemel has a copyright that says that whoever
does Linux development doesn't need to go
through me. If Microsoft—or anyone else—
wanted to, they could take Linux tomorrow,
start development on it, and do it completely
on their own. However, they're required to
make all the changes available to everybody
else. This "no ownership" idea means that
the only entity that can really succeed in
developing Linux is the entity that is trusted
to do the right thing. And as it stands right
now, I'm the only entity that has that degree
of trust.

It allows chaos, but at the same time it
has certain built-in things that just make it

very stable. But you really need to be very
good to take over development. Knowing
that the best person will be there to pick it
up is exactly the kind of security feature you
need in a development network.
boot By nature of your current stature, some
would accuse you of profiting from Linux's
success. Have you done that and does this
diminish Linux's overall "free OS" movement?

Torvafds Profiting? I'm getting a lot of
recognition and some of it is not necessarily
deserved. I've done a lot of the really core
functionality of the kemel, but there's been
hundreds of other people who have written
drivers for specific devices. And to some
degree they get less recognition than they
really should in this area because I'm the
only person who people really see as the fig
urehead of the development. Bill Gates gets
all the glory for Microsoft even though he's
got thousands of people working for him.
boot Are you making any money on Linux at ail?
Torvafds No. Because I made Linux, I was
able to make a name for myself, and I have
a much better job than I would have other
wise. So that kind of indirect thing
obviously exists. A few years ago people
knew I was a poor student. At Christmas
time I used to get a few personal checks of
$100 or so. It didn't pay for development,
but it was nice knowing that people care so
much they're willing to pay even a small
amount of money just
because they want to.
boot is "Linux" a variation

of your name?
Torvafds Yes. Originally the official name
was supposed to be Freix (pronounced
"freaks"). But it turns out lhat the person
who had the FTP site in Finland didn't like
the "Freix" (the "ix" is from Unix), so he
decided on Linux instead.

boot is there a platform that Linux can't be
ported to or used on?

Torvafds I used to think you really
wouldn't want to port Linux to anything
without a good memory-management unit,
and then a few crazy people actually ported
Linux to the PalmPilot. And once somebody
has done something like that, it has to be
portable to just about anything.
boot is Linux stiii useful as a teaching aid?
Torvafds Yes. When you're teaching about
operating systems, you need to be able to
show how things are done. And with Linux
this is trivial because you have sources and
you have no obligations put on you from
those sources. Microsoft has given source
licenses for NT to big universities. But in
giving those source licenses they tend to
require certain things, such as requiring the
students to sign nondisclosure agreements.
While that's OK for a certain class of school,
it's not OK for a university that thinks it
should allow people to also talk about what
they have learned. So any serious university
would not accept that kind of license.

I've actually been disgusted how many
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nonserious universities there are. There are

universities that are considered to be rea
sonably good but teach people skills that
must not be used in a professional capacity,
except if they happen to be professionals at
Microsoft. I find that to be fairly immoral
for a school.

boot You and Bill Gates walk Into a dark alley.
Who walks out?

Torvalds [laughs] I have no idea. 1 think
both.

boot Why?
Torvalds I don't think Bill Gates dislikes
me personally. I don't think he lies awake
during the night. 1 think he's very aware of
Linux, but I don't think he's worried, at least
not yet. And for reasons I've already
outlined, I'm not worried about Bill Gates
because I don't care about the marketing
side. BiU Gates is always mentioned to be
this super programmer and is head of this
big software firm, but he's really a marketing
person. He used to know how to program,
but I don't think he's programmed in a
long time. Linus Torvalds and Bill Gates
don't exist in the same sphere.
boot Would you ever work for Microsoft?
Torvalds Yes. I wouldn't say no to a job just
because it's Microsoft, but it would have to be
a real dream job, and right now I don't see
Microsoft having that kind of dream job. But
I don't have any religious belief that Microsoft

group of people who are working on a very
specific project. They set up servers for their
project and use Linux because it's usually
the choice that needs the least paperwork. It
isn't officially supported anywhere, but it's
used in various places and then half a year
later when another group has similar needs,
they take notice. Sometimes companies
decree "this is unacceptable," but most
usually unofficially bless it.
boot Will there be a time when Linux won't be

available for free?

Torvalds No.

boot You say that very quickly
Torvalds Yes. One of the reasons I say it
quickly is I've been asked the question
before, and I also have made certain there is
no way anybody can take the ffeeness away.
I very strongly feel that it's a good thing,
and the copyright requires it. And when
somebody sends me big patches, I don't ask
them to assign the copyright over to me. So
right now, for example, the kernel itself has
probably on the order of 50 or 100 copyright
holders and the actual copyright license has
always been the same. It's the GPL that
requires that sources always be available. So
in order to make a version of Linux that is
not under that license, you have to get aU
those copyright holders to agree to the new
license. TTie parts of the kernel that I own
completely are significant, but they aren't

enough to really make a good system. I did
that consciously. I wanted to bind my own
hands so that even if people don't trust me
personally, they trust the fact that even if I
wanted to tum commercial, I couldn't.
boot What would Linux's tagllne be?
Torvalds Very early on I reached the con
clusion that anything I ever get in e-mail
is just hot air until I see some real code
or some real fruit of the discussion. So we

used one that we stole from Nike: "Just
Do It". It says don't spout fire, just do it;
and then after it's done, show the world.
boot What's up with the penguin?
Torvalds The penguin doesn't have any
real meaning, but it relates to a trip I took
to Australia four or five years ago when I
was bitten by a fairy penguin.
boot What the hell Is a "fairy penguin?"
Torvalds Fairy penguins are these ferocious
animals about ten inches high with a beak
that couldn't kill a human or even a smaller

animal. Unfortunately, one bit me when I
attempted to pet it. It was love at first sight.
A few years later when we were discussing

what kind of logo people wanted, I decided on
the penguin. Some people are still unhappy
because they think that it's too noncom
mercial, but it's meant to be more fun than
serious. I'm much happier being associated
with a fun and slightly irreverent logo than
with something static and boring. [1]

think Microsoft Is evil in itseif; i just think they make reaiiy crappy operating systems."

is evil and that BiH Gates is Satan.

boot What features do you have lined up for
the next version?

Torvalds The next version is not going to be
a big step. It's going to be mainly a perform
ance release. It's more of a maturity thing. 2.2
will officially add the PowerPC and SPARC
support, and improved SMP support. I expect
it to be released sometime this summer.
boot What about version 3?

Torvalds We don't have any real plans.
The obvious things we're looking into are
clustering and more scalability. And we
want to support certain things that WINE
needs for Windows emulation. Version 2.2

will have more support for Window thread
ing under WINE. Linux has had threading
support for some time, but it still isn't
window-specific.
boot If you were sitting on a plane next to a
CEO of a Fortune 50 company that wasn't using
Linux, what would you say to persuade them to
use It?

Torvalds The sad thing is that a Fortune
50 company probably is using Linux, but
the CEO won't know it. So they'U be using
Linux in the engineering department or in
support or something like this, but it won't
be obvious enough that the CEO will be
aware of that fact.

The one common way that Linux gets
adopted inside organizations is by a small
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PROCESSOR AMD-K6-2 With SDNoW!

Technology

^0^
• TfP£ Pentium MMX-compfant CPU with

enhanced floating-point code

• CPU INTERFACE Socket 7 321-pin Zero
Insertion Force (ZIP) socket

• DIE SIZE 9.3 million transistors, 81-mirfi

• CORE VOLTAGE 2.21/

• FABRICATION SIZE 0.25 micron

• CORE/SYSTEM BUS SPEEDS

26SMHZ/86MHZ. 300MHz/100MHz,
■ ■ 333MHz/6BMHz,350MHz/100MHz

(95MHz bus speed also available)

• LI CACHE 64K split between 32K data
and 32K instruction

• L2 CACHE SIZES 512K to 2MB

(dependent on core-logic chipset and
motherboard maker)

• 12 CACHE SPEEDS

, S6MHz/95MHz/1 OOMHz (dependent on
CPU and jumper settings)

• COMPATIBLE CORE-LOGIC CHIPSETS
AMVP3. Acer Laboratories Inc. (ALi)

■ addin V, SiS 5591 (pending final testing
1100MHz bus)

• PRICE (tols of 7, OOOj;
'■>6MHZ $185

lOMHz $281
13MHz $383
WMHz TBA
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Advanced Micro Devices reieases a CPU
ioaded with 3D firepower. Our bench
marks tea confiicting stories. Are you
ready to drop intei and take the piunge?
AMD-K6-2, the 3D CPU. It's a bundle of messy abbreviations, but if you're

] looking for abbreviated pplygori rendering times, the new processor is your
Aticket to"faster 3D gaming, ffhe K6-2 is loaded with JDNow! technology—21
bard-coded instructions designed by a group of Intel competitors to widen the
floating-point bottleneck and give you whip-fast frame rates. And guess what?
The K6-2 delivers as promised. 3DNowl does dramatically improve 3D perform
ance, and all at a pflee that should give Intel the willies. Within the next few
monthSi yom should be seeing low-cosf gaming systems stuffed with K6-2s,
kick-ass 3Dmecelerators, and awesome soundcards for just $1,000. AMD says
the K6-2 famity-idirectly competes with the Pentium II lineup, and it will beat
Intel's prices across the full spectrum of core processor speeds. All in Socket 7.

But can you livel^ith a dedicated gaming machine at the expense of all- : .
around performance?'We've got answers to all your burning K6-2 questions, : M ̂
including how the K6-2 stacks up against the Pentium II, why its unoptimized jl
floating point is still brokengand whether software developers will rally behind
3DNow! technology. '

f e-Andrew Sanchez

What's the K6-2? What happened to
the KB 3D?

The K6-2 is the "processor formerly
known as K6 3D." initially launching at
266MHz, 300MHz, and 333MHz with a
Socket 7 interface, the K6-2 looks just

"like a Socket 7 Pentium processor. Later
this year, the K6-3 will bring integrated
L2 cache and possibly even motherboard-
based 13 cache to the Socket 7 mix. The
current AMD plan calls for K6-3 to be
compatible with today's lOOMHz Socke4fi7 i
motherboards.

Let's get one thing straight: The K6-2
will not replace your 3D accelerator. Got
that? Good. The K6-2 processbT is slated
to be the heart of a faster rendering.
pipeline and works in tandefh with a. ;;
dedicated 3D accelerator.

What is 3DNow! technology?

3DNowl is a group of 21 hew instructidh
sets that support Single instruction Multiple
Data (SIMD) floating-poiht operations and
includes SIMD integer operatton,data . ■

prefetching^ and faster MMX^to-floating-n#
point switching. To understand AMD's
newest instructions, you'll need a primer
on the realtime 3D rendering process.
Poisons come to life in four essential
steps: physics managernent and internal
trackirig, geometry transformation, triangle
set-up, and, pixel renderingdsee sidebar
next page). T

So where does the 3DNow! technology
come into play? Simple. 3DNow! alleviates

■ floating-point bottlenecks to improve per
formance during the; first.three steps Of the
rendering process. fS-; - "

No matter how clever a programmer
you are, you can't execute more than one"''*
floating-point instruction per clock; cycle. ■

3D pipeline white paper > ........42

motherboard options .43

industry reaction > .............44

the benchmarks > .45

bootBoyz blabber > .............45
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Putting

Floating-point processing is an integral part of the 3D
rendering process. But where does it come in, and

where can SDNowl heip? Dig the four-part process:

1. Physics management and internal task

tracking. There's more to a 3D game than just
pumping pixels, in the first part of the rendering

process, the game tracks object location, trajectories,
in-game physics models, and scores, usually under the
watchful eye of the CPU's floating-point registers. As
3D games push the bounds of virtual reality, realistic

physics models become more Important. Wood must
behave differently than granite when struck with a
sword, and in order to simulate the attendant mathe

matics in realtime (along with sundry other physics
models), the game requires considerable CPU power.

2. Geometry transformation, clipping, and lighting.
This is where mathematical coordinates are translated

into sets of triangles; unnecessary polygons are
removed; and triangles and light sources interact With
multiple objects, multiple light sources, and a virtual

This is the bottleneck with current Intel

technology. With 3DNow!, however, up
to four floating-point instructions can be
executed per cycle, giving developers a
wider floating-point pipeline with which
to address physics, geometry, lighting,
clipping, transformation, and triangle setup.

Intel's MMX instruction set only
addressed integer operations and pixel
rendering, the back end of the 3D render
ing pipeline. 3DNow! uses SIMD protocols
similar to MMX but goes after floating
point operands instead of integer. What's
best, the new AMD-K6-2 processor

"THE BIGGEST BOmENECK TO 3D GRAPHICS

PERFORMANCE THESE DAYS IS THE CPU

ARCHITECTURE, NOT NECESSARILY THE CPU
SPEED, AS MOST PEOPLE THINK."

—David Kirk, nVidia

merges MMX and 3DNow! instructions,
allowing developers to switch effortlessly
between MMX (integer) and 3DNow!
(floating-point) modes.

Wait a minute, doesn't mode-
switching entaii a performance
hit? it does in MMX.

Yes, but AMD says the hit can be mini
mized with 3DNow!'s Fast Enter/Exit of
MMX or floating-point state instruction
(FEMM). FEMM can be used for MMX or
3DNow! switching to floating point, and
is touted as twice as fast as the regular

The first three steps in the 3D pipeline are floating point intensive and leverage the new 3DNow! instructions. Pixei
rendering is stiii handled by the graphics chipset and that's why visual quality varies so much from card to card.

environment to track, this is very floating point intensive.

3. Itiangie setup. This Is where polygons are posi
tioned in the virtual worid~aii according to the
correct point of view, be it first-person or third-
person. Unless your 3D accelerator has hardware
triangle setup, your CPU will always handle this task.

Enter/Exit of MMX or floating-point state
instruction (EMM). Floating-point, 3DNow!,
and MMX execution can occur simultane

ously. The AMD-K6-2 handles the hardware
switching, so there's no switching overhead
between 3DNow! and MMX code execution.

How will games take advantage of
3DNow!?

Games must either leverage 3DNow!-
optimized drivers or be specifically coded
to take advantage of the new instructions.
The first model requires the cooperation
of the engineers behind DirectX 6, OpenGL,

and chipset-specific APIs.
The second model

demands attention from

game developers, who
must assemble software

subroutines themselves.

Games that employ
3DNow! will enjoy faster
performance, as the first
three steps in the 3D

pipeline are enhanced. Developers can
use this benefit to increase frame rates
or parlay it into more complex 3D worlds
and physics models.

The degree of performance gain is
determined by how many 3DNow! calls
are sprinkled throughout the programming
layers. For the lowest level of benefits,
only the game itself is modified to
support 3DNow!. For even better perform
ance, in true DirectX 6 apps, transforma
tion and lighting pipes can be addressed
on the API driver level. The next step up
is to run optimized videocard drivers for

4. Pixel Rendering. This is where pixels get put
on-screen and textures get slapped onto each of
those pretty ill' polygons—this is also known as
rasterization. Back in the days of yore, the host CPU
and videocard assumed the responsibility for pixel
rendering. Today, rasterization is the realm of the

dedicated 3D accelerator.

triangle setup and transfer to the video
hardware (AMD is assuming the respon
sibility of optimizing device drivers for
each chipset manufacturer). For maximum
performance, a game will both leverage
optimized drivers and be coded internally
in software.

ATI (3D Rage Pro), Matrox (MGA-
G100/G200), nVidia (Riva 128), and 3Dfx
(Voodoo') are among the many companies
committed to the cause. "I think that
3DNow! is very powerful and a huge
improvement," says nVidia's David Kirk.
"The biggest bottleneck to 3D graphics
performance these days is the CPU archi
tecture, not necessarily the CPU speed,
as most people think. The problem with
current K6, Pentium, and Pentium II CPUs
is only partly their floating-point perform
ance—which is helped by the 3DNowl
extensions—but also the data movement,
cache, memory, and bus performance. So,
a hidden benefits of a 3D instruction set
extension is that it optimizes memory
traffic, and that's an even bigger win."

3Dfx's Tony Tamasi is also optimistic.
"We're enthusiastic about any new tech
nology or instruction set that improves the
system's ability to deal with 3D graphics in
a more efficient manner," says Tamasi. "The
SIMD floating-point instructions included in
the 3DNow! instruction set, combined with
improved methods for moving and managing
memory, can allow the new K6-2 processor
to realize dramatic improvements in many
stages of the 3D pipeline."

Intel will not do any optimizations for
its 1740 part. Go figure.
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What about plain, old floating point?
Has that been fixed?

The AMD-K6-2 continues to use its own

short, two-clock, nonpipelined floating
point unit (Intel uses a hyper-pipellned
approach). To yield high performance, code
needs to be optimized for this nonpipelined
approach. In other words, the K6-2's
higher core CPU speeds and system-bus
speed notwithstanding, the floating point
is the same-old, same-old. This performance
hit showed up during our DOS Quake
benchmarking. The software rendering
mode relies heavily on floating-point
operations, and when the K6-2 was pitted
against a Pentium II of the same speed,
AMD's new chip was slapped around badly
(see benchmarks on page 45).

Is AMD alone In challenging Intel?

Fellow chipmakers Cyrix and IDT have
agreed to use 3DNow! In their forthcoming
Socket 7 chips. AMD originally
announced 24 new instructions,

but peeled back to 21 to accom
modate others.

"3DNow! is the set of instruc

tions jointly developed by Cyrix
and AMD, and we plan to
Implement the Instructions in
future products," says Cyrix's
Wendell Watson. "Last year during the
Microprocessor Forum, Cyrix and AMD
announced separate plans to develop and
Introduce 3D Instruction sets. Discussions

with Microsoft and other software develop
ers convinced both Cyrix and AMD of the
advantages of coming together to develop
a single standard for 3D Instructions. We
have not been waiting. We have been
working hard at making it happen. Engi
neers from the two companies worked in
concert to combine what were similar, but
not identical, specs into a single spec."

Still, AMD, Cyrix, and IDT must confront
Intel. The forthcoming
Katmai New

AMD S

Instruction Set, Intel's enhanced double-
precision floating-point Instruction set, will
debut In early 1999. Says boot columnist
Tom Flalfhill, "3DNow! is a good extension,
but I wonder if It'll really matter In the
long run. When Katmai comes out, AMD,
Cyrix, and Centaur will almost certainly
support those new extensions, too, and
developers will probably start using the
Katmai instructions. Seems like AMD

went to a lot of trouble just to get a
few months jump in the marketplace."

Where does the lOOiVIHz system bus
sit with the odd-speed processors,
such as the 266MHz and 333MHz?

When looking at K6-2, it's important to
note exactly where you'll be getting that
fat lOOMHz frontside bus. According to
spec, only the 300MHz K6-2 will be
endowed with a lOOMHz frontside bus. If
you really must have a system bus faster

seen in the L2 cache bus interface, which
is also boosted to lOOMFIz.

AMD says Its jump to a lOOMHz system
bus is much more profound than Intel's
jump to the same speed. The magic lies
within the Socket 7 L2 cache architecture.

Socket 7 L2 cache is currently on the
motherboard, not closely coupled to the
CPU itself (as Is the case with the Pentium
II), and therefore benefits more profoundly
from a faster system-bus speed. AMD says
the K6-2's 12 cache, read look-ahead and
write chipset buffers, local bus transfers,
and main-memory speed—all operating at
lOOMHz—offer better performance than
the Pentium ll/Slot 1 paradigm (Intel's L2
cache operating at half the core CPU speed
notwithstanding). This makes a 300MHz
K6-2 equal to or faster than a 300MHz
P-ll—even with a 150MHz L2 cache.

AYS ITS JUMP TO A 100MHZ SYSTEM BUS

IS MUCH MORE PROFOUND THAN INTEL'S JUMP TO

THE SAME SPEED. THE MAGIC LIES WITHIN THE

SOCKET 7 L2 CACHE ARCHITECTURE.

than 66MHz with the other CPUs, you can
overclock them using a 95MHz clock fre
quency—a speed AMD hopes to make a
new standard with its "Super 7 Initiative."

For example, the 266MHz K6-2 (66MHz
X 4) can go to 250MHz (lOOMHz x 2.5) or
285MHz (95MHz x 3), while the 333MHz
(66MHz X 5) processor can be tweaked to
350MHz (lOOMHz x 3.5). Even the 300MHz
(lOOMHz X 3) can be juiced up to 333MHz
(95MHz X 3.5).

AMD hopes that some OEMs will
actually sell 266/66 machines as 250MHz
machines, in the event someone wishes to
ride the lOOMHz bus and gain that perform
ance edge. This speed increase is also

What games wiii take advantage
of 3DNow!?

AMD went to developers
and asked them point-blank;
"What do you want to see in
a next-gen CPU?" The devel
opers asked for improved
floating point. Hence the 21
new instructions. But which

games are gonna use 'em?
Those onboard include DreamWorks'

Trespasser, Epic MegaGames' Unreal,
Rage's Incoming, Microsoft's Baseball 3D,
Crack Dot Com's Golgotha, Simis' Team
Apache and Xenocracy, and all of Digital
Anvil's forthcoming projects, including
Conquest, Loose Cannon, and Freelancer.

Quake II will enjoy the 3DNowl benefits,
but not via native code. "We don't intend

to release a custom version of Quake II
with AMD-specific code," says id Software's
John Carmack, "but because Quake uses the
OpenGL geometry subsystem, hardware
vendors can accelerate all OpenGL programs
by using the instructions In the ICD. An AMD
optimized OpenGL can be a good bit faster

you're looking for a K6~2-compatible Socket-
7 motherboard, forget about VIA's VPS,

which lacks the lOOMHz frontside

bus. Here are a few motherboards
that can fulfill the 100MHz

goodness (core-logic
chipsets are in

parentheses].

Microstar MS5169

? FIC 1st Mainboard 1st\%503-r (VIA MVP3)
DataExporf IVIVP7598 (VIA
ENPCEP-PI11 (VIAMVP3)

EPoX EP-58MV/P3C-IV! (VIA
Soltek SL-54U5/SL-54U1 (VIA MVP3)

Superpower SP-V586HB (VIA
Wm W5VIA/W5VIB (VIA'
AbitlTBA (Alt Aladdin V),
Microstar MS5169 (ALi's Aladdin V)

M-lech's Mustang AGP-R581A (SiS 5591)

Other major vendors Jumping on the VIA core-logic
chipset bandwagon include Microstar, SuperMicro, Tyan,
Tekram, and Shuttle.
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"One of the hidden benefits

of a 3D instruction set

extension is that it opti
mizes memory traffic, and
that's an even bigger win.
The 3D extensions are defi-

niteiy a good thing for the industry."
—David Kirk, nVidia, chief scientist

'We are very impressed with the focus
thatAIVID now has on games. They have
realized that games are the way to reveal
the prowess of their processors. Shiny is
committed to supporting ail new tech
nologies, so you can assume we will be
working closely with AMD. My technical
staff have been through [3Di\low!] with a
fine-toothed comb. The result seems to be

that AMD really does 'get it' and is going
to become an ally in making leading-edge

3D titles. Our Messiah technology auto
matically pushes the K6-2 to its limit, it
adds polygons In realtime until the machine
finally says 'that's the best I can do.'"

—Dave Perry, Shiny, president

"It's heartening to see processor compa
nies coming out with technologies that
will actually Improve 3D performance—
true floating-point operationsi Our focus
will be on making sure that we add value
to what gets rendered on the screen. Our
most recent chip, SavageSD, can handle in
excess of six million triangles per second.
At BOfps, this would mean that each frame
could have In excess of 100,000 triangles.
With triangle counts like that, the scenes
could be amazingly detailed. The challenge
is that there's no processor that can feed
anywhere near that number of triangles

through a real application. SDNow! will
help us move up the complexity curve, and
help us and games developers show off
more compelling applications."

—Scott Tandy, S3, director of marketing

"The floating-point problem
Is sort of gone, depending on

'  how you look at It. Standard
Pentium optimized floating
point code Is still slow, but
code written to the new AMD

instructions can be four times as fast at

basic operations as a normal Pentium II."
—John Carmack, id Software

"3Dfx is working with AMD to support
SDNowl beginning with VoodocK. While
[SDNowl] doesn't change the way we
build our graphics accelerators, It allows

those accelerators to run closer to their
architectural limits, being less bound by
limitations of the host platform."

—TonyTamasi, 3Dfx, product manager,
graphics hardware

"To be honest, we are doing absolutely
nothing different with respect to this
chip. Anything that happens automati
cally will be a nice bonus, but we are not
coding for It specifically because you get
a disproportionately larger performance
gain from dedicated rendering hardware
running parallel to the CPU, not sequen
tial to it. Our big 3D performance gains,
both look and speed, come from 3D
cards, and we expect that to continue for
the foreseeable future."

—Andy Hollls, Jane's Combat Simulation,
vice president

than a standard Pentium II OpenGL. Quake
3 will have all the floating-point intensive
loops dispatched, so we can have separate
implementations for standard Intel floating
point, AMD/Cyrix/IDT floating-point, and
Intel's upcoming floating-point acceleration
[Katmai]. May the best architecture win."

Not all 3DNowl software will be

joystick-related. Viewpoint Data Lab's
LiveArt 98, a 3D clip-art maker, will use
3DNow! enhancements, as will Pegasus's
PicVideo. MPEG-2 playback also gets a
boost, as seen in MediaMatics' DVD
Express A/V, a DirectShow 2.0-compiiant
software DVD/AC-3 decoder.

isn't a requirement for optimized
applications.

'native"

Will K6-2 work with my existing
Socket 7 motherboard?

If your board is armed with an Intel
core-logic chipset, you're ass out. And
if you've bought into the first-gen Socket 7
AGP hype {boot 22), you're likely buttocks-
to-the-curb as well. In fact, you'll need
a new AGP motherboard armed with a

core-logic chipset that supports the
lOOMHz frontside bus interface. All's

(Acer Laboratories') Aladdin V and VIA's
MVP3 fit this bill. SiS's 5591 claims lOOMHz

support, but

THE K6-2 REALLY STARTS KNOCKING OUT TEETH WITH

OPTIMIZEO SOFTWARE. IN RAGE'S EYE-CANOYLICIOUS

INCOMING, THE K6-2 CONSISTENTLY OUTPERFORMEO

THE P-ll BY 5FPS TO 10FPS.

we haven't t

What major OEMs are going to put
KB-2S In their machines?

IBM and Compaq are the only two biggies
officially committed. Expect many smaller
vendors—such as Polywell, MicroX, and
CyberMaxx—to quickly adopt the K6-2 as
an alternative CPU.

AMD has been notorious for bad

yields and lack of chips. Has this
been fixed?

AMD says it has fixed the bad yield
problems that plagued the company
throughout 1997, and its .25-micron
fab plants are pumping out processors
as you read this.

Any particular OS requirements?

Windows 95 0SR2 and DirectX 6 should be
a good starting point, although DirectX 6

hor

oughly tested it.
If you're waiting
for AMD's own

home-grown
chipset, the AMD
640, don't hold

your breath. With VIA and All producing
so many chipsets, AMD felt its own
chipset simply wasn't necessary. For
a list of K6-2-ready boards, see the
sidebar on page 43.

AMD Is pitting the K6-2 squarely
against the Pentium II. Can It really
compete?

Testing shows that the 333MHz K6-2 was
beaten by the 333MHz P-ll on the basic
bootMark, scoring 129.9 to Intel's 158.8. The
Pentium II also won the PerfTest and DOS
Quake frame-rate tests (give credit to Intel's
still-dominant pipelined floating point). But
just when it was looking good for the Bunny
Men, AMD flexed its muscle by matching
Intel's MMX and Direct3D performance.

The K6-2 really starts knocking out
teeth with optimized software. In Rage's

eye-candylicious Incoming, the K6-2
consistently outperformed the P-li by
5fps to lOfps. And take a look at Quake II
scores with 3DNow!-optimized GL drivers.
With two Voodoo^ cards in tow, the K6-2
scored 71.3fps at 640x480 and 800x600.
With exactly the same 3D cards, however,
a Pentium li of the same speed scored
68.8fps at 640x480 and dropped down
to 62fps at 800x600. You'll never see a
more vivid demonstration of how the

K6-2 addresses the CPU's 3D pipeline
bottleneck. Finally, the K6-2 managed
62.2fps at 1024x768 (compared to the
P-il's 44.7fps). This is the first time
we've ever seen Quake II run at 60fps
at this ball-busting resolution. Simply
awesome.

Why should I Ignore this Socket 7
drivel and get busy with Intel?

If your priorities lie with intense floating
point operation for 3D rendering apps such
as Lightwave 3D or 3D Studio Max, the K6-
2 may not be a viable option. And it goes
without saying that 3DNow! technology will
die without developer support—especially
with Katmai on the horizon.

Why should I embrace the KB-2?

It's all about the price-to-performance
ratio. By the time you read this, Intel will
most likely have dropped the price of a
333MHz P-ll to a bit above $450. A com
parable K6-2 will be around $369. In
theory, AMD says you'll be able to get a
pimped-out K6-2/AGP 2x gaming box for
around $1,500. And with more and more
games supporting 3DNowl, you'll enjoy
serious performance for a cheap price. If
all the game makers do come through with
3DNow! support, hardcore gamers need
not have Intel Inside this December. 0
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tVay back in boot 12, we pitted AMD's vanilla
K6 against Intel's vanilla Pentium—and Intel won
the donnybrook. But how does the K6'2, stack
up against the Pentium II? With a slew of tests
in hand, we pitted two 333MHz beasts against
each- other in a bare-knuckle brawl to the finish.
Here's a breakdown of the benchmarks.

• booWark Tests CPU

integer speed,
memory speed,
and cache per-

.  fofmance (it's not -
(  ■a floating-point

• ForsakenMark
This first-person
shooter pushes
CPU and D3D per
formance. For real-
world frame-rate
scores, we piped
the video through
the Riva 128-armed
Diamond Viper V330.

• DOS Quake The
software renderer
is a great test of
floating-point process
ing, and with both
machines armed with
the same videocard, the
only bottleneck left is the
CPU/motherboard subsystem.

• DirectOraw Quake II id's latest polygon
pusher tests DirectDraw and floating-point
performance under Win95.

• DeBabelizer Pro We force DeBabelizer, our
WIMX benchmark, to process a super-palette
and time the results. The shorter the time,
the faster the processor.

• MDK Perftest Another floating-point/
DirectDraw benchmark.

• lucoming Pushing almost every special effect
under the sun and loaded with high-res
textures, /ncom/ng—shipping with 3DNow!
enhancements in the box—will make any
system break a sweat. We took the average
frames-per-second during the ffee-running
demo that runs at the start of the game.

• GLQuake IIAMD provided the latest 3Dfx
; minlGL driver for these benchmarks. We

tested both nonoptlmized Voodoo? mini-
drivers and the BDNowl-speciflc Voodoo^ ,
mini-drivers.

Under the GLQuake II tests, we ran a dual
SLT configuration, which not only allowed us
to benchmark at higher resolutions, but also
precluded the 3D accelerator from becoming a

2.2^0804560

bottleneck in the rendering pipeline. Hence
CPU performance was Isolated, allowing us ta
make a definitive judgment.

Judges' Decision For Integer and unoptimized
floating-point performance, the Pentium If clearly
dominates the K6-2. So if you're looking for an

all-around good system that
whips through all types of
applications, you'd best stick
with Intel—AMD's floating
point has not been fixed.
AMD, however, does follow :
through on Its promise to
accelerate optimized games
and drivers. Those Quake It
and Incoming scoresdelf d;//
story that just can't be c j
denied.

System Configs
AMD K6-2 333MHz (95MHz iPX

\  system-bus speed X 3.5): '
Microstar MS5169 withAU's
Aladdin VAGPset: 64MB SDRAM;
Plextor 32x SCSI CD-ROM; IBM

.UItraStar9GB UItcmdp3CSt:
' . hard drive; WindamBS OSBZ c

1212b; Diamond Viper ¥330
with DirectX e/SDNowloptP
mized drivers (AGP videocard

for 2D and Direct3D testing); two
12MB Creative Labs' 3D Blaster Voodoo^

cards with 3Dfx/3DNowl drivers (GL card for Quake II
GL benchmarking)

Intel Penti'um ll 333MHz (66MHz system-bus speedx 5); Intel
Atlanta 440LXAGPset; 64MB SDRAM; Pioneer DR504 32x
CD-ROM: Maxtor 8.4GB EIDE hard drive; Windows 95 0SR2 ;
1212b; Diamond Viper V330 with DirectX S (AGP videocard for
2D and DireclSD testing); two 12MB Creative Labs' 3D Blaster
Voodorf cards with latest Gold drivers iGL card for Quake II GL
benchmarking)-

I

AM0-K6-2
333IVIHZ

BootMark

Debabilizer Pro (time)
MDK Perftest
ForsakenMark (DireclSD)

Intel Pentium 11
333MHz

158.8

840x480

800x600

Quake (DOS)
640x480

'800x600
Quake II (DirectDraw)

_640x480
SdOxMO

129.9

191 SBC
1T2

69.90fpsB9.40fps
55.01fps 66.13fps

33.1 fps

12.9fps
9.4fps

Incoming (DirectSD)
640x480 average fps
Quake 11

42.2/71.3 fps'
42.3/71.3 fps*

640x480

800x666
39.0/62.2 fps* 44.7 fps1024x768

&?dflveis
3DNow! optimized GL drivers.

BOOTBOYZ
BLABBER
We've read AMD's white papers and ran
our own benchmarks—so here's a bunch
cf boctReferendums en the latest chip tc
challenge Intel.

"I don't think the K6-2's
price-to-power-to-
performance ratio can be

ovedooked. Most consumers
don't have bottomless

pocketbooks, and the K6-2
appears to be an excellent alternative to
the money-hungry Pentium lls. My only
concern is whether developers adopt the
technology. Early indications appear
promising, but if the software support
doesn't materialize, the K6-2 is dead."

—Bryan "Chief Bagogo" Del Rizzo,
news editor

"If you're a hard-care 3D
gamer, the K6-2 absolutely
makes sense—your frame
rates will improve dramati

cally. But what if all your
favorite games are sprite-

based? And what If Intel's new Instmctlons
render SDflowl irrelevant? And what if you
need a great all-around processor because
you play games and run Phctcshcp ? It's
nice to see AMD come up with verlfiably
effective technology, but the K6-2 is riddled
with too many question marks to suit
everything I do with my computer."

—Jon "Philly" Phillips, executive editor

"Two types of software are
pushing current hardware;
games and multimedia/
architectural authoring

software. If the former is your
forte, then the K6-2 may be the

answer. It supports 100MHz bus speeds
and its architecture is a perfectly viable
option to the Pentium II regime. If Compaq
and IBM can actually deliver a full system
at around $1,500, the K6-2 would make an
excellent first system. Enough key industry
support has been made for continued
survival, and It's available now—unlike the
Katmai instructions."

—Sean "Clevey" Cleveland,
technical editor

"K6-2 is a short-term panacea
for budget-minded buyers, but
in the long run It's a losing
proposition. With Intel's much-

anticipated MMX2 less than a
year out, it doesn't seem likely

anyone—software developers or mother
board manufacturers—will waste time and
money optimizing for such a small corner
of the market. And without that enhanced
support, K6 3D is just more of the same: a
crappy FPU and subpar performance."

—Brad "Big Daddy" Dosland,
editor in chief
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StarFighter" and the Intel740" Chip.
3D PERFORMANCE TETM WILL BLOW YOU AWAY.

Now available for

AGP and PCI

Real 3D's StarFighter" graphics accelerator
gives games, simulations and presentations
the same dazzling graphics you'd expect to
find only in an arcade. We should know. Our
technology has been powering Sega's
arcade games for years.

StarFighter delivers true colors, fully-formed images and eliminates z-buffer
problems. You get clean, complete and stunning graphics. Every screen.
Every time. Even at resolutions up to 1280 X 1024.

Check the benchmark numbers. But pay close attention to the images.
StarFighter goes beyond the numbers to deliver high realism, high fidelity
images with extraordinary detail. It's a combination of power and refined
image quality you'd expect from Intel's new Intel740 graphics accelerator
chip. The REAL 3D® StarFighter brings that performance to life.

Look for StarFighter in new PCs from Micron. Or pick up the StarFighter
board from a reseller listed below.

"We can't stress enough just how gorgeous D30
titles appear with the StarFighter."
- Boot Magazine, April 1998

"Whiplash: Real 3D's StarFighter, based on the
Intel740 graphics chip, leaves STB's Nvidia-
based Velocity 128 in the dust."

PC Computing, May 1998

"This board will feed your craving for exceptional
3D and 2D performance."

- Windows Sources, May 1998

1-800-393-7730

www.real3d.com/boot

Product Information Number 117
W998 Real 3D. HEAL 3D and the Real 3D logo are registered trademarks ot Real 30, Inc. StarFighter Is a trademark oi Lockheed Martin Corporation. Intel and Inlel740 are trademarks of Intel Corporation. Sega Is a registered trademark of Segs
Micron and Ifte Micron logo are trademarks of Micron Electronics, Inc, Microsoft, Windows, Windows NT and the Windows logo are registered trademarks of Microsoft Corporation. All other trademarks are the property of their respective holders.

' f^acnoN Hp T&c/rZSata' S^Ffoneer SHOP
www.micronpc.com

1-888-215-6504

www.techdata.com

1-800-237-8931

www.pios.com www.the3dshop.com
US: 1-800-832-4322 1-888-368-3268

CAorAZ: 1-800-227-4712

www.allcomp.com

1-800-775-1953
THE(#|)LIST
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Microsoft*
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MAXIMUM PC

Kicking Ass and Taking Names
Finally a Magazine for PC Owners Who Want to Get It All

Judging by the nature of tech magazines out there
these days, you'd think that the Every Joe who goes
out and buys a PC goes onto a career in IT services.
There are magazines for the fresh-faced newbie and
then there are magazines that spew the "150 Most
Mediocre Peripherals Guaranteed To Save Your
Company A Buck." What about the hundreds of
thousands of PC owners who graduate into the inter
mediate and advanced ranks every year? In the past,
you've had to wade through all the monthlies,
hoping for a few stray pages
that might suit your needs, and
then scan the daily newspapers
and web sites for a tech tidbit.

Well no more...

Welcome to Maximum PC,

the only magazlne/CD-ROM/
web site/Internet radio show

dedicated to you: the PC
owner.

You don't care about sense

less roundups of boring parts.
All you want to know about is
the best, and that's exactly
what we deliver. Month In and

month out, we create the short

list of the latest gotta-have
gear for people who get off on
tech. If it'll give you the edge,
whether in the office or in the

latest 3D fragfest, we're all
over it. If it'll allow you to
unleash your creative imagina
tion in bold new ways, we've
got you covered.

This magazine is about you.
Your interests come first,

because this is your magazine.
We work for you. If you're into
it, we'll cover it. No holds

barred. We promise here and
now to dedicate every page of
every issue of Maximum PC to
what you care about: Pure PC
Power. And we guarantee you'll never see the stench
of advertiser influence in these pages.

The Maximum PC editorial team has a long and
well-earned reputation as some of the hardest critics
in the industry, fighting non-stop to protect your
interests as PC owners and getting in the face of
anyone who would hype a half-assed product and try
to pass it off as Kick Ass, our editor's choice award
that only goes to the best-of-the-best.

To accomplish this, we do the most in-depth
reviews you'll ever read. When it comes to systems,
we open the case and test every component to the

We share your passion for
the PC and all the amazing
things you can do with it,
because we're PC owners

too. We share the pride of
ownership you feel for your
PC because we feel it too.

breaking point. We deliver benchmarks based on the
types of tasks you use your machine for, and we
report metrics in units you understand—frames per
second, time to render, MB/sec throughput—not
abstract numbers.

And every hardware test is performed by the
reviewing editor, not some lab-coat lackey or flaky
freelancer, so you can believe us when call 'em like
we see 'em and separate the contenders from the
pretenders. And we aren't afraid to call bunk on the

big boys when their big toys
aren't up to snuff.

But it's not just about hard
ware. We'll also keep you up to
speed on the software needed
to fuel today's muscle
machines, complete with step-
by-step projects to expand
your repetoire. From adrena
line-pumping games to apps
that let you work smarter, from
utilities that unleash the beast

in your box to programs that
flex your creative muscle,
we've got It all lined up.

If all this sounds like we're

on the same page as you, it's
because it's true. We share

your passion for the PC and all
the amazing things you can do
with it, because we're PC

owners too. We share the pride
of ownership you feel for your
PC because we feel it too.

We're not a bunch of crusty
old professional cynics, feigning
objectivity. We love this stuff—
and it shows.

If you ever have a question
about an emerging technology,
or need the inside scoop on
some new gear, or want the
truth behind the hype, or want
to know just what the hell we

were thinking, or just want to brag about your very
own dream machine... drop me a line anytime at
bdosland@imaginemedia.com. i assure you, I person
ally read every letter that comes in so I can tailor the
magazine to you.

So hop on and brace yourself, it's gonna be a
wild ridel

Brad Dosland,

Editor In Chief

oMAXIMUM PC PREVIEW
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38 Dream IVIachine '98
Building the Ultimate PC Want to know what
goes into the ultimate system? The Maximum PC editors
walk you through hand-building the perfect PC and give
you all the buying advice you'll need to bring your project
in under budget.

42 Thin Is in!
Flat-panel displays are /lere/When it comes to
monitors, bigger is better but fat is not where it's at.
Forget those fat, desk-hogging monitors! Flat-panel displays
are the way of the future, and Maximum PC has the best of
the current breed tried, tested, and true.

Blazing Lasers
The fastest color printers we've ever seen
Colors are richer, output speeds are faster, and prices are
low, low, low. But can the latest laser printers give you a
counterfeit $20 bill that looks real enough to make it past
the Post Office clerk? The ultimate quality test tells all.

Bill of Sale
Forget software—Mr. Gates wants prime time
He's the most influential man in the western mediascape.
Period. Maximum PC visits Bill Gates in his own war room to
ask him how he'll turn his software dynasty into a news and
entertainment juggernaut built around the PC-TV.

MAXIMUM PC PREVIEW
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18 Maximum News

If it happened this month and it affects you and your PC,
we've got it covered. : ii

23 The PC Watchdog
Maximum PC puts som^ite into all the empty promises
dumped on PC owners by biting the companies on the ass
when they rip you off.

Voices 'mmmMssmmm

21 Tell it to Maximum PC
Maximum PC readers, the smartest PC owners in the world,
take a stand on the issues that affect their platform.

23 last Forwani
Columnist Tom Halfhill gives you the first look at the emerging
technologies that'll drive your PC tomorrow and beyond.

Game Engine
Columnist T. Dam McDonald isn't just playing games... he's

25

di

27

ssecting the technology behind all of today's hottest titles.

The Saint
Columnist T. Liam McDonald isn't just playing games... he's
dissecting the technology behind all of today's hottest titles.

Products
57 Preview Radar

Advance looks at the upcoming hardware and software you'
want to track.

63 The Month in Reviews
Maximum PC editors test the latest gear and apps till they
break and share the revealing results with you.

IheliBch nies
51

53

Ask Dr. PC
\i your PC is ailing and your benchmarks are under the weather,
make an appointment with Dr. PC and get your system back
on its feet.

Texicon I
Is that tech term greek to you? Does that acronym read like
alphabet soup? Hyperjump to our glossary of tech terms and
get it all. s , .

MAXIMUM PC PREVIEW %
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Intensely real, SpecOps: Rangers Lead the Way takes you from snowy
Korean forests tO' steamy South American jungles. Everything is
authentic, from uniforms and vehicles to the tandem Ranger "fireteams."
Everywhere you go, another Ranger goes with you, watching your back,
following your commands, and trusting you with his life.

So let's go, soldier

Your country needs you.

expertly trained, the

U.S. Army Rangers

are the most revered

— and feared -

fighting unit in the world.

Now you can put it

on the line and be

ne of them.

- u;

liA'y. -
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You Asked for

More... we'll give
you the Maximum.

Prepare yourself. Every 30
days, we'll dole out the most
Pure PC Power allowed by
law. From comprehensive
features that'll answer all

your questions to uncompro
mising reviews of the month's
hottest new gear, we'll deliver
the dirt you demand.
Maximum PC will contain

all the killer content and

irreverent attitude you've
come to expect from Andrew,
Sean, Jon, Bryan, Daevid,
Gordon, Rick, Brad, and all

V.^3' Matrox MGA-G200
Voodoo' killer Incoynllo

Hardware In-depth hardware reviews
give you chip-level detail and add intensive
benchmarking to help you make the right
call when it comes time to buy. Whether it's
the newest PCI soundcard or high-speed
modem or spacious hard drive, we've got It
covered.

Software Killer new software that x
leverages today's technology is reviewed
every month in Maximum PC, with the
same attention to detail we lavish on

hardware. Plus, we're adding step-by-step
projects for every major title.

Photoshop 5.0

JIWBB

the bootBoyz. And all that
goodness comes delivered in
our new ultra-clean design to
cut through the noise and
get straight to the skinny.
When Maximum PC hits

in August, it'll come fully-
loaded with new sections as

well. The Watchdawg will be
the pitbull of the PC industry,
biting companies on the ass
when they try to pass off
bogus goods or service. And
our new lexicon will guide
you through the alphabet
soup of tech terminology
that will fill the pages of
Maximum PC.

Let's get ready to rrrrrum-
mmble...

News In the volatile world of PC technology, the big picture can change overnight.
We'll keep you up-to-date with daily news updated as it happens on our web site, and
we'll put it all in perspective with in-depth analysis of the month's top stories in the print

■■version of Maximum PC.

o IWAXIMUIIII PC PREVIEW
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MAXIMUM PC

Systems The open-case system reviews that made boot famous (and feared In
the Industry) are back with a vengeance. This time out, we have a clean, new look to

ifo yo
thing from the pack of pi

BEHEB

help you find the Info you're looking for, and our updated benchmarks reveal the real
• posers. FAST FORWARD

Quantex i|P6/400

Your Next OS Will Be Virtual
THE UUIM/UE OS LOOKS A LOT LIKE JAVA_ AND THATS A GOOD THING

tsn I available lor a Voyager prabe

[hat's circling Satuin, so the OS had better be aMe to
from errors on its own. The nearest copy o> Notion

Utilities is 800 million miles away.

Columns These independent voices
spotlight the opinions that matter. Whether
you love 'em or you hate 'em, you can't help
but wonder what they'll say next. And yes...
The Saint will be back and more bombastic
than ever!

iaIctHi 4.0
Bird is the word

Interviews when it comes to asking the hard-hitting questions you want
answers to, no one will come close to Maximum PCs interviews. We're tracking down
the biggest impact players in the industry to give you the exclusive inside scoop on
the way things.work.

HBH

HL K-
He's tbe richeat msa

In (iw «»rW— iBOst

powerfst intHi In yeef
' IHb. M>««aiair The

iSlii

Games when it comes to cutting-edge
hardware, nothing pushes the envelope like
today's new breed of games. The lush graph
ics really tax your system, but when you've
got it all purring, there's nothing like 60fps+.

wRjr* yot/n

MexkmBU PC

penetrates bis Like
WashinstM buafcer
call (be eettaare
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MAXIMUMPC

Whafs Going On?
Q; What's happening to boot?
A: boot will be discontinued with this issue. Maximum PC will

make its monthly debut with the September issue.

Q: What about my current boot subscription?
A: Don't worry... Maximum PC will honor all current boot sub

scriptions throughout their entire duration. And current subscribers
will be counted as charter subscribers and given the lowest

possible rates when it
comes time to renew

their subs (and we're

sure you'll want to).

Q: What's going to
change with
Maximum PC?

A: We won't pull any of
the unique material that
made boot the best PC

monthly ever published.
Instead, we'll be adding
more of everything that

you demanded, plus more technical background info so everyone
can catch the fever. Maximum PC will still be for the PC owner

with a taste for the best of everything when it comes to their
computer and peripherals, for people with a passion for the PC
and what it can do for them. It's still about owning the best
hardware, upgrading with the latest board, and coaxing every
ounce of performance out of the box, whether it's for power play,
working smart, or digital creativity.

Q: Will Maximum PC have the same honest attitude

that made boot great?
A: Of course. Maximum PC is being produced by the same

Maximum PC won't become a

"gaming magazine," but you'll still get
great game coverage and reviews.

I  [rorv«rd| HwnTI | | tmy. | Opw | PrW | ffad j | S'lp [
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Maximum PC will have a website, updated daily, with all the
terrific content you've come to expect from the boot editorial team.

You'll continue to get the shiny
platter—chock-full of the latest
demos, games, and workbench
utilities.

hardcore crew and headed up
by the same "Big Daddy"
editor in chief that made boot

magazine the bible of the Pure

PC Power jihad. Imagine
Media—publishers of Next
Generation, PC Gamer, and

MacAddict—will be just as
resolutely behind Maximum
PC as they were behind boot,
and allow the editors the

complete freedom to call 'em
like they see 'em. The addition
of the HomePC assets recently
acquired by Imagine will allow Maximum PC to deliver more of
the excellent content you've come to expect.

Q: Imagine Media publishes a lot of gaming books. Will
Maximum PC be just another heavy-duty gaming book?
A: No. Maximum PC is targeted at a much broader audience
than just gamers. It is for the PC owner who demands the best.
Whether it's step-by-step guide to digital-video projects or opti
mizing your system for ultimate frame rates. Maximum PC will
be your ultimate guide. When it comes to the next-generation of
digital cameras, we'll cover the best of them. When it comes to
soundcards, we'll tell you
the ones to consider and the

ones to avoid. And when it

comes to the games that
push the state-of-the-art,
we'll cover those too.

Fake Penlium lls;
How to tell if your
processor is phony

Linux inventor reveals
)  Windows' defects and
I--' why a free OS is best

PURE PC POWER

AHQ SIDcenDISK II:
the fastest hard drive
we ve ever reviewed

Q: Will Maximum PC be

published with a CD full
of demos and games
like boot?

A: Maximum PC will still

come with a CD-ROM. Its

newsstand price will still be
$7.99 In the U.S. New sub

prices have yet to be set,
although a deluxe disc
version and bargain nondisc

version will still be available.

boot goes bye, bye... but you'll
receive Maximum PC every month
for the duration of your subscription

Q: Will Maximum PC have a web site, updated daily,
like boot has with bootNet?

A: Absolutely. Under the command of our own Web Goth
Daevid Vincent, and with the addition of online editor Gordon

Ung to the Maximum PC/boot team, look for even more daily
news flashes, updated message threads, and interactive polls on
the Maximum PC site, in addition to the reviews, features, and
surprises that made bootNet a must-bookmark item.

NIAXIMUM PC PREVIEW
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IM C YOU DESERV

ELSA, the most thrilling, well-kept
secret in graphics acceleration:

Proven award winning acceleration that
makes your power-hungry applications
scream. Sitting down at your computer

will now be an experience you'll
remember, with graphic cards that
transform your typical workstation into
a mind-blowing, heart-racing, multi
dimensional adventure. For the manic

gamer or for professional power users,
ELSA knows exactly what you need to
get the most dynamic, explosive
performance from your demanding
graphics applications. Our team of well-
respected engineers in Germany have
been building expertly designed graphic
accelerator cards for over a decade.

Computer manufacturers like Compaq,
Hewlett Packard, Dell, TriStar and many

more have incorporated our boards
into their high-end PC workstations.
We provide "German engineering", best
price/performance and real time 3D to
the top computer manufacturers around
the world, who depend on our technology,
high quality, and six year warranty.

Doesn't your system deserve the same
top-tier treatment? Indulge in graphics
you don't even have to think about. With
such high-resolution performance, you
just might forget which world you're in.

For more information and a chance to

win the GLoria-XXL, visit
www.elsa.com/pcmagcontest

or call 1-800-272-ELSA.

ELSA Inc. • Phone (800) 272-ELSA (408) 919-9100 • Fax (408) 919-9120 • www.elsa.com
All names may be trademarks or registered trademarks of their respective owners. The ELSA logo is a trademark of ELSA Inc. Subject to change without notice,

Product Information Number 139

VICTORY Erazor
Radical Gaming

GLoria Synen
SOHO/Professional des

GLoria-UMX, XL, XXL
High end PC Workstations

IEL5RI
Data Communications
Computer Graphics



WHITE

YOUR PERSONAL TECH

BRIEFING ON THE

CONCEPTS AND

COMPONENTS THAT MAKE

UP THE PC EXPERIENCE

thi s month:

The

Windows
Registry
Part 2: The Hardware

Love Story

Windows' relationship to your PC
hardware reads like a postmodern

love story—and it's all played out in
the pages of your Registry. OS
meets hardware, OS initializes

hardware, OS records all the intricate

little details of the hardware, and in
an obsessive fit of jealously buries
all the details in a place where no

one can find them.

Like any good postmodern tale.
Part 2 of the Registry White Paper
is told out of order, with obscure

references and absolutely no plot
But the truth about how your

hardware installs is locked within

the Registry's confusion, and it's
worth the trouble to dig in and

expose the hidden secrets.

—Sean Downey

' A

^  "f . ; ■* / r ;

Overview
The Registry is a hierarchical database that
holds all the settings for the OS and Its
installed apps. it's also where Wln95 and
Win98 store all the minute details about
installed hardware, including allocated
resources and status info used to initialize
each device and Implement Plug-n-Play
features. The device configuration settings
displayed in System Properties and the
Network Control Panel are pulled out of
the Registry. Exploring the Registry with
RegEdit reveals how Windows uses (or mis
uses) the hardware attached to your PC.

Before running RegEdit to edit your
Registry settings, always back up the two
files that make up the Registry, SYSTEM.DAT
and USER.DAT. By default, both files are
found in your Windows directory and are
marked with hidden, read-only, and system
attributes. If different user accounts are set
up on the same machine, a USER.DAT file is
created for each user and stored in his pro
files folder in the Windows directory. Keep
In mind that all RegEdit changes are imme
diately Implemented; there is no Save As
feature and no Undo. A secure backup of
your Registry files will ensure that no ill-
conceived edit ever remains permanent.

Plug-n-Play Basics
Win95/98 creates a dynamic record of your
system's current configuration each time
the OS loads. It's called the hardware tree
and is updated whenever changes occur.
Each branch in the tree defines a device by
a unique identification code, as well as a
list of required and allocated resources.
The hardware tree is used primarily to

subtree and is explained in more detail
below. With both static and dynamic hard
ware trees, Windows is able to pull off the
wonder that Is

miql, OavicfrHaitfl^ jHwiwaieftc^|'f*qitoa>iaa}' 'Plug-n-Play.
The Windows
Configuration
Manager uses
both trees to
manage and
reconfigure
devices and
keep the OS
and installed
apps updated
on device
whereabouts.
Device drivers
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Figure 2: It's easier to see how
Windows views your hardware if
you view your devices by their
connections in the Device Manager.
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Figure 1: The Windows hardware tree lives and breathes in
Hkey_Dyn_Data\ Config Manager\Enum subtree.

identify resource requirements for estab
lishing a stable system configuration, it
can be opened in RegEdit by exploring
the Hkey_Dyn_Data\Config Manager\Enum
subtree (Figure 1) but is probably more
readable when displayed in the Device
Manager in System Properties.

The hardware tree is created through bus
enumerators that gather all the necessary
info from the hardware located on a specific
bus, such as PCI, SCSI, or USB. The Device
Manager's view-by-connection option (Figure
2) gives you an idea of the buses used in
the enumeration process.

The dynamic information of the hardware
tree has a static counterpart that can be
viewed in the Flkey_LocaL Machine\Enum

directly interface with the Configuration
Manager to set up the hardware without
causing conflicts.

llkey_Local_ll/laGhlne Explained
Hkey_Local_Machine contains all the messy
configuration particulars that give your PC
personality. This includes a list of installed
hardware devices and their associated
device drivers, and all the important set
tings used by the OS and installed apps.
The settings stored in Hkey_Local_Machine
are global, so they affect the entire system
and everyone who uses it. Every well-
behaved Win32 app and device driver
stores data here regarding their installed
location, associated files, global settings,
and uninstallation Information.

The more important branches that
make up Hkey_LocaL Machine are the
Config, Enum, Software, and System

subtrees. Config holds all the
available hardware profiles
that are set up on your PC.
For most desktop PC users,
this means you'll find a single
0001 subtree located here,
but for those of you with
notebooks and docking

stations, additional subtrees are created
to accommodate docked and undocked
profiles. When Windows loads, it examines
your hardware, picks a matching configura
tion from the Config subtree, and copies
the data to Hkey_Current_Config.

The Enum subtree organizes devices by
their appropriate bus enumerator. Figure 3
lists the possible bus enumerators found in
the Enum subtree. The FITREE subtree holds
the reserve resources set up through
Computer Properties In the Device Manager.
The information in each key varies by
device, but generally includes a hardware
class, a device description, and a hardware
iD (see Figure 4). Device info remains in the
Enum subtree even after the hardware has

the
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EM
ESDI

HID

Motherboard devices

ATA and IDE hard drives,

CD-ROM and DVD drives

Human interface devices

eVfd'
Plug and Play ISA cardsISAPNP

Multifunction PCI devices

Network componentsNetwork

Legacy ISAA/L Bus devices

TAPECONTROLLER

Figure s '' '■'

SCSI devices
irtaldevicis!

Tape drives
i devices:';;

been physically removed from your PC—
unless the key is removed by a device
driver's unlnstall app. If you've added and
removed a lot of hardware since you last
Installed Windows, It may be a good Idea
to clear out the entire Enum subtree and
let Windows reassign resources to all your
devices. Just make sure you have all your
drivers on hand when Windows rediscovers
your hardware.

The Software subtree
holds specific settings for
Windows and every Installed
program. Subtrees are
named according to the
program's publisher and
hold application keys that
contain such things as pro
gram serial numbers and CD
path locations. This Is also where you'll find
some Interesting settings for 3D cards (see
Figure 5). The Classes subtree contains all
the Info on filename extensions that's nor
mally accessed through Hkey_Classes_Root.

Among other things, the Software\
Mlcrosoft\Wlndows\CurrentVerslon subtree
contains the path locations to Start Menu
programs, DOS prompt options, and the pro
gram unlnstall keys used by the Add/Remove
Programs control panel. The several Run
keys used to automatically load applets at
Windows startup are also located here, as
well as the file system profiles that control
how Wln95/98 works with your hard drive.

Ins

Figure 5: You ma

The hard drive performance profiles
adjusted through the Performance tab In
System Properties are reflected In the
Software\Mlcrosofl\Wlndows\CurrentVerslon\
FS Templates subtree. The Desktop, Mobile,
and Server keys contain NameCache and
PathCache subkeys that adjust the cache
sizes for the most recently loaded program
names and the most recently used directo
ry paths. This helps speed up disk access
by reducing how often file names and
directories need to be looked up In the
file allocation table.

The System subtree contains all the
control sets that govern how Windows
configures Itself as It opens. The SystemX
CurrentControlSet subtree Is divided Into
two subtrees. Control and Services. The
Control subtree holds all Windows sub
system startup parameters, which Include
Installed file systems and media resources,
as well as all the DLLs and VxDs loaded
with Windows. An Important key to monitor
In this subtree, VMM32Flles holds all
virtual device drivers (VxDs) crunched
into VMM32.VXD, which Is created In
the Windows System directory as the
OS loads. This In turn Is used to create
the Virtual Machine Manager, which pro
vides resources to every app and system

talled
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This can be thought of as a database of
active driver Information containing all the
Internal settings that Windows uses to com
municate with Installed hardware. Most of
these settings don't take well to editing,
but we have a performance tweak that uses
the Servlces\Classes\NetTrans subtree to
speed up your modem's Internet connection
(see sidebar).

The Case For DirectX
Seen through the Registry, Wln95/98's rela
tionship to hardware Is a miasma of com
plexity; subtree upon subtree mirrors the
Intricate abstraction layers Windows uses to
communicate with your hardware. The per
formance gains made by DirectX when It
bypasses all this and talks to your hardware
directly are made abundantly clear after
exploring the Intricacies of the Registry. 0

Figure 4: The Hkey_Local_Machlne\Enum subtree stores all the static
device Info used to complement the dynamic hardware tree.

y find Interesting ways to tweak your hardware In the
SOFTWARE subtree of Hkey_Local_Machlne.

process running on your PC.
The System\CurrentControlSet\Update

key controls how often Wln95/98 refreshes
the Info It displays In Explorer, Device
Manager, and even RegEdlt. Changing the
UpdateMode setting listed here from 01 to
00 takes out the time delay and makes
screen refreshes automatic.

The Services subtree hosts all the data
that controls the loading and configuration
of kernel, file system, and service drivers.
The services listed here describe how these
drivers are loaded at startup and how they
call each other. The Servlces\Arbltrators
subtree holds all resource arbitrator subkeys

that the Configuration Manager
uses to resolve hardware con
flicts. This Is where Windows
keeps all the IRQ, DMA, I/O, and
memory addresses used by the
hardware Installed In your PC.

The ServlcesNClass subtree
holds all the different classes of
devices that Wln95/98 supports.

mlt

By default, the maximum WiMlisM unit (MTU)
used by WinBS to determine TCP packet frame
length is 1,500, which works well if you're connect
ing to the internet through a LAN, but can slow down
your connection through a modem. Since many iSP
routers use a MTU of 576, your packets can become
fragmented as they pass through the routers. This
win slow down your connecbon.

Win98 addresses this by allowing user adjustment
of the TCP packet size through the Network Control
Panel, but Win95 users need to hack the Registry to
make these adjustments. The MTU setting is located in
one of the OOOx keys stored in HkeyJjocai_Machine\
System\CurrentControiSei\Services\Ciasses\NetTrans.
The key you need to edit will contain a DriverOesc
string labeling it as TCP/IP. Add to this key a new
string labeled MaxMTU containing the value 576.
Before you restart your machine to implement the
change, open up the VxD\MSTCP key located in the
same Services subtree and add a new string labeled
DefauitRcvWindow and give it a value of 2144. This
value is derived by the formula (MTU-40jx4.

After you reboot, you should notice a speed
increase in your Internet connections: how much of
an increase depends upon how your connection is
routed. The values provided here are the lowest
common denominator for ISP roiiters. Your ISP may
use different settings, so itjs worth experimenting
with these settings to find the perfect fit.

Driver Type j Bindings Advantred |
Click Ihe selling you want to change on the left, and then
select its new vdue on the

Pfopei^

Record a log (9e
Use IPX header compressioT' Large

Medium
Small

Wln98 addresses the MTU shortcomings of Wln9S
with options to manually set the IP packet size, as
well as with an Automatic setting that starts with an
MTU of 1,500 and scales the value back as packets
are received from your ISP.



CD-ROM Performance
With Regmt
1 have discovered how to improve ATA/IDE
CD-ROM performance under Win95 after many
moons of searching RegEdit and experimenting.

Under the System Properties/Performance/
File System/CD-ROM tab, you'll find the
"Supplemental Cache" and "Quad Speed or
Higher" settings. Win95 sets the cache at a
miserly 1,238K maximum and the CD-ROM
optimize speed at 4x. There's no "higher"
about it, as you'll see. So, how do I optimize
for my 8x CD-ROM drive?

Open RegEdit and chase down the HKey_-
LocaLMachine\System\CurrentControlSet\
Control\FileSystem\CDFS key. Write down
the numbers for "CacheSize" and "Prefetch,"
in case you want to restore settings. (Leave
"Prefetch Tail" alone. I played with this and
actually slowed down the CD-ROM).

Double-click the CacheSize entry, and Edit
DWord will open. Switch to Decimi. It should
be displaying 619 or 617, or some such, in the
window (I've fotmd three different numbers). I
tripled my number to 2,476, which gives you a
4,952K cache. You can go higher.

Now open PreFetch and switch to Decimal.
The number displayed, 228, represents the
"Quad Speed or
higher" setting.
Each time you add
56 or 58 to 228, you
jump your optimize
speed up by 2x. I
use 347 for my 8x
drive, but 340 works just as well. Qose RegEdit
and reboot for the settings to take effect

You can experiment with a little CD-ROM
overclocking here. I was up to 13x with no
problems. There wiU be a ceiling for speed
gains, and each type of CD-ROM drive will
perform differently depending on how it
utilizes the higher settings. Just make sure
you write down your original numbers and
keep track of your settings.

Run your benchmarks. In SiSoft, the
CD-ROM Index is 800 for an 8x drive and

1,200 for a 12x. Mine now clocks in at 920.
Variables such as the types of CD-ROM drives
and discs used, and the usual ups and downs
of IDE CD-ROM reads and writes and buffers,
can make the marks vary. But I'm happy with
the way my drive is performing.

—Vem Earlywine

Contributing Writer Sean Downey replies: The
settings Vem describes are related to Window's
CD-ROM cache. Win95/98 uses a data cache to
buffer CD data streams and decrease seek latency.
The separate keys control the overall cache size
and the size of the cache used to store path table,
directory, andfile information. We tested Vem's
tweaks with some interesting results.

On some systems, the CacheSize and Prefetch
keys are binary values instead of DWORD. In
this case, you can determine the decimal values
by creating a new DWORD value and entering
the hexadecimal data stored in each key in
reverse order as the DWORD hexadecimal value.

"The best cooling system pulls
cool air in and blows hot air out.

Then switch it to a decimal

value within the edit

DWORD value box. You

can use the same method to

determine the hexadecimal

values of the new settings.
In our tests, increasing the

cache size helped the playback
of test AVIs, but didn't do much to increase game
performance. For most games, it's more important to
fork over as much memory as possible since they do a
much better job of predicting their own resource needs
than Windows. We did, however, achieve excellent
results by bumping up the Prefetch value.

Pinged Off
I have a 28.8Kbps modem, and when I play
Quake over the net, my ping times are almost
always 300ms longer than the next lowest
person. I have a local ISP and it's supposed to
have a T1 going to its main hub, which con
nects to UUNet in Las Vegas. What gives?

—Ben Fleming

Online Editor Daevid Vincent replies: Most hard
core Quakers are probably using faster modems.
Also, if your ISP is as rinky-dink as you say and
only has a Tito service its entire user base, that T1

may be flooded.
Most ISPs have

several Tls, or even
a T3, to handle the
high-bandwidth
demands. Another

factor is the num
ber ofhopsfrom you to the game server you're play
ing on. You might try using different Quake servers.

Suck Or Blow?
I recendy invested in a firll tower ATX case for
expansion. The only problem is that I don't
know if I should have the fans suck air in, or
blow air out. Which ones should do what? There

are also many holes for air to enter or exit.
—Simon Albon

Senior Editor Andrew Sanchez replies: In theory,
the best cooling system inside a closed computer case
is one that pulls cool air in, and blows hot air out.
Assuming your ATX power supply has afan that's
blowing onto the CPU, you may want to install a
fan that sucks the hot air out next to the CPU.

How Hot Is Too Hot?
what's too hot for an overclocked 300MHz

P-II? Also, is the AGP Matrox Millennium II
faster than its PCI counterpart? Finally, my
Asus P2L97 motherboard has a built-in tem

perature monitor. Is it reporting the CPU or
chassis temperature?

—Vu Tran

Senior Editor Andrew Sandrez replies: Intel's CPUs
are rated to get pretty hot and, according to some
motherboard manufacturers, can hit 150 degrees. As
long as you have afat heatsink/fan combo and ade
quate air circulation, you shouldn't have a problem.
The Millennium II AGP is a Ix/DMA part, mean
ing it's basically the same thing as the PCI part, but

on the 66MHz AGP bus versus the 33MHz PCI

bus. You may see a Ijps to 3jps difference in game
performance. The P2L97's temperature monitor
measures the CPU and motherboard's tempera
ture, not the internal chassis.

Miserable Frame Rates
I own an NEC Ready 97I2SE and get miserable
frame rates in Quake 1.06. I'm thinking about
Voodoo or Voodoo^ but I'm not sure which.

—Prophet983

Senior Editor Andrew Sanchez replies: Ifyou plan
on sticking it out with the 166MHz Pentium,
upgrading to either 3Djx-based video subsystem will
help. And while you'll see a speed increase if you go
the Voodoo^ route, it will bejust a hair better than
vanilla Voodoo. We're talking a few frartres-per-sec-
ond difference on a 166MHz. The Voodoo^ is tuned
for Pentium II processors and wiU give those CPU
users bombastic frame rates and resolutions. Voodoo
will limit you to 640x480, while Voodoo^ will go as
high as 800x600 in a single board configuration.
Ifupgrading your CPU is in your nearfiiture, I'd
invest in the Voodoo^. Otherwise, you can get away
with a low-cost Voodoo part for under $100.

DMA Me
I recendy read in boot that a lot of computers
come into the bootLab without the proper
DMA 33 drivers installed. How do I check to

see if mine are installed correcdy?
—Shawn Jones

Technical Editor Sean Cleveland replies: Read
the Alienware review on page 74 to see just how
much Direct Memory Access affects peformance.
Without DMA enabled, your machine is missing
a powerful feature that not only takes a major
load off the CPU, but also boosts speed.

First, make sure your hard drive supports
DMA. Most new drives do, and ofcourse all
Ultra DMA drives do. The BIOS also needs to

support DMA and have it enabled. For the right
BIOS setting, check your motherboard manual
for anything that refers to IDE transfer modes.
Lastly, Windows 95 needs the right bus-mastering
drivers, which usually come with a new mother
board or machine. Intel's standard bus-mastering
drivers can be found at support.intel.com/support/
controllers/peripheral/.

Now make sure the drive has DMA enabled.

Go to your Device Manager, and double-click on
disk drives and then the drive you want to enable.
Make sure the DMA box is checked inside the Set

tings tab. Ifit's not there, then your device doesn't
support DMA transfers. You can check whether the
bus master drivers are installed by double-clicking
on the "Hard disk controllers" section ofthe Device
Manager. It will usually have the words "PCI Bus
Master IDE Controllers" in the name. 0
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Advanced PCI Audio Made Affordable

SONIC IMPACT BLASTS THE COMPETITION.

SONIC IMPACT

32 STREAMS

6 STREAMS

Hardware
Wavetable
Voices

IOOMB/sec

64 I
EC

* Each CD-quatity DlrectSound stream carries an orchestra of sounds simultaneously.
With Sonic Impact, all 32 streams are processed on-board, unlike other sound cards
that rely heavily on the CPU. Number of streams tested with OSShow 3D.

** Each DirectSound 3D stream can be positioned Independently around your head creating
a sense of wrap-around realism that greatly enhances your multimedia experience.

) Listen up! Diamond Multimedia's new Sonic
impact PCI audio card is the best performance value in PC audio today.
Diamond's PCi sound cards bring advanced audio to the PC, replacing the
older, sluggish, iSA-based sound cards. Sonic impact takes advantage of the
newest audio features, shattering the ISA bus bottleneck for true high-
fidelity sound and more powerful PC performance. Plus, it's easy to install.
Our unbeatable 64-voice DLS (downloadable sounds) compatible hardware
wavetable brings the hottest multimedia software to life. Sonic impact
accelerates today's newest audio standards in Microsoft's DirectSound®and
DirectSound 3Df which take advantage of ail the audio features built into the
Windows®95/98, and Windows NT 4.0 operating
systems. You also get full support for older, real-
mode DOS games, it simply can't be beat. Add mu it imid i a
Sonic irnpact for crystal clear audio fidelity today. Accelerate your world.

Enter the Sonic Impact Sweepstakes by visiting our
website at bttp://www.diamondmm.com/sonlcimpact

d Multimedia Syslems. Int. All riglus reserved. Diamond and ihe Diamond logo are legistcrcd tiadctnarks of Diamond Mullimedia Systems. Inc. All other products and setvices arc the trademarks of their tespective holders.



Your Entertainment Exit From

The Information Super Highway.

GAMES. GAMES. GAMES

FREf

Looking for some free, easy fun on the Internet? Then get off the highway for
awhile and enjoy the games, chat and info that only WON can provide. Whether
you're amazing friends with your trivia knowledge on YOU DON'T KNOW JACK®
the netshow, bluffing your way to a fortune with Hoyle® Poker or leading the tour
on Sierra Sports Golf Pro '98, WON always has real people playing in real-time. So
take a ride to WON, your exit for online entertainment.

Product Information Number 364

World Opponent Metwork

www.won. net

5 1998 Cendant Corporation. All rights reserved. WON. WON.NET, and World Opponent Network are the trademarks of, or licensed to, Cendant Consoration.
YOU DON'T KNOW JACK is a registered trademark of Jellyvision, Inc.. Hoyle® is a registered trademark of Brown & Bigelow, Inc.



VIEWS

bootLab Policy
boot isn't like any other computer magazine,
and neither is our product-evaluation
process. We don't test equipment in the
cold, sterile environment of a warehouse-
sized iab, and we don't write our reviews
based on the test scores that ^
labcoat-wearing technicians scribble
on clipboards

Our review scores are based on

a combination of objective bench
mark testing, real-world perform
ance, and our subjective evaluation
of features, performance, and the
many less tangible characteristics
that go into a product. All our eval
uations are based on hands-on use

of the product.

■
I

1 THE LATEST HARDWARE
AND WIN'THE NEWEST

. SOFTWARE OUT FOR A SPIN
CPU/MOTHERBOARD

booiMark

100

Final Reality and X

We've added two new tests to our 3D

benchmarking bag of tricks. X is an
upcoming DirectSD space-combat and
trading game from EgoSoft. The demo
runs through a scripted series of scenes
and reports an average frame rate. Final
Reality, a comprehensive 2D/3D bench
mark deveioped by VNU European Labs,
is based around a game engine from
Remedy Entertainment's upcoming Max
Payne. It tests several flythrough scenes,
as well as some abstract performance
tests. Look for both new tests on the

bootOisc.

REAL-WORLD BENCHMARKING

The new meter has the precise scores for each

category benchmarked. Plus, the color bars to the

right give you a quick idea of how well the system

performed in that category.

It's simple: The farther right the bar reaches, the

better the system scored. Green means the system

perfomied on par or beyond what we expect of a
current system, if you see nothing but red, the system

performed below expectations.

PLUSES AND MINUSES

Here's where we list the best

and worst a system has to offer.

CONTACTS

Look here for price and the company's

phone number and URL if you want

more information.

 WIN95 APPS
I SYSmsrkSZ

300

1 DIRECTSD
H Terramark composite

60

1 HARD DRIVE
■ Adaptec ThreadMark vl.O
■  4

CD-ROM
K/sec

2000
CD Tach/Pro v1.65

WIN95 VIDEO
VidTach v1.52 % piayiid

50

DOS GAMING

Quake vh06

DIRECTX GAMIN
MDK PerfTesi v1.4

MMX PROQffSSING

DeBabelizer

cpujnsK
Visual C" compile en

THE GOODS

This is what you get out

of the box, with a brief

description of what to

expect from this system

Price Here

Company Here I DvlKll
Phone Here

URL www.Here.com

^PellXPSR400

m

Only the best earn enough

respect to be worthy of our

editors'-choice award.

BOOT VERDICT

The one that really matters. This score reflects how we feel

about a system, taking into account the benchmark results,

quality of parts, usability, overall performance, and our

intense, under-the-hood scrutiny.

Wfowertviac b'S

ATTO SiliconDisk II

•■Bateway G6-4Q0XL
GrabIT Pro
Video Sphinx Pro
•Snappy 3. 0 Deluxe
.Ahenware Area 51 .
.Adaptec AHA-2940UW Du'§k
iDiamond FirePort 40 Dual

. Ganopus Pure 3D if 1:2MB
Diamond Monster 3D II 12i
Metabyte Wicked 3D

'  ■. ^ Featuring Voodoo^.
Zip Plus
'Addonics Pocket Zip . .c
Burocom 8500 Notebook

Addomcsf
Z

•>

' F-15 .
Forsaken .
Battle zone . . .
M1 Tank Platoon II
BeOS R3 Intel . . .
Cybermedia Guard

•  . Dog Deluxe 1. 1-
- OuarterDeck CleanSweep :4^
. Last Bronx .
jBattle Arena Toshinden 2-t
Merstate 76 Arsenal
Grand Theft Auto. . . .
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Dell XPS R400
A screamer in the Dell

Not to be left out of the

fast lane, Dell muscles
into the AOOMHz

Pentium II rally with
Its XPS R400, a blue-
ribbon road hog that

peels through benchmarks and thumbs Its
nose at speed limits.

Intel's 440BX chipset and fastest CPU sit
on the R400's ATX motherboard, along with
64MB of lOOMHz SDRAM. This familiar con
figuration ushered the machine to 190.5 on
the bootMark—not the best we've seen from

a hot rod riding the newly paved lOOMHz
system bus, but, then again, the fastest
score ever was just 1.6 points higher.

For a RIva 128-based system, the R400
screamed In the DirectX gaming and
Dlrect3D benchmarks. When the machine hit

75.6fps In the ForsakenMark, we Increased
our monitor's refresh rate to ensure frame

rates weren't being bottlenecked by logy
screen redraws. Alas, 75.6fps was the max,
but that's still a full 5fps over the smokin'
NEC SPB 400 {boot 21) and heads above
anything else without a Voodoo^. With a
respectable 175 In our PerfTest DirectX
benchmark, the Dell was bumper-to-bumper
with other 400s. The machine's most disap
pointing run came In the SYSmark Wln95
apps test. The R400 failed to hit the 400
mark surpassed by three other 400MFlz
machines we've reviewed. Dell says a
problem with soundcard drivers held the
R400 back and a fix Is In the works.

Storage duties are handled by a gargan
tuan Ultra DMA IBM Deskstar hard drive.

We had hoped this 14.4GB Deskstar would
smash Its 10GB sibling's score In the
Threadmark benchmark, but It could
only thrash out 6.16MB/sec. And
Where's the obligatory Zip drive?
Dell will sell you one for $79, but
every other machine In the 400MHz
class came stock with a Zip.

Dell makes up for the Indiscre
tion by wisely choosing a PCI
soundcard. Turtle Beach's new
Vortex-based Montego. The
Vortex chipset Is one of the
most promising we've heard and
kicks out A3D, DIrectSound, and
DlrectSound3D. The Montego Is
teamed with Altec Lansing ACS495
USB-controlled satellite speakers
and subwoofer. Dolby Digital signals
from the Hitachi GD-2000 DVD-ROM drive

can also be converted to a two-channel

signal and played through the speakers.

DVD output from the GD-2000 Is piped
through a CIneMaster MPEG-2 decoder
card, which comes complete with a S/PDIF
for high-end audio out (Dolby Digital 5.1
anyone?). Decoding visual quality was a
bit over-filtered, but it least the filtering
erased what would have been even uglier
artlfactlng. We wanted to test the output
on a television, but Dell chose to omit
vIdeo-out. This Is unacceptable. Why have
DVD If you can't watch It through your TV?

With only one free 5.25-Inch and two
free 3.5-Inch drive bays, there's not much
room for your Impending RAID array. Dell
engineers, however, did add extra 3.3V
power lines to the Intel Seattle mother
board to aid reliability and accommodate
future peripherals.

Power-mongers will also be bummed to
find that there's no access to PCI latency
settings In the BIOS. We'd hoped to dump
the ISA WlnModem and crank the latency
up for a cheap power boost (see Dream
Machine, boot 13) but couldn't find an easy
way to change the defaults. Dang speed
lawsl Tweakers would also want to set the

CD-ROM to use DMA transfers. Shipped with
DMA off, the Hitachi's performance can be
kicked up with the click of a checkbox.

Overall, the R400 scorches the bench
marks, but Is marred by the lack of TV
output and a few bad engineering deci
sions. Still, the R400 Is packed with
enough swank swag to give you major
bragging points.

—Gordon Ung

CHILLIN'
BY ITS
LONESOME
This heat sink is

so massive. Dell
seems to think you
don't need a fan

on it It's a purdy
color, too.

WE BRAINS

I CPU 400MHz Pentium II Deschutes
L2 Cache 512K internal

RAM Single 64MB DIMM, 100MHz SDRAM
Motherboard Intel/Dell Seattle 440BX, ATX formfactor

THE BRAWN

Video STB nVidIa Pius

Hard Drive IBM Deskstar Ultra DMA 14.4GB

DVD-ROM Hitachi GD-20a0

I Expansion Bus One AGP, three PCI, one ISA,
one shared PCI/ISA

!  Fax/Modem US Robotics X2 WinMoiiem

!  I/O Ports

WE BEAUTY

Display

Two USB, one serial, one parallel, one gameport,
one S/PDIF Dolby Digital 5.1 out

Deli 1200HS, 19-inch. 0.26mm dot pitch,
1600x1200@75Hz

Sound

Speakers
Turtle Beach Montego PCI

Other

Altec Lansing side tiring ACS-495 USB controlled

Microsoft Inteilipoint mouse :

THE BUNDLE Windows 95 with upgrade certificate to
Windows 981 Microsoft Office 97 I Small Business Edition

SATELLITE
MAGIC
Twist the volume

knob on the

satellite and

watch as the

control applet
pops up and
sliders move

magically.

XPANSiQN

CineMaster C-1.2D MPEG decoder

Montego sound card

ISA X2 WinModem
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CPU/MOTHERBOARD
bootMark ^nn t-

lyU.O

377

THE ZIP'S
BEEN ZAPPED
Bummer, dude, no
Zip drive. And we
thought these thhigs
were becoming stan
dard. Nearly every
other 400MHz sys
tem comes with one.

WIN95 APPS
SYSmark32

DIRECT3D
ForsakenMark wmpos^

75.6

HARD DRIVE
Adaptec ThreadMark v2.0

6.2

J

i

CD-ROM
CD Tach/Pro v1.65 K/sec

1769

WIN95 VIDEO V y" ̂
ActiveMovie

% played

100

DOS GAMING
Quake vl.06 40.5 1

;~5f:

r

:\

11
"II

DIRECTX GAMING
MDK PerfTest vl.4

175

MMX PROCESSING
DeBabelizer Pro f .

156.8

CPU/DISK
Microsoft Visual C** compile

/OiO

Painfully fast DIrectSD J
gaming performaiUL ^

Good DVD viiko I

Gigantic hard drn {
PCI soundcard m

Schwinging Dolby Digital Sil.'*:

;>

Price $3,129
(with 19-inch monitor)

Company Dell Computer
Phone 800.999.3355

URL www.dell.com

booll
IffcrtffcM

A complete breakdown of benchmark results is available'
on the bootNet. Point your browser to vww.bootnet.com

"CA>'U1C10US CAPACITY
You'll never fill a 14.4GB drive! (Of course
that's what we said about 10 gig drives in
1996.) And this sucker's fast, gulping down
data faster than a wino drinks Thunderbird.
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Apple PowerMac G3
Graphic designer's Dream Machine fails short on versatiiity

We've all seen the new

Apple ads. You know, the
snail with the Pentium II

on its back. After receiv

ing a ton of e-mail asking
us to defend the PC's good

name, we decided to see whether the latest
300MHz G3 Mac processor is really fester
than the latest 400MHz Intel Pentium ii.

You know what? It is. At least when

crunching Adobe Photoshop, the graphic
design app that made the Mac famous.

For cross-platform testing, we created a
series of time benchmarks. In Photoshop,
we resized an image from 640x480 to
5000x5000, converted it to CMYK, then
applied a colored pencil filter. In Adobe
Premiere, using the Make Movie command,
we rendered a 10-second clip with a cross
dissolve and jacked it up from 640x480 to
1024x768. in NewTek's Inspire, we rendered
a radiosity scene at 640x480. And, finally.
In Quake, a floating-point cruncher, we ran
the timedemo 1 frame-rate test at 640x480.

The Mac won all the Photoshop heats,
but lagged in the Premiere run, and came
up short in Quake. The Inspire test was
almost too close to call.

Before you get all hot and bothered,
please note the Intrinsic differences
between the two test stations. The Mac

runs a 300MHz processor on a 66MHz
system bus with 1MB of L2 cache running
at 133MHz. The PC runs a 400MHz proces
sor on a lOOMHz system bus with 512K L2
cache running at 200MHz. Aside from the
feet that both machines have 128MB of

RAM, you can call it a case of apples
and oranges. And, of course, appli
cation code varies between the two

platforms, so in the end we
consider our exercise a test to see

which machine runs its own native

software the fastest.

If you're a desktop publisher or
a multimedia designer, you'll love
the G3's built-in redundancy, which
includes two graphic controllers (for
dual-monitor support), two 4GB
Quantum Viking UltraWide SCSI
drives, and two Ethernet connec

tions. But the redundancy takes its
toil: All of the machine's three full-

length 33MHz PCI slots are filled. The
first slot holds an 8MB IX Micro 3D Ultimate

Rez board, capable of 1600x1200/ 24-bit
color (the 6MB ATI Rage IkDVD on the
motherboard gives you similar perform
ance, except It tops out at 1024x768/24-bit
color). The second and third PCI slots con

tain an Apple lO/lOOBaseT Ethernet card and
an ATTO ExpressPCI UltraWide SCSI card,
respectively. There's also a generic NUBUS
soundcard with a Crystal CS4212-KL chip.

The medium tower box is idiot-proof. Eor
example, every component you're allowed
to touch is green. A screwless case design
allows you to pop open the side panel
quickly, and the power supply and drives
lift up and out of the way, giving you quick
access to the CPU, memory, and card slots.

The G3 Is an exciting machine, but it has
flaws. For starters, it offers only one free
5.25-inch drive bay. And for $4,899 we
expect more stock amenities, such as a
FireWire connection, a DVD drive, a Jaz
drive, and a RAID configuration for the SCSI
drives (you can have all this if you're willing
to pay extra). And where are the multimedia
speakers? Where's the big software bundle?
And, finally, isn't the warning sticker over
the CPU's jumpers—"Warranty void if
removed"—a bit of a killjoy?

Of course, few applications and hard
ware peripherals are readily available for
the Macintosh. And we won't even talk

about its pathetic game library. Are you
willing to pay an extra $1,800 for a comput
er that only makes sense for a graphic
designer? If you're a hard-core gamer who
lusts after the latest 3D-accelerated games,
or an animator who needs multiple proces
sors, you'd best stick with your PC.

—Rick Popko

A CASE THAT'S EASY
TO CRACK
The side panel pops ofF with the push
of a button at the top of the case. For
full access to the motherboard, all
you have to do is pop up two green
tabs and lift the power supply and
internal bays out of your way.

THE BRAINS

Apple G3 300MHz

RAM

1MB sync pipe burst SRAM

128MB (
Motherboard

THE BRAWN

expandable to 384MB)
A

Video

pple 820-0864-B

6MB ATI Rage II + DVD on motherboard; IX
Micro 3D Ultimate Rez with 8MB EDO VRAM

EXPANSION MAP

PCI Graphics Card

PCI Ethernet 10/100

PC! U/W SCSI

Hard Drive Two 4GB SCSI Quantum Vikings,
model 655-0501

CD-ROM Apple 24x ATARI
Expansion Three PCI. one NUBUS
Fax/Modem Notincluded

I/O Ports Two DMA serial {RS-232/RS-422} ports compatible ;
with LocalTalk and GeoPort cabl%, ADB port, monitor ;
port, Internal/external SCSI bus, 16-bit stereo sound-
input/output ports

THE BEAUTY

Case Five 5.25-Inch drive bays (one freej_
Display Apple 20-inch ColorSync, 19-Inch viewable,

1600x120D@75Hz, 0.26mm qriile Ditch

Sound Generic Apple NUBUS soundcard
Speakers Not Included

Other Extra Ethernet. SCSI, and graphic controller Inside

THE BUNDLE Mac OS 8.1 1 Netscape 1 Internet Explorer 1
AOL ■HjM

OH
HAVE
SLOTS

WHERE
WHERE
MY PCI
GONE?
This Mac has three full-
length PCI slots—but
they're all taken. If you
need to expand, you're
going to have to pull the
ATTO ExpressPCI, the
Apple lO/lOOBaseT, or
the IX Micro 3D Ultimate
Rez graphics card.
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RUBE GOLDBERG WOULD
BE PROUD
Check out all the crazy doohickeys
involved in turning this guy on. What
happened to a regular old on/off switch?

t

Aeon

REAL-WORLD COMPARISON:

MAC US. PC

Test Mac PC*

Premiere/Make Movie 5:04 2:44

Photoshop/Image Resize 0:10 0:16

Photoshop/CMYK 1:05 2:02

Photoshop/Colored Pencil 4:03 4:14

inspire/Radiosity 9:20 9:25

Quake 19.7fps 26fps

' Bold Miaites winner
• Compm Ptasario 5630:400MH-/ P-ll. >2SMB SOBAM. Sm L2
cache, ATI Rage Pro LT with 8MB EDO DRAM, IBM DoskStar 12.9GB
Ultra DMA.

This 300MHz PomfMac -

delivers the Jl ids .mj
then some. Ideally suited
for graphics professionals
and desktop Internet
content creators, this G3

box kept up with a P-ll
400MHz. Out favorite

features are its case

mdesign and built-iii
Redundancy. _

I  ®|NU'nonRBiis(i caso ctt '■* |n
|Easy noniponont access
loual moniior supportITwq 4GB UltraWtde SCSI

drives

|Nic6 20-incli monitor ^

I
Expensive
Only three PCI sIots/>'

•T"! all filled

;i No multiple processor
support

Forget about gaming
^ Weak sound subsystem.

: ■ No modemii Not overciocking
Uriendly —-

boot
rVfilct

'■'rice $4,899
Company Apple Computer

Products
Phone 408.996.1010

URL www.apple.com

p^hmark results is available
er to www.bootnet.com

THI
OF THE BULGt
While most PCs use a flat CMOS
battery, Apple decided to go with
something a little more bulky.

The G3 chip employs a RISC (Reduced fnstruction Set '
Computing) architecture designed In the 1990s. The
Pentium II, by comparison, uses a CISC (Complex
Instrucbon Set Computing) architecture that draws
from a lineage dating back to the 1970s. For many
applications, RISC offers a more steamllned process
ing environment.

In short, RISC simplifies the Internal Instruction
set, which means faster performance for many appli
cations. Integer-type RISC Instructions execute at the
pipelined rate of one instruction per cycle. CISC, on
the other hand, allows instructions of variable length
and uses all addressing modes. CISC processors are
at a disadvantage because their more complex
instructions require more decoding at the CPU level
than RISC processors.

RISC aside, the OS's Level 1 cache has been dou
bled from 32K to 64K, and Level 2 cache has been
moved from the motherboard to a daughtercard (a la
Pentium II). The G3 also has bullt-ln optimizations for
Mac software. The tweaks ensure minimal branching
and the shortest data transfer routes~and you can bet
that Photoshop performance was weighed heavily
when the G3 was designed.
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ATTO SiliconDisk II
Outrageous performance at an outrageous price

IBM Deskstar vs.

ATTO SiliconDisk II

CPU/MOTHERBOARD
bootMark

192.1

192.1

Enter Solid State, a storage
technology that uses an array of

j 20ns DRAM modules Instead of
I the slow actuator arms and
magnetic platters used in

\ typical hard drives. With .03ms
access times and AOMB/sec

throughput, it doesn't get any faster
than this. Or more expensive.

A number of manufacturers, including
Quantum and MemTech, make Solid State
drives, but ATTO has taken the
technology a step further. DRAM memory
is volatile, meaning the data kept within
it is destroyed when the power shuts off.
ATTO has developed the Data Protection
System (DPS), which ensures "safe,
secure storage of critical data in the
event of power loss, brownouts, or other
system failures."

Using the HD Tach benchmark, we
pegged the SiliconDisk IPs seek time at
.02ms, which jibes with the advertised
performance spec (the typical hard drive
clocks around 10ms). Throughput,
however, was only 3AMB/sec—hardly the
AOMB/sec we expected. Turning to the
Norton System Information hard drive
benchmark for a second opinion, we
actually regressed and clocked just
32MB/sec. But who's complaining? The

WIN95 APRS
SYSmark32

HARD DRIVE
Adaptec ThreadMark v2.0

D0l^'

The

SiliconDisk II

comes in both an

external and internal 5.25-

inch formfactor, and ranges
from 64MB to 2.6GB. LED lights on the

front alert you to potential problems and
display battery life and backup/restore
operations from the Internal backup disc.

fastest Ultra DMA hard drive

we've ever seen clocked

7.58MB/sec. And you really DIRECT3D
can't whine considering ForsakenMark
ATTO also makes the drive

with optional dual UltraWide
SCSI-3 ports, enabling a
combined data transfer rate

of over 70MB/sec via both
ports. Unreal.
So how does the

SiliconDisk II perform when
hooked up as your Windows
95 boot drive? Tell you
what: A drive this fast really
shows you where your
bottlenecks are. First of all,
you'd think that bootup would
be instantaneous. Not so. A large
part of booting Win95 is Registry
digestion and device detection, two
slow processes. As such, bootup
time was decreased on our test

machine by a measly five seconds.
For kicks, we installed NT A.O on

both the IBM drive that came with

the test machine and the ATTO.

Booting NT on the IBM took AO
seconds. The SiliconDisk II shaved

off seven seconds.

The unique power of the drive was
illustrated by video conversion and

playback. We used Hitachi's
new 139A

(FireWire) video
camera and Miro's

DV300 capture
card to record an

eight-second clip.
We then converted

the clip to an uncom
pressed format,
increasing its size from
27MB to 302MB.

Conversion time on the

IBM drive took 2:10,
while the ATTO drive spit

it out in 1:08. We next

played back the 720xA80 clip on
both drives. The IBM drive dropped

7A of 22A frames. The ATTO drive

dropped no frames.
ATTO tells us that large banks are using

these drives on heavily trafficked transac
tion servers (the SiliconDisk II can handle
11,000 I/O operations per second per port).
The SiliconDisk II is also being used by
ISPs for e-mail servers. And of course the
idle rich are getting busy with it, too. Who

CD-ROM

life mirro

knows, w

Price $

427

426

'  110.81

1 110.39
7.14

17.19

1486H■
CD Tach/Pro v1.65

■
OC

00

■
WIN95 VIDEO 100

ActiveMovie ^

100

DOS GAMING 41.5

Quake v1.06 1,-

1 43.7 .1 .

DIRECTX GAMING 179

MDK PerfTest v1.4 p
175

MMX PROCESSING 152

DeBabelizer Pro 8

152

CPU/DISK 77

Microsoft Visual C** compile J
W'

red the IBM Deskstar hard di iiv horn Vie

Micron Millennia Xi tested in boot 21 and put its
contents on the SiliconDisk II. life then reran the

SiliconDisk II through the bootMarks. Aside from the
Threadmark score, which more than doubled, bench
mark results didn't change dramatically. (Remember,
the Threadmarit test performs random writes across
the whole drive, simulating real-world performance:
ifs not a straight sequential read test
tike HD Tach.) Benchmarks aside,
opening applications and
documents fmm Windows

Explorer was instantaneous.

ith
memory prices
steadily dropping
and with Moore's

law In full effect,
we all might have
access to this technology
sooner than anyone thinks.

— Sean Cleveland

DRAM mem

29,000 to $32,000
DeveloperATTO

Phone 716.691.1999

URL www.attotech.com

ory
modules are stacked one on

another, ottering instantaneous
access to infonnation and bus

stuffing bandwidth. This is
Pure PC Power at its Snest

boot
"•rutct
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Gateway G6-400XL
Another screamer that can't win the price war

Gateway elbows Into the
f  400MHz zone with Its

latest offering, but
the machine doesn't

have enough
across-the-board

Pure PC Power to

justify its price. We're certainly not com
plaining about the Intel Seattle 440BX
motherboard that ups the system bus
from 66MHz to lOOMHz. And you have to
love the pair of 64MB lOOMHz SDRAM
modules that fill two of the three DIMM

slots. Standing sturdy in a full-tower case,
the machine offers ultimate room to

grow: Two free full-sized drive bays, room
inside for an additional three hard drives,
and three free PCI slots make the 400XL

a mack-daddy mansion. Unfortunately,
some of the furnishings inside don't
match the promise of the manor.

The 4MB STB Velocity 128 offers fast
frame rates—and murky display of 3D
accelerated games. The first thing you'll
want to do is install the latest drivers to
add the mip-map settings that improve
the visual quality of textures. But even
then, the card still suffers from the
rendering flaws that revealed the Riva 128
as an underperformer in our 3D Triathlon
visual-quality test (boot 21). Although this
Riva 128-based card doesn't support AGP
2x, it does store and execute textures
directly from memory at AGP Ix speed.
2D tops out at 1280xl024/16-bit color at
75Hz. If you drop down to 1024x768, you
get 32-bit color and 85Hz.

Gateway's decision to include IBM's
Deskstar 10.1GB hard drive shows ^
that it cares about performance.
But where are the incredible

numbers we've seen before?

The Gateway machine posted
5.99MB/sec on the Threadmark.
This is a good score, but the
Micron Millennia Xi (boot 21)
scored a mind-shattering
7.14MB/sec with exactly the
same hard drive, motherboard,
BIOS settings, CPU, and memory
config. Still the Deskstar is a
superlative drive with average
sequential read speeds of
11.3MB/sec and bursts up to
28MB/sec that almost max out the
Ultra DMA 33MB/sec bus.

DVD and CD-ROM chores are handled

by Toshiba's second-gen SD-M1102 DVD
drive. It read almost every disc we fed it

except CD-RW. Average data through
put on CD Tach was 2,656K/sec, or
the equivalent of 15.6x. The drive
did, however, reach its advertised
24x speed on the outer edges (the
SD-M1102 is a Constant Angular
Velocity, or CAV, drive, meaning you
see its fastest speed only on the
outside edges of full discs). The drive
came preconfigured with DMA
enabled, lowering CPU utilization a
few percentage points. DVD speeds,
as measured with DVD Tach, were
unsatisfactory. It seems this 2x drive
spins DVD media only at l.lx speed

Sound is handled by the Ensoniq
1371 AudioPCI chipset soldered on the
motherboard. The chipset supports
Sound Blaster Pro, MS DirectSound
3D, MPU-401 l/F and MIDI, but doesn't
fully support Aureal's A3D API. Boston
Acoustics' Media Theatre Speakers round
out the sound system. They sound
decent enough for bundled speakers,
but lack sparkle in the satellites and
punch in the subwoofer.

The G6-400XL benchmarked on par
with other 400MHz monsters, lagging only
in hard drive and MMX processing per
formance. Unfortunately, the price is $900
more than the kick-ass NEC Direction

400MHz reviewed in our last issue. A few

tweaks and a price cut would make the
G6-400XL the one to beat.

—Sean Cleveland

®
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ERYTHING BUT AN
INTERCOM SYSTEM
Extra controls along the top of the key
board provide easy access to CD-ROM
audio playback, volume settings, a mute
button, and messaging for the 56K
modem with speakerphone support Of
course, you'd have to keep the computer
on 24/7 to answer incoming calls.

WANTED: ONE BACK
UP GENERATOR
For such a large sturdy case,
one would expect a large power
supply in the 300-watt to 350-
watt range—and not the wimpy
200 watts that ships with the
G6-400XL. Packing this case
with additional drives and

peripherals would easily over
load this power supply.

THE BRAINS

CPU Intel Pentium II 400MHz

L2 CACHE 512K BSRAM (internal)
RAM 128MB 100MHz SDRAM {384MB max)
Motherboard Intel SE440BX, ATX formfactor

THE BRAWN

Video STB Velocity 128 nVldia 4MB AGP
Hard Drive IBM Deskstar 10GB Ultra DMA
DVD

STB Mpact DVD MPEG-2 Card

PCI Free

-ROW Toshiba SD-M1T02

PCI Free (shared)

(SA Free (shared)

ISA TelePath 56Kbps X2 Modem

Expansion Bus One AGP, tliree PCI, one ISA, one shared PCI/ISA '
Fax/Modem Gateway 2000 TelePath 56Kbps X2
I/O Ports Two USB. two serial, one parallel, one gameport

THE BEAUTY

Display Gateway 2000 EV90D, 19-inch. 0.26mm dot pitch
Sound Ensoniq 1371 AudioPCI (soldered on motherboard)
Speakers Boston Acoustics Media Theater Speakers
Other Gateway keyboard with CD. volume, and messaging

controls: Microsoft mouse

THE BUNDLE Windows 95 I Windows 98 upgrade
certificate I Microsoft Home Essentials 98 and Professional
Resource Suite I G-Police I Redline Racer I Quicken Basic
98 I Jack Nicklaus 4 DVD I Warner Music Group Does
DVD Vol. 2
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CPU/MOTHERBOARD
bootMark

W1N95 APRS
sysmark32

DIRECT3D
ForsakenMark

composite

66.5

HARD DRIVE
Adaptec ThreadMark v2.0

6.0

ADDITIONAL
AND BASEME CD-ROM

CD Tach/Pto vl.65
iNCLb;.f;
If the awesome 10G8. IBM

hard drive isn't enough, you (si
get room for additional drives.

O

WIN95 VIDEO
ActiveMovie

DOS GAMING
Quake v1.06

&  & DIRECTX GAMING
MDK PerfTest v1.4

MMX PROCESSING
DeBabelizer Pro

CPU/DISK
Microsoft Visual C" compile

©

boot
rifitrt

Price $3, 750
(includes 19-inch monitor)
Company Gateway 2000

Phone 800.846.4208

URL www.gateway.com

ft complete breakdown )f benchmark results is available
Dn:the bootNet. Point yr jr browser to www.bootnet.com

An STB with Chromatic Research's WIpact <
the DVD decompression load off of UiecKrThe^decodw eardxaanj
Velocity 128 via a ribbon cable-and offers no TV out. Yuck! DVD playback i
sharpness and color saturation, and looks like a stocking has been stretched over
the monitor. At least the control console includes a frame-by-frame advance.
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Image Is Everything
Video frame grabbers turn your VCR
into a digitai camera

You. Arnold. Together. In your favorite scene from
Terminator 2. It's as good as done. All you need
is image-editing software, a VCR or camcorder,
and one of these video frame grabbers attached
to your PC's parallel port. A frame grabber snaps
still images from any video device that has a
composite or S-Video output, and imports them
into your PC, making your VCR or camcorder a
digital camera.

—Rick Popko

GrabIT Pro
The GrabIT snags nice pics—just as long
as you're snagging still iifes. The high-
quality mode captures resolutions up to
1600x1200. The compression quality is
as good as the Snappy's (also reviewed
here), but the object you're grabbing has
to be completely still.

Using a Sony DV camcorder's S-Video
out, we tried to grab an image of our
test model a few times at the highest
quality setting, but the image consis
tently came back with bad banding and
color bleeding. We thought we might
have had bad drivers. We were about to
give up in frustration —like the Snappy,
GrabIT takes between five and ten

seconds to process each picture—but
decided to try one more time with our
model sitting absolutely still. It worked,
and the picture quality was good.

You can set the video to capture at
8-bit or 24-bit color, and apply a motion
filter—this helps when you're trying
to capture a fast-moving scene. While
the motion filter helps to stabilize

movement, it
does add blur.

The GrabIT

doesn't hold a

candle to Snappy
when it comes to

moving pictures.
The best thing about GrabIT is its time-

lapse photography option. It lets you set
the number of frames in your animation
and how often GrabIT takes a picture. You
can save the individual frames as TIP, jPG,
PCX, or TGA. In our test run, we set the
time-lapse option to snag 60 frames,
one every second. After we snagged the
images, we brought the numbered TGAs
into Adobe Premiere and assembled them

into a short AVi clip.
While we like GrabiT's time-lapse

functions, we wish it included a sound
effect that goes off whenever an image
is snapped. We'd also like to see a
remote trigger option. Finally, when we
launched into the Video Clip section —
which simply grabs digitized video from

The GrabIT does best when the

movement of what you're captur
ing is kept to a minimum.

analog sources—we got an error stating
"IRQ 5 and IRQ 7 cannot be used." Turns
out we had to go into the control panel
and tweak the default multimedia settings.
When it did work, we weren't impressed.
We estimate we were probably getting
about a frame a second (Hollywood
blockbusters run at 32fps).

GrabIT Pro has one S-Video and

two composite inputs, plus a composite
thru for previewing the material to be
grabbed. You need the thru because
parallel ports can't handle a TV signal
coming in at 30 frames per second.
GrabIT is a great device for wannabe
animators, but if you're looking
for a single-frame grabber,
go for the Snappy.

Price $150

Company Aims Lab inc.

Phone 510.661.2525

URL www.aimslab.com

GrabIT Pro: Rivals the Snappy. Video Sphinx Pro: Slight aliasing around the edge. Snappy 3.0 Deluxe: Best of the bunch.

These frames demonstrate how well each grabber captures a still image
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GrabIT Pro: Check out the color blotches. Video Sphinx Pro: Notice the slight aliasing. Snappy 3.0 Deluxe: The highest-quality motion snap.

The frames demonstrate how well each grabber captures a moving image.

Video Sphinx Pro
in one word: impressive. Video Sphinx Pro
records high-quality audio and video
through your computer's parallel port and
saves it as MPEG, in either still or movie
form. The device has S-Video, composite,
and audio-in, and composite/audio-out for
monitoring video before captures. Before
we could begin testing the Sphinx, we had
to go into our BiOS and change the parallel
port setting from EPP to ECP. But once we
did that, we were running like the wind.

The device uses the C-Cube MPEG

chipset (the same technology that powers
many DVD decoder cards) and captures at
160x112, 176x112, 320x240, and 352x240.
When we recorded at 352x240, we got an
annoying thin band at the bottom of the
image. Just to be sure, we hooked up the
Sphinx to another computer and tried
again, it didn't help. Actually, the thin
band wouldn't have been so bad had
FutureTel incorporated a cropping tool to
take It out. it's a shame, because the

^ I

MPEG quality is quite good.
The good news is that the

thin band goes away when
you capture at 176x112. To
give you an idea of the
quality you can expect,
check out GLOVE.MPG on

the bootDisc. The file was

captured at 176x112 using
maximum compression.
Be warned: The video is

not for the squeamish.
The video compres

sion rate is scalable at

all capture resolutions.
When capturing at
352x240 at the highest
compression setting,
you get 7.15MB per
minute. At the lowest compression setting,
you can push the slider to capture 21.46MB
per minute. While the video quality at
the lowest compression setting looked
practically flawless, it did drop frames.

The Sphinx's forte is
MPEG video capture—
though it wiii drop
frames.

m

You can also adjust your audio
parameters from 44Ki-iz at 224Kbps

■  to 32KHz at 32Kbps.
FutureTel deserves credit for a

great out-of-the-box experience. The
kit includes everything you need to get
up and digitizing right away, including
composite, S-Video, and audio cables,
and Kai's PhotoSoap SE and Macromedia
Backstage. Our favorite perk of the
Sphinx package is the MPEG editor,

fwhich has a handy trim function so you
can glue multiple MPEG clips together.

Sphinx takes a middling still picture, so
if all you want is a good still,
with the Snappy, if you want
MPEG clips for your web site
or CD-ROM, get the Sphinx. boot

Price $350

Company FutureTel
Phone 888.774.4692

URL www.futuretel.com

Snappy 3,0 Deluxe
Snappy takes the best still grabs from a
moving video source we've ever seen, it'll
give you a picture clear enough to use In
your family greeting cards or corporate
brochure. Credit the HD-1500 chip, propri
etary technology that evolved over many
years from the Amiga platform, in fact,
some of Play's core developers worked
on the original Video Toaster, a ^
hardware/software kit that
made the Amiga a revo
lutionary platform
for inexpensive

yet high-quality video effects editing.
Snappy saves stills as BMP, jPG, PCX,

TiF, or TGA. it also performs continuous
snaps at resolutions up to 320x240. In this
mode, if you try to bump resolution up.
Snappy defaults back to single-snap mode.
With the Deluxe upgrade ($40), Snappy
captures audio through your soundcard
and locks it to your image. The upgrade
also captures AVi clips. Unfortunately,

*  the AVis save at a low frame rate

are almost unwatchable.

Your color palette can be set
,to 4-, 8-, 16- or 24-bit color.
Resolutions can be fixed
between 160x120 andP; 1500x1125. After your image
has been snapped, you can
preprocess it before saving it

to disk. Options let you
^  tweak color, brightness,

iSfr contrast pica,e, shatp-
roundup—and it isn't ness, and tint.

scared of movement. We were disappointed

that the Deluxe upgrade didn't have
advertised stop-motion capabilities built
into it. Even the online manual Included

instruction on how to animate with Snappy.
But when we called tech support about
this missing link, they informed us the
animation capabilities were pulled out of
the upgrade at the last minute because it
was buggy and the upgrade needed to ship.
We hesitate to say the Deluxe upgrade is
worth the $40 price, but it does come with
Adobe PhotoDeluxe 2.0, Gryphon Morph,
and Kai's Power Goo SE. if you think these
apps are worth $40, buy the upgrade.
We'll wait and see how the

animation feature finally plays
out before recommending it.

boot
Price $100, $40 for
Deluxe upgrade

Company Play Inc.
Phone 916.851.0800

URL www.play.com
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Opera
This browser sings
While Godzilla and King Kong battle each
other for global domination in the browser
arena, you might want to check out an
obscure Norwegian company that's making
a speedy little browser called Opera.

The application weighs In at a little more
than a megabyte. An Image-loading toggle
at the bottom of the screen turns graphics
loading on and off, and pages can be
resized from 20% to 1,000% Instantly.
Multiple web pages are viewable within the
same browser window, meaning you don't
have to launch a new window every time

Donltmy

guwcripuoni

E

Opera offers nine windows and no waiting.

Tfie "Hot List" windows are handy but wiii crowd your
screen, uniess it's 17 inches or bigger.

you want to view a
separate URL. We
loaded ten web pages
simultaneously and
flipped through them
constantly without
slowing Opera down.

The browser's pref
erences let you specify
whether images, text,
and other content should be cached.

When exiting, you can save the "last
window." This is handy for when you
want to pick up surfing where you left
off, but don't want to change your default
start page.

Despite Opera's obvious appeal, we
don't think it's going to displace IE or
Navigator. It doesn't support Java, cascad
ing style sheets, or ActiveX, and Its very
basic mall function will send but not

receive mail. Its "Hot List" (bookmark)
windows are handy at the side of the
screen, but will crowd your web page
unless you have a monitor that's 17 inches
or larger. We also had trouble using an
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authentication form and a couple of online
pull-down menus.

Currently, there's no commercial distrib
ution for Opera, but you can download it
from the web site. If all you want to do Is
load pages, view images, and read text, we
suggest you give Opera a try,
because it does these most-

essential functions very well.
— Tara Callshain boot

Price $35

Company Opera Software

Phone 476.384.8634

URL www.operasoftware.com

Die By The Sword
Hacked off his arm and beat him with it

0-

Die By The Sword Is an
Inspired twist on the increas
ingly tired action-fighting
genre. The spin this time is

that you have absolute control
over your hero's sword via

Tantrum's "VSIM" engine, which calculates
the actual position and momentum of your
jointed character. There are two swordplay
modes: arcade-style single-button keyboard
attack and VSIM, which incorporates a
mouse or joystick. We found the mouse

Decapitation is oniy one of the many fun and sociaiiy
interactive things you can do in Die By The Sword.

CHECK
Die By The Sword
Version; 1.0

OSTl

Max Res/Color 640x480/16-blt

Win95

DirectX

DlrectOraw

DIrectPlay

approach is the most intuitive
way to play.

The game fully supports
3Dfx, Rendition-based cards,
and Dlrect3D. Hardware accel

eration gives you decent
texture smoothing, though
some maps appeared pixilated. We were
most disappointed by the frame rate. The
20fps to 25fps we got was nowhere near
PlayStation quality, and nonaccelerated
players will see frame rates dip below 10.
Clipping is minimal, but when fighting in
close quarters, you'll see your sword pass
through walls. The wonderfully texture-
mapped environments range from claustro
phobic caves to wide-open fields. The
Dolby SurroundSound effects are dense
and satisfying—though actor Michael York
sounds sleepy as the voice of the trainer.
And while the enemy Al does vary, many
enemies repeat the same moves.

Gory dismemberments and wounds are
rendered in admirable detail. You can even

hack off someone's arm, pick it up, and

3D Accele

Muitiplaye

ration

DirectSD 3Dfx Glide

DirectSound

r

Modem Direct/serial

beat him with it. And in

tough combat, your hero
may well find himself
hopping around on one
leg. Still, there are
problems. The camera
angles often make It tough
to get a good perspective
on the action and enemies

are either very stupid or
hyper-tough, with no
middle ground.

Die By The Sword is a
meaty package, stuffed with arena combat,
muitiplayer support, and a full adventure
game that takes your hero through several
realms. Though the story is weak, the
visual style and strong level design redeem
it. While initially a frustrating experience.
Die By The Sword becomes more rewarding
as you get a handle on the controls and
build on all the fluid movements
of your character.

— Tom McDonald

IPX

Price $50

Deveioper Tantrum
Publisher Interplay
Phone 800.454.6064

URL www.interplay.com
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Meet the future, Or you're just meat.

It's DVD. It's here. And it shreds through huge chunks

of 3-D animation like nothing else.

And nothing else is close to NewCom's DVD2 solutions.

We give you everything you can handle. Like

full multiformat capability. Eye-popping DVD

video. And 5.1 channels of pumping audio.

And the price? You can handle that, too.

It's better than CD audio,

slicker than laser disc video.

Get NewCom DVD. Or

suffer the consequences.

CD/DVD drive
works with any

VGA card.

Cinema li delivers

seamless DVD

playback in all
formats with

Dolby AC-3 sound.
Or get it all with

Cinema II Plus.

cMhje. or 4is.

moouctTrvformation NufnBer:



Alienware Area 51
The truth is in here

Today, at approxi
mately 12:00 hours, a
mysterious computing
device was spotted

landing in Brisbane, CA.
Sent to investigate the distur
bance, we secured the area,

1 dispatched all witnesses, and
I sequestered the device in the
ibootLab for an autopsy. Our
; preliminary findings suggest
^ the alien race that constructed
the device is highly intelligent,

efficient, and pro-active in its approach
to engineering.

it also appears the computing device
was expressly designed to conquer the
performance levels of comparable Earth
devices.

The Area 51 device includes some of the

fastest components in the known universe.
Among the discoveries: a 400MHz Pentium
II, 128IVIB lOOMHz SDRAM, dual Voodoo^
cards, and ReaBD's StarFighter AGP card
powered by Intel's 1740 chipset. We found
all these parts inserted into a Soyo 5Y-6BA
mainboard (Intel's 440BX core-logic chipset
was fused to its hull). This mainboard —
boasting eight expansion slots, including
five PCI—was a rare find indeed.

Further investigation revealed that the
device's core power generators are
augmented by equally impressive
subsystems. Its external data
pipeline, consisting of a Diamond
Supra dual-line modem, is capable
of transfer rates up to 112Kbps.
The audio subsystem includes a
Sound Blaster 16 (for DOS legacy
support) and Diamond's newest
PCi audio accelerator, the Monster
Sound MX200, which offers PCI-
accelerated wavetable, multiple
digital audio streams, and Aureal
3D compatibility. And nobody in
the universe could possibly dispute
the raw power of dual-Voodoo^ SLI
care of Diamond Monster 3D li.

The construction of the entire

Area 51 device is extremely solid, but
due to the high operating temperature
of its internal components, the device
requires a variety of integrated cooling
elements. These fans are dedicated to

specific areas, including the 300-watt
flux capacitor and CPU. in an example
of simultaneous engineering marvel and
stupidity, a cavity on the exterior metal
chassis had been bored to accommodate
one of the fans, but no filter was included

to block out airborne contagions.
Before we could power up the Area 51

device, our scientists first had to figure out
how to get it operational again, it seems
the impact of landing unseated the CPU
(let's hope the aliens protect their devices
better when they explore the universe en
masse). After we re-seated the CPU, we had
to deal with a miasma of snaking cables,
power conduits, and assorted connectors.
Although overwhelmed at first, we were
able to reattach everything in the right place,
guided by color codes on the rear panel.

As expected, the Area 51 device set new
records in our CPU/motherboard and hard
drive tests, completely crushing anything
we've seen to date. And thanks to the two

Voodoo^ cards, the Area 51 fueled Forsaken
and GLQuake to more than 250fps and
187fps respectively. (Further investigation
revealed the alien manufacturer had turned

off the videocards' V-sync mode to achieve
these otherworldly frame rates. This brazen
maneuver may result in ugly frame shearing,
so proceed with caution.)

The Area 51 computer is a remarkable
device. We implore all boot readers to
contain discussion of this alien marvel

to the planet Earth.
—Bryan Del Rizzo

SPARQ WARS
There's no denying
that having 1GB of
mobile storage is
attractive, but the
SparQ drive comes
nowhere near

Syquest's "fast-as-a-
hard drive" claim.

During our tests, the
SparQ had a random
access time of 20.3ms

(yawn), and a lowly
6.9Mbps burst speed.
And its 67.2% CPU

utilization was way
too high.

DVD
RESURRECTION
The inclusion of the

Hitachi DVD-ROM

drive is nice, but we
were disappointed
with the performance
of Real Magic's
Hollywood II MPEG-2
card. Video quality
was on the grainy
side, and with pro
longed viewing, we
noticed skipped
frames, resulting in
out-of-sync audio.

THE BRAiNS
EXP ÎNSION MAP 1

1  . . 1
CPU Intel Pentium II 400MHz

PCI 3D Video
L2 Cache 512K pipeline burst
RAM 128MB 100MHz SDRAM {expandable to 512MB) PCI 3D Video
Motherboard Soyo 5Y-6BA with Intel 440BX core-logic chipset

PCI 3D soundcard

THE BRAWN PCI MPEG decoder card

Video Real 3D StarFighter (Intel i740) with 8MB
SGRAM; dual SLI Diamond Monster 3D II
(3Dfx Voodoo^); Real Magic Hollywood II
MPEG-2 card

PCI Free

Hard Drive 11.5GB Maxtor Diamond Max 2880

Ultra DMA Hiimmmtmm
DVD-ROM Hitachi GD-2000

Expansion Map Five PCI. two ISA, one PCI/ISA (shared)

Fax/Modem Diamond Supra Sonic dual-line 112KbDS modem
I/O Ports Two USB, two serial, one parallel, one gameport, two

PS/2, audio in/out, TV-out

THE BEAUTY

Case Three 5.25-inch, two 3.5-inch drive bays
Display Optiquest V95,19-inch, 0.26mm dot pitch,

1600x1280@76Hz max resolution

1 Sound Creative Labs Sound Blaster 16; Diamond Monster
Sound MX200 PCI audio accelerator (Aureal 3D-
compatible)

Speakers Altec Lansing ACS500/ACS31 combo (four satellites
and subwoofer)

Other K5B SyQuest SparQ drive, Microsoft Sidewinder Pro
and Sidewinder GamePad

THE BUtJDLE Windows 98 I Heavy Gear I Jedi Knight I
Shadows of the Empire I Wing Commander; Prophecy 1
Redline Racer I AndrettI Racing
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When we first tested the hard drive, it benchmarked
at only 2.93MB/sec and had a CPU utiiization of
almost 95%. Perplexed at this performance, we
commissioned another team to investigate. Their
findings: installing the IDE SparQ drive (a mode 4
device) on the same chain as an Ultra DMA hard
drive is a really bad idea, since it effectively dis
ables the DMA setting on the hard drive. Once the
SparQ was moved off the chain, we were able to
re-invoke DMA on the hard drive, resulting In a
258% improvement in speed.

j

>"

u-

CPU/MOTHERBOARD
bootMark

196.3

SOUND
ENCOUNTERS OF
THE THIRD KIND
There's no denying the
power of the Included
Dolby Pro Logic speaker
system. Two satellites,
two bigger satellites, and
a thumping lO-watt sub-
woofer provide the power
to rock the house and the

universe.

WIN95 APRS
SYSmarkSZ

D1RECT3D
ForsakenMark

3  f r f 3

SPACE: ABOVE AND BEYOND
Sure, most of the expansion slots are filled, but
who cares? The components are terrific, and
there's five—count 'em, five—PCi slots.

ive PCi slots

Cl audio

ireat performer

iwesome sound s

ioolcase

iood software bu

I  W r.
SB --i JEi

©/ 33 3

HARD DRIVE
Adaptec ThreadMark v2.0

7.D

CD-ROM
CD JacMPro v1.es

WIN95 VIDEO
ActiveMovie ''Jj'

DOS GAMING
Quake vl.06

DIRECTX GAMING
MDK PerfTest vl.4 .j

MMX PROCESSING
DeBabelizer Pro

CPU/DISK
Microsoft Visual C" compile

ol

DOMHz PentiurDij

ual Voodoo^

There's nothing
top secret about
this Area 51. It's

fast, packed, and
stacked.

Tight case

^ Mushy keyboard

Iweird power button on front
iMiddiing DVD
fplayback

tool
ttirilet

Price $3,999,
Company Allenware PC

Systems
Phone 800.494.3382

URL www.alienware-pc.com

A cooffilete breakdown of:benchmark results is available
on {tiqbootNet. Point your browse^to www.bootnBt.com

INDEPENDENCE DAY
Allenware reckons that not having a reset
button on the front can prevent unwanted
accidents. Maybe, but we'd rather risk that
then have to deal with this funky power
button that only works in conjunction with
the power button on the back of the case.
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FINALLY. A HIGH-RESOLUTION
FLOPPY DISK-COMPATIBLE CAMERA.

GET THE NEW FLASHPATH™ FLOPPY DISK ADAPTER FREE WITH THE

PURCHASE OF THE AWARD-WINNING OLYMPUS D-320L DIGITAL CAMERA.*

OFFER EXTENDED

THROUGH

AUGUST 31, 1998



THE BEST GETS BETTER

People know the value of a great digital camera like the Olympus

D-320L. After all, it's won numerous awards. For both performance

and design. Now, at its new low price, the D-320L becomes an even

greater value. And, for a limited time*, the revolutionary new FlashPath

floppy disk adapter is free with the purchase of the D-320L.

WAY OUT FRONT

Let's begin with the optics that give Olympus its renown. Here the

D-320L exceeds beyond all counts. It has a five element all glass

aspherical F2.8 autofocus lens with macro. Quite simply, this lens is

equal to the lenses on our award-winning 35mm cameras. Put another

way, this digital camera consistently produces higher quality images than

other digital cameras, even some with higher resolution.

Also worth mentioning:

a four mode flash with red

eye reduction; auto

white balancing; and

manual exposure

controls.

WE WORK OUR

PIXELS HARDER

THAN ANYONE

ELSE

Our resolution: never

produce a high reso

lution camera with

out giving the pixels

something to do.

Our resolution is

1024 X 768 pixels

and all 810,000 of

them have plenty to

keep them occupied.

The key is our sophisticated imaging

system: the multiple compression ratios that

give you a choice of both image quality and size as well

as the color management system that rewards you with rich, vibrant

images. The result: every one of our pixels earn their keep.

SHOOT, SHOOT, SHOOT

There are no restrictions on the number of photos you can capture

with the D-320L. The 2 megabyte SmartMedia™ card that comes

with the camera (4 or 8MB optional) has an unlimited capacity.

||PCComputinm

You just simply download the images from the card to your

computer by means of the serial cable or the optional PCMCIA or

3.5" floppy disk adapters. Or you can insert a new card anytime

and keep on shooting.

t

REVOLUTIONARY FLASHPATH^

FLOPPY DISK ADAPTER

The new FlashPath adapter lets you download

images and transfer large files directly to any

Windows® computer via its standard 3.5 inch

floppy drive. Simply remove the SmartMedia memory card from

the D-320L, slip it into the FlashPath adapter and insert it into

the 3.5 inch floppy drive. In seconds, your images can be

transferred to your PC.

NO COMPUTER NECESSARY

For those who don't want to be married to a

computer day after day, there's emancipation.

The D-320L has video output that directly hooks

to your TV. The entire family can now view

your shots without the need for a computer.

And the images can be videotaped on a VCR

and sent to relatives or business associates.

Hook up the D-320L

to the TV and watch your

shots come to life.

Connect the camera

to our photo printer and

presto! Get the photo

you want, when you

want it.

Another direct connection

is from the camera to the

new Olympus P-300 personal photo printer.

In a little over a minute you can print true

photo quality images directly from the camera.

Finally, digital independence!

OUR REVEALING BACK

It tells you a lot. For one thing, there's the new 2"

screen that displays real images in brilliant color.

You can use it as a viewfmder or to review your shots one at a time

or nine at a time. Or use it to present a slide show by automatically

displaying each image one at a time. And if stop action inspires

you, the D-320L can capture 9 shots per second in a single frame.

A FINAL BYTE

So purchase a new D-320L Digital Camera by August 31, 1998 and

get a FlashPath Floppy Disk Adapter for free. And start enjoying

downloading high resolution camera images with floppy disk

convenience. For more information on Olympus Digital Products

visit us at www.olympus.com/digital. Or call us at 1-800-622-6372 and

we'll answer all your questions.

" Advancing Digital
PHOTOGR/\PHY firi/m

TOR'S CHHCE

BEST Of SHOW

OLYMPUS
THE ART AND SCIENCE OF IMAGING'

I And ™ All trademarks and registered trademarks mentioned herein are the property of the respective holders. The Art and Science of Imaging is a trademark of Olympus America Inc. ©1998 Olympus America Inc.

Product Information Number 260



F-15
Coded for comfort

Flying carefully below today's hardware
ceiling, F-15 is defined by well-chosen
design compromises. Running at 640x480 in
mere 8-bit color and mainly simulating open
desert, the game virtually eliminates texture-
loading pauses. And without a cooperative
multiplayer mode, you're left in permanent
charge of both the pilot and copilot/gunner
stations. But by way of compensation, all
controls remain active in pause mode,
giving you time to adjust your avionics.

In combat, the compromises pay off. The
flight model feels like you're piloting a big
jet. It has just the right amount of power
and a realistic lumbering quality. Wingmen

CHECKnsTi
F-15
Version: 1.0

Max Res/Color 640x480/8-bit

WinSS

3D Acceleration

3Dfx Glide

Multiplayer

LAN Modem Direct/serial

TCP/IP

The virtual cockpit is up to Jane's
usual high standards. Controls
remain active and readable at at!

times.

are smart and fairly proactive,
and missions—based on either

Desert Storm or a near-future

Iranian war—are just hectic
enough. An awesome mission
builder lets you program events
such as audio playback, and
airplane takeoffs. At operational
altitude, the texture-map terrain
looks incredibly real. Resolution
blurs about halfway to the horizon
in a desert mirage effect, and
distant hills tend to roll like waves.

Aircraft exteriors are stunning, with
detailed pilots and weaponry. Ground

structures are sparse but sharp,
and the virtual cockpit is up to
Jane's best standards. Trans
parent smoke and vapor trails
are the icing on the cake. With
graphics goodies maxed out,
frame rates averaged in the mid
teens on a 3Dfx-equipped P-ll
233MHz, peaking at over 20fps
in sparse areas and dipping as
low as lOfps when the view is
filled. However, even on the

F-15 gives hot ground-strike action over the Kuwaiti oil heids.

low end, the slm always feels smooth.
Though a shade less dazzling than

jane's Longbow 2, F-15 is a meaty, well-
balanced product that's guaranteed to get
your adrenaline flowing.

—Frank Lenk

Price $50

Developer Jane's Combat

Simulations

Publisher Eleotronio Arts

Phone 800.245.4525

URL www.janes.ea.oam

boot
fDWei

Forsaken
In living color
Forsaken is your ticket to stomach-churning,
first-person combat. The Earth is toast, and
it's time to grab whatever tasty scraps are
left over. Choose from a variety of hover-
bikes and riders, and loot darkened texture-
mapped tunnels. Bigger weapons and
power-ups galore await you.

Forsakerfs 3D-accelerated visuals are so

sweet, your eyes will get cavities. With
up to 18,000 polygons per level, a daunting
number of texture-mapped tanks and
rocket-launchers hinder your path. The
antagonists' polygon counts range up to
800, so you'd better have the CPU horse
power and a beefy 3D accelerator. Effects
fly last and furious. In fact. Forsaken
shows all those D3D naysayers what can
be accomplished by less complaining and
more-effective coding—delectable colored
lighting, particle effects for sparks, and
uber-alpha-blending for weapon bursts.
Varied, tiled textures make each level
unique, although low frame-rate, animated
lava textures look hokey when compared

Forsaken putts no visual punches. And the game plays as good as it looks.

to the realtime water deformation effects.

The technology is solid, but if you're
expecting a gameplay revolution, look else
where. Forsaken follows first-person action
convention—you hunt down keys to make
your way out of the chaos. Enemy Al for
automated weapons is easily defeated, but
rival bikers strafe, retreat, and hunt you
down. Multiplayer modes are varied, to say
the least, with death matches, capture the
flag, and bounty hunts.

Price $

CHECKtrsn
Forsaken
Version: 1.0

Max Res/Color 1024x768/16-bit

Win95

3D Acceleration

DirectSD Glide PowerSGL

3D Sound Acceleration

Aureal A3D

DirectX

DirectDraw DirectSound

DirectPlay Directlnput

Multiplayer

Modem Serial TCP/IP IPX

With its succulent

graphics and solid
gameplay. Forsaken will
get you thinking: What

would have happened if Descent
To Undermountain had used

this engine?
—Andrew Sanchez

b
50

Developer Probe

Publisher Acclaim

Phone 516.656.2456

URL www.aGclalmnatlon.com

oot
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Dual-Channel SCSI Cards
Two pipes, double the performance
Dual-channel SCSI cards offer two full UltraSCSI channels for unrestricted I/O mayhem,
and double both data transfer rates and the number of devices that can be connected.
Using both channels also doubles the total cable length to six meters and
delivers simultaneous streams of high-speed data. But, most importantly,
the dual-channel design lets you separate slower devices from faster
UltraWide drives, precluding the performance degradation that occurs when
fast and siow devices share the same pipe.

Both cards here use second-gen technology that integrates two independent
processors into a single chip. Each gives you the power of two adapters, yet uses only one PCI slot
and one IRQ. The two cards here yielded almost Identical performance, so we scrutinized card design and
feature sets. Both cards are PCI 2.1 compliant and support scatter-gather, disconnect/reconnect, tagged-command
queuing, and auto-termination.

Adaptec AHA-2940UW Dual
The 2940UW Dual Is powered by two
Independent 20mlps processors on an
integrated Adaptec AIC-7895 chip. The
card is split between internal and external
buses, with a 68-pin high-density SCSI-3
connector and a 50-pin low-density SCSI-1
connector on the internal bus, and a 68-
pin high-density SCSI-3 connector on the
external bus.

We were confused by this architecture
when we first received the card. Unlike

the Diamond card reviewed here, you're

—Sean Cleveland

denied the requisite connectors to use
both channels internally. This means you
can't run two hard drives together under
NT unless they're daisy-chained on the
same channel. And although running two
drives on separate channels only offers
slightly better performance, the 2940UW
Dual still denies you 255 multithreaded
l/Os per channel, which is beneficial for
servers and 3D workstations.

With Adaptec's background, we expected
this card to offer both top performance and
full internal connectivity. We also expected

The Adaptec card
sorely needs die full
suite of bus connectors.Adaptec to migrate

to an upgradable
flash BIOS, solving the problems of past
board revisions. If they had
done these things, the
2940UW Dual would have

been the ultimate answer. boot

Price $340

Company Adaptec

Phone 800.442.7274

URL www.adaptec.com

Diamond FirePort 40 Dual
The FirePort 40 Dual is based on Symbios
Logic's SYM53C876 single, integrated RISC
script UltraSCSI processor. It splits its bus
between three 16-bit connectors on the first

channel and two 8-bit connectors on the

second. The first channel consists of a 50-pin
high-density SCSI-2 external connector, a

68-pin high-density SCSI-3 internal
connector, and a 50-pin low-
density internal connector.
The second channel

consists of a

68-pin high-
density internal
connector and a 50-pin

Adaptec
2940UW Dual

Diamond

FirePort 40 Dual

The 2940UW Dual shmed v\dien

stressed, especially in Win95,
where it outperformed the FirePort
by more than IMB/sec. CPU uti-
lizadon hip-flopped: the 2940UW
demanded less under NT, while
the FirePort was kinder under

Win95. Using Intel's lometer
benrdimark, we tested how each
card's dual channels handled two

physical drives striped into a single
NTFS partition. Wfe ran each drive
of the FirePort through a separate
internal bus connector. For the

2940UW, we daisy-chained each
drive off the same internal bus

connector. Using both channels
Agamers higher performance,
although not as high as expected.

TestaCD Labs HD Tach

Average Read Speed (MB/sec)

Average Write Speed (MB/seg)
Read Burst Speed (MB/sec)

WinSS / NT4 j Win95 / NT4

16.4/16.1

15.6/15.2

25.2 / 25.2

Random Access Time (ms) Vy-.T r 8.5/8.8
CPU utilization 5.7% / 3.9%

16.3/16.1

15.4/15.1

24.8 / 26 9

8.6/88

5.9% / 3.7%

Single Drive/Single Channel Tests (Wln95); Adaptec Threadmark v2.0
Data Transfer Rate (MB/sec) i 9-93 8.66
Average CPU Utiiization 29.5% 26.68%
Dual Drive/Dual Channel Tests (NT4): Adaptec Threadmark v2.
Data Transfer Rate (MB/sec) 20.27 20.44
Average CPU Utiiization 24.75% 34.50%
Dual Drive/Dual Channel Tests (HT4); Intel lometer
Drive Throughput (MB/sec) 27.3(29.2)* 29.1
Average Response Time (ms) 36.6(34.2)* 1 34.3
Maximum Response Time (ms) 52.8(58.4)* . 48.7
Average CPU Utilization . 2.8% (3.2%)* 4.7%

the first number is derived from daisy-chaining both physical drives off the same internal bus connector. The number in
parentheses is derived from running one drive off an internal bus connector and one drive off an external bus connector.
TEST SYSTEM: Micron Millennia Xi with Seagate Cheetah ST39102LW Ultra 2 SCSI hard drive. s . :

We'll take the

Diamond card's

versatility any day.

i

low-density internal con
nector. With five connectors,

you can put both wide and
narrow devices on both

channels (unlike Adaptec's card
where the second channel is

only on the external connector).
This design is well conceived and

offers much more versatility than
\  the 2940UW Dual.

Although the 2940UW Dual
was faster overall, we'd
rather have the FirePort

40's features and connec

tivity. Complete with a
flashable BIOS for firmware revisions and

the UltraEasy diagnostic utility for trouble
shooting connections and devices, this
dual-channel adapter came just shy of a
coveted Kick-/Vss. If it included bundled

RAID software to utilize both channels for

hard-core data-pumping action,
and two external micro con

nectors, we'd have given it f
our highest accolade. I "OOgl

'Wcff

Price $300

Company Diamond

Phone 800.468.5846

URL www.diamondmm.com
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URL/PHONE »
PRODUCT

PAGE INFO
NUMBER NUMBER

URL/PHONE ff PAGE

NUMBER

PRODUCT

INFO
NUMBER

3Dfec www.3dfx.com/ 24 371 Intergraph Computer Systems www.lntergraph.com 14-15 182

Vantrex Interactive info@extremel.com 67 89 Matrox Graphics www.matrox.com 28 233

Alienware www.aiienware-pc.com 93 81 MediaOn/Artek wvm.mediaon.com C2-1 236

American Power Conversion www.apcc.com 8 83 Microsoft vmw.microsoft.com 22
-

ATI www.atitech.com 5 85 Midnight Multimedia wvm.midnlghtmm.com 94 244

Aureal Semiconductors www.aureal.com 19
-

National Claims Service wvm.nationalclaims.com 92 122

Computer Services Group www.csg2000.com 94 113 Newcom, Inc. wvm.newcomlnccom 73 253

Creative Labs www.creatlvelabs.com C4 96 Olympus wvm.olympus.com 76-77 260

Dell Computer Corporation www.dell.com^uydell 10-11
-

Philips Electronics www.philips.CQm 7 112

Designer Checks, Inc wwfw.hotnew.com/checks 95 129 PowerQuest Corporation wvm.powerquestcom C3 281

Diamond Multimedia www.diamondmm.com 59
-

QuickShot Technology vmw.quickshot.com 9 289

Earthlink www.earthlink.com 89
-

Real 3D wvm.real3d.com 46 117

Elsa, Inc www.elsa.com 55 139 Ripcord Games wvm.ripcordgames.com 51
-

ForePront Direct (800)475-5831 95 13 S3, Inc wvm.S3.com 21 303

GT Interactive www.gtinteractive.com 38-39 152 Sierra On-Line www.sierra.com 30-31 312

Harvest Advertising www.freeskin.com/homy 94
-

The Xandria Collection wvmjcandria.com/bo.htm 94 -

Hercules Computer www.hercules.com 26 179 World Opponent Network vmw.won.net 60 364

M/feVe committed to serving you...
To provide the best customer service possible, we have listed details of how to reach us below.

SUBSCRIPTION INQUIRIES
If you have a change of address, invoice or renewal questions, or haven't
received boot by the first day of the issue month, please contact us:

Write: boot

Customer Service
150 North Hill Drive
Brisbane, CA 94005

Call: 800-274-3421

E-mail: subscribe@bootnet.com

When writing us, please include your mailing label showing your address.
Please allow at least six weeks notice for any change in subscription
record.

BACK ISSUES AND CDs
The price per copy for back issues within the U.S. is $8.99 including
postage. For foreign orders, send $12.00 in U.S. funds, which includes air
mail delivery. To order just the bootOisc within the U.S., send us $7.95
which includes postage. For foreign orders, send $10.00 which includes
airmail delivery. All orders must be prepaid and sent to the following
address:

boot
Customer Service

150 North Hill Drive
Brisbane, CA 94005

Credit card orders:

Call: 800-274-3421, M-F, 9 a.m. - 5 p.m. PST
E-mail: subscribe@bootnet.com

(type "boot" in the subject line)

RENTING SUBSCRIBER NAMES
boot occasionally rents our subscriber list to other companies that we
think offer products of interest to our readers. If you would like your
name removed from this list, please let us know.

TECHNICAL SUPPORT FOR THE boot DISC
We are committed to bringing you the best possible disc every month. In
the disc pages, we provide the phone numbers of the companies whose
demos are featured on the bootDisd Please call these companies to
assist you with technical support.
Online support: http//support.imagine-inc.com/

TO REPLACE A DAMAGED DISC
Write:

Call:

E-mail:

boot

Attn: Disc Replacement
150 North Hill Drive

Brisbane, CA 94005
800-274-3421, M-F, 9 a.m. - 5 p.m. PST
subscribe@bootnet.com

(type 'boot" in tbe subject line)

GIFT SUBSCRIPTIONS
To order a gift subscription of
boot for a feiiow PC lover, call
800-706-9500.

PURE PC POWER

www.bDotnetcom



Battlezone
Let loose the hovertanks of war

CHECK

Battlezone realizes the sweet synergy of
first-person action and realtime strategy—
and rest assured, Activision's latest resem
bles the Atari monochrome vector-based

arcade machine in name and spirit only.
The solar system Is your battlefield as

Yanks and Soviets exchange dirty looks
and missile salvos over a precious alien
metal. You choose sides, gather resources,
and make your foes feel the burn.

Two other

Actlvision games
are the heart of

Battlezone. The

terrain generator is
a highly modified
version of the one

that drove Interstate

76, while Al is
borrowed from Dark

Reign. The texture-
mapped polygon
landscape generator
renders vast lunar surfaces and Venusian

planetscapes In maximum 640x480/16-blt
glory, with nary the hint of texture seams
or repetition. Future patches will open up

Battlezone

Version; 1.0

Max Res/Color 640x48

Win95

DirectX

DirectDraw

DirectPlay

DIrectSou

Multiplayer

Modem Direct/seria

0/16-bit

nd

Directlnput

l

TCP/IP IPX

the vista to 1024x768, and
owners of Voodoo^ will
be able to enjoy higher
resolution textures, better
explosions, and more.

You view the battle

from behind the polygon
barrel of a hovertank.

Visual effects, such as
alpha-blended explosions

and realtime land

scape deformation,
fly fast and furious.

For now, perform
ance under the best conditions (P-ll
300MHz and faster, dual SLI
Voodoo^) offers locked-ln 30fps+.
The game Is still surprisingly
playable on a Pentium lOOMHz.

Too bad the multichannel sound
effects are on the anemic side.

Gameplay mechanics are based
on typical realtime strategy objec

tives—build and fortify your base, collect
and manage resources, and complete
the mission objectives. Battlezone Is easy
to grasp, and you'll quickly be building

in a scene from Battlezone, a Soviet hovertank is about to meet the business
end of your turret.

and commanding legions of futuristic war
machines to do your bidding. Its tight
combination of realtime strategy and first-
person action makes it a must
for any red-blooded gamer's
collection.

—Andrew Sanchez pool

Price $50

Company Activision

Phone 310.255.2000

URL www.activlslon.com

MITank Platoon
A bug fix away from being the best

Ml Tank Platoon II is programming of
such strength and elegance. It approaches
art. Reviewers shouldn't traffic lightly In
superlatives, but the game really is "the
best simulation of ground warfare on the
market," or at least it will be once a few
minor glitches are resolved.

The game retains the interface of its
honored ancestor: scalable strategic map,
first-person views from each crew position,
highly dynamic campaigns. You can play
a satisfying strategic wargame
straight from the map or complex
tactical games as the platoon
CO, or you can just jump behind
the gunner's sight and revel In
all the bang-bang. Fortunately,
the interface allows for smooth
transitions between modes,
though its complexities can
initially be overwhelming.

And oh, what sights you'll seel
At its best, MITPII conjures epic
vistas. Battlegrounds convey

z

Ml Tank

CHECK
Ml Tank Platoon ii
Version: 1.1

nsTi

Max Res/Color 840x480/16-bit

Win9S

3D Acceleration

DirectSD SDfx Glide

Muitipiayer

Modem Direct/serial

vastness; foliage and
buildings are realistic and
convincingly 3D; close-
ups show minimal pixela-
tion; and the texture-mapped polygon
vehicles (93 of 'em) create an Impression
of immense weight and power. We got
about 20fps. The only slow-downs
occurred with multiple aircraft on screen,
and the brief lurches weren't severe.

Battle scenes are simply awesome.

IPX

.r-1.1 . . a

Tracers arch at you from a
distant tree line. A-lOs roar

low, their noses bubbling
flame. Cluster munitions pepper
a hillside like Satan's own fire

works. And the game includes
a seemingly infinite variety of
fire-and-explosion images.

The campaigns are so
creatively designed, no two

play out the same. The manual Is first-
rate, and multiple training missions help
you through the steep learning curve.

Flad Microprose spent a few more
weeks stomping bugs, this would definitely
be a KIck-Ass sIm. The most irritating flaws
include binoculars that don't work, lack of
a directional "turret clock" when you're
manning the M6, and the thermal viewing
mode works only sporadically. The good
news is that there's a patch
downloadable from Microprose
or this month's bootOisc.

— William R. Trotter pool

 Platoon II's panoramic battle scenes are epic in scale.

Price $60

Company Microprose

Phone 510.864.4440

URL www.microprose.com
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BeOS R3 Intel
To Be or not to Be

This was one of the most challenging
reviews we've ever encountered. The

bootStaff fiercely debated just how to
evaluate BeOS. Should we review It as a

stand-alone product like any other piece
of software? Should we review It as a

"machine," benchmarking Its performance
against Windows 95, NT, or Linux? Do we
take Into account the lack of third-party
applications? And what about the target
audience? Be Is not touted as a general-
purpose OS. It's after a specific niche:
high-end audio and video production.

So we decided to review Be as a

workstation OS, temporarily forgiving
Its consumer-software dearth.

Be Installs sweet as honey. Several dual-
boot options are Included: Partition Magic,
LILO, and a script for the NT boot loader.
Hardware support Is limited. Matrox and
VIRGE videocards are your only sure bet,
and just a handful of PCl-based Ethernet
boards (all lOBaseT) will link you to the
outside world. BeOS does support resolu
tions up to 4800x3600, should you find a
card that goes this high
(or run In virtual mode).

As Is common with

Unix X Window, virtual
desktops and work
spaces are treated
almost as separate
screens. BeOS, how
ever, allows for differ
ent resolutions and

color-depths In each.
BeOS Is still In Its

Infancy, and plenty of
areas need nurturing.
Some sliders Increase

left to right, while others Increase right to
left. Pop-up help balloons are absent
entirely. Windows are movable by all edges
and the tab, but not the menu bar, and are
resizable only via the bottom right corner (a
la Macintosh). But here's a fresh feature:
Right-click on a folder and all Its subfolders
appear In submenus. This leads to a cool

Seven streams of video a

Many of Be's quirks, including the ability to mount
FAT32 file systems, are being addressed and will be
fixed in a 3.1 patch release. A Developer Program is
also in place to expedite the porting of commercial
applications, including PowerPC code. Some big-
league OEMs—such as Compaq, Gateway, and
Umax—view the BeOS as a way to extend their
high-end market, and Intel is interested because
BeOS shows off what higher-performing, higher-

nd 16 tracks of digital
audio with realtime effects were playing, plus a
Mandelbrot fractal generator among other
things, before we maxed out the CPUs.

method of moving,
copying, and linking
files (although your
desktop Is not a
destination option).

So what makes

Be a great worksta
tion OS? Let's start

with the Intrinsic

benefits of a pro-
tected-memory OS.
It's unlikely. If not
Impossible, that
any rambunctious
task will crash the

system. Also, multithreading makes the OS
quick to respond to user actions (multi
threading allows a single app to execute
multiple tasks concurrently). But actual
multimedia demos Impressed us the most.

Take the StarChart demo. Using con
ventional DrawBltmap calls (similar to
DirectX-style calls) In which a bitmap Is
drawn off-screen, then blltted on-screen,
we saw an average of 38fps at 100% CPU

utilization. By-passing
overhead and using Be's
BDIrectWIndow—where

the code can access the
frame buffers directly—we
recorded an astonishing
60fps at 20% CPU utiliza
tion. We next pushed
our test machine, a dual
300MHz Pentium II, to
the brink and achieved

an unsurpassed 600fps at
100% CPU utilization. Say
It with us: "six hundred

frames per second."
Another Impressive demo applied real

time effects to 16 streaming audio tracks,
and a few demos showed video manipula
tion tricks that would make Wlndows95/NT
quickly reveal the Blue Screen of Death.
We also saw a demo of virtual book with
30fps video mapped on each page. Flip
the page—hell, whip the page—and It

We found ourselves doing t

margin Pentium lls can do (Be only runs on PPC and
Intel chips at this time.)
/ Be says 5,700 developers are currently working on
600 applications for the OS. When we browsed the Be
site for graphics programs, we found 63 PPC programs
and a paltry 13 x86 applications. Given the Be Intel
port Is only a month old at the time of this writing, and
that CodeWarrior allows for cross-platform compila
tions, this number will undoubtedly Increase.

«Al itlBlilal eM iiS riBl isww

FUt E<fll Sookiiwfc* OpUen*

he window shuffie more frequentiy than we cared to,
despite having the extra "screens" at our disposal.

Ybu could think of BeOS as sWt^llrtW'^yskrn,
although It does have User ID and Group ID built into
its micro-kernel. A future release will be multiuser,
and most current Be applications are designed with
this enhancement in mind. Be's core is POSIX-

compiiant and Unix-like (though it's not based on any
actual Unix code), and follows many Unix conventions
and directory structures. Be even runs the popular
bash shell as its command-line interface. Be employs
most popular Unix commands and a crippled
Metrowerks CodeWarrior as its linker. (GNU, however.
Is available and may have been the wiser choice to
bundle.) Web, fTP, and Telnet seners are included
along with TCP/IP as the networking protocol.

BeOS Is a 32-bit, true preemptive multitasking,
pervasive multithreading system (3ms tasks per
thread) with an extremely low latency of about 5ms
(compare this to Win95's 50ms latency). Symmetric

, multiprocessing lets you instantly add CPUs to boost
performance without the need for reyvriting appli
cations. The file system is 64-bit journaling and

; can accommodate more than a terabyte.

turns without a hiccup. Its video niapped
perfectly to curve of the virtual paper,.

Anyone serious about processor-Intensive
tasks such as audio or video editing should
Investigate BeOS. A fully configured system
can cost a fraction of what the equivalent
NT or SGI runs. We give Be developers
the thumbs up and hope they can gain
some of the respect they deserve—If for
no other reason than that they have
the cajones to give us another option In
the operating system arena.

—Daevid Vincent

Price $70

Company Be Inc.

Phone 415.462.4141

URL www.be.com
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Utilitopia
Kicking out the riff-raff

Internet Guardian Properties

The following two utilities provide protection and file-cleaning features
to keep your computer running smoothly. But since no utility should be
completely trusted to automatically secure or repair everything that ails
your OS, we encourage you to compute with extreme caution. Only boot
knows the evil that lurks in the heart of PCs.

—Sean Downey

Cybermedia Guard
Dog Deluxe 1 ,1
With an easy-to-use system
scanner and security monitor,
Guard Dog promises to sniff out
security breeches in your OS and growl
at any illicit activity when you're online,
it monitors your system for unauthorized
net access, to

protect you
from malicious

ActiveX con

trols and Java
applets, adds
privacy filters
to info submit

ted to web

servers, and
blocks access to

sensitive files on

G«fW«llc*hei UflL i HhtoQ.}

You have just exited frontM

Upon exiting your browser, Gu

0 internet Guardian

"S Cookie Blocker

-SI Mvlnfo Filter
-0 Internet Access MorBtor

-gj File Guardian

-0 Clean Up

-0 Automatic Virus Check

m

ard Dog can
either seiectively or manuaiiy deiete any trace
of your passage across the internet.

your hard drive. It aiso includes an
antivlrus component that automatically
scans downloads and can be used to scan
your hard drive manually or automatically.

The Internet controls

load at startup. The level
of protection can be
adjusted from a single
screen that provides
access to all security
options and explains them in messy detail.

Through a background monitor. Guard
Dog beefs up your browser's security and

adds new options to block both
direct and Indirect cookies, as
well as lock out the transfer of

information submitted at one

site to another site without your
knowledge. Another handy
option is the Clean Up compo
nent, which blows away the
cache and history files when
you exit your browser.

In our virus test scans. Guard
Dog missed eight out of 40

viruses and took 8:38 to complete a 2GB
hard drive scan —do you really want to
surrender your sentry duties to a utility with
a success rate of less than 100%? Guard

Guard Dog's backg

Monitor protects your system against Web sites
known to be harmful and against T rojan horse pro^ams.

System Monitors- —-

^ Alert when a program attempts to reformat your
hard drive.

jy AJert when an ActiveX control attempts to
delete multiple files.

I— Alert when an ActiveX control attempts to
scan your hard drive.

1<7 Alert vsrthen visiting a known harmful Web site.

17 Guard Windows 95 password files.

round monitor can be adjusted from hypersensitive aii the
way down to miidiy impassive.

Dogs virus protection lacks the advanced
features (such as protected memory
program execution) of a full-fledged
antivlrus utility and was able to clean only
four of 32 infected files. We were forced to

delete the rest since there's no option to
rename or quarantine an infected file.

Our only other complaint about Guard
Dog is the utility's tendency to hang up our
test system whenever shutting
down Win95. Apparently this
dog doesn't like to come
when you call him.

''•ruf

Price $60

Company CyberMedia

Phone 800.721.7824

URL www.cybermedia.cam

ct

j Quarterdeck CletuiSwee

QuarterDeck
CleanSweep 4.0

without a doubt,
CleanSweep 4.0
is the most

powerful unin
staller you can

buy without a
prescription. It puts

in your hands unprece
dented control to decide

the fate of each Installed
program on your Win95
or NT machine. Besides
safely removing applica
tions, CleanSweep can
relocate apps to another hard drive or
directory, create backups, archive unused
programs, and even copy an installed app
and all the necessary links to another PC.

When it's first installed, CleanSweep
creates a database of file links and registry
entries that is continually updated by a
background installation monitor. When it's

PiBiyam Oeaiv* jlnieinel Sweep

S^^Sweephbn

CleanSweep's Ciea

 | Rejlwej V«w | Rsgutryj Opbom

Sedundant DLL Findei
Fnd; Da VBX ties «e
rerixrtent arid can safely be deWed

Low FHo Ussgs Findsi
Fnds He: which have not been used

Qiphan Findef

Finds lies end iteins ufich have been
1^1 bdvnd.

time to remove

an app,

CleanSweep
walks you
through the
removal process
by presenting a
list of targeted
files and

registry keys.
From here, you
can view their

contents and

modify what
goes and what
stays.

The back

ground monitor is both a strength and a
weakness. It's smart enough to monitor
an installation even after the setup
program restarts your system, but takes
up a sizable chunk of system memory—
up to /MB—to manage its duties. On our
32MB test system, this resulted in a notice
able slowdown (we have yet to meet an

nup tab offers many ways to dean
the fiotsam and Jetsam that coiiects on your hard
drive piatters.

uninstaller in which this isn't the case).
Rounding out the CleanSweep package

are features that track down orphaned
and redundant files and DLLs, eliminate
unmatched Registry entries, and keep
tabs on infrequently used files that can
be removed when more space Is needed.
CleanSweep's Internet component removes
plug-ins and ActiveX controls and selective
ly cleans cookies and your browser's cache.

CleanSweep puts a lot of power in
your hands, but it holds it all in check
with its Safety Sweep feature, which
blocks the deletion of what it considers

essential files. It also creates a backup of
everything removed except temp
files. Of course, you can turn
this off if you really have It #
in for a particular file.

Price $60

Company Quarterdeck

Phone 800.683.6696

URL www.quarterdeck.com
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VooDeux Part 2
More pixelfx2 madness than you
can shake a polygon at
With everybody and their granny whipping up a Voodoo^ card,
how can vendors diiferentiate their products from the 12MB
reference design? Any which way they can, from driver optimizations
to a complete redesign of the board itself. The following cards prove there's more
than one way to skin a polygon.

—Andrew Sanchez

Canopus Pure 3D I 1 12MB
The Pure 3D II boasts a totally
re-engineered formfactor. Despite
all the silicon required for a 12MB

i Voodoo^ board (4MB on each
^ h2 chip), Canopus managed
, to shave a whole inch off the
length of the board by tightly
packing all the parts on the

PCB and moving the RAMDAC to
the backside. This means people with AT
motherboards needn't worry about the
board getting in the way.

The only unfortunate side effect to
all this shrinkage is that the SLI header
connector migrates down the board a good
2.25 inches. This forces the SLI cable to

a six-inch length—twice the length rec
ommended by 3Dfx. If you're a Canopus
Total3D 128V owner, an Internal analog
pass-thru connector (sold separately) spells
the end of unsightly outside pass-thru
cables. The Chrontel TV decoder chip
makes the Pure 3D II the only Voodoo^
board currently shipping with TV output.

Twelve megs of lOOMHz EDO DRAM
populate both sides of the board, but the
coolest surprise is the board-powered

Integrated fan on the solo pixelfx2 chip—
overclockers rejoice! The I/O bracket is
brimming with connectors, including com
posite and S-Video TV outputs, a circular
DIN connector for monitor input, and the
typical 15-pin monitor output connector.
A green power LED shoots through the
composite connector to show whether the
board is active. You also get an SLI ribbon
cable, and S-Vldeo and composite cables.

Canopus gave the software equal loving
care. While the current driver rev didn't

include triple buffering as an option, it did
include automatic testing of refresh rates,
choice of the Pure 3D II as your default 3D
device, and more. The bundled Application
Launcher allows you to custom-configure
Individual game configurations, so each app
can be tweaked for optimal performance.

During benchmarking, the Pure 3D II
was tested at its default 93MHz speed,
although we did dabble in a little triple-
digit action. Under the knife, the Canopus
card ran essentially neck-and-neck with
the Monster 3D II, although recent Diamond
driver updates did give the Monster an
edge here and there. Despite the longer
SLI cable, we didn't see any visible

Diamond Monster 3D
12MB

The 12MB version of the Monster

3D II has arrived. Following
the 3Dfx reference

design to the letter,
1 the card comes

^ strapped with
12MB of

lOOMHz

Silicon Magic
EDO DRAM on both

sides of the PCB.

Socket 7 AT motherboard owners will

need to double-check their CPU position
ing, as this extended PCI card may get In

the way of
.  the CPU's

/ heatsink (all
;fl2MB boards
that follow

the reference

design share
this problem).

With the latest

fdrlvers in tow,
the Monster 3D II
performed as

expected—very well.
We gave the 8MB version

Yes, it's 12MB of memory
madness—in the form of

the Monster 3D II.

It's more expensive
than other Voodoo''
boards, but Canopus shows the
world how to make the best. ^

on-screen distortion, even at the
maximum 120Hz refresh rate.

Nothing says loving like big-screen
fragging, and here the Pure 3D II rises
above all other Voodoo^ boards. Whether
it's composite or S-Video, the TV display Is
to die for, with crystal-clear, unwavering
output. And yes, 640x480 Quake ii or
Wing Commander Prophecy on a TV drops
serious bombs. The integrated one-touch
screen adjustment is also sweet.

What more can be said? The Canopus
Pure 3D II kicks maximum ass.

THE STATS Wln95 driver:

v4.10.01.0098-2.16.1.00.11

THE BUNDLE Win95 drivers I

boof magazine demo CD

Price $329

Company Canopus Corp.
Phone 888.868.2533

URL www.canopuscorp.com

a 9/kick-ass, and this card provides even
more high-res texture-loving opportunities.

ttrjici

THE STATS Win95 driver: v4.10.01.0200
THE BUNDLE Incoming I Battlezone
Monster Truck Madness 21 Electronic

Arts Sampler CD including: Andretti
Racing, Madden NFL 98, Need For
Speed II BE, Nuclear Strike, Wing
Commander Prophecy p
Price $299

Company Diamond

Multimedia

Phone 800.468.5846

URL www.diamondmm.com

gframe rates,
■ drivers Include siTdefstlmffei you clock your 3D card past its default speed iimit. Go to www.bootnet.com to see how clock levels affect
; well as learn about cooling strategies for hot silicon.
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Our benchmark machine is a Micron Pentium il 300MHz

armed with an intei 440LX motherboard and 64MB

SDRAM. We use default 3D card settings, with the sole
exception of refresh rate, which we adjust as high as
possible. This ensures that frame rates are never bottle-
necked by the screen redraw ceiling.

Benchmark

ForsakenMark (DSD)

640x480

800x600

1024x768

mm'
640x480

800x600

1024x768

liirokvl.OI *(D3D)
640x480

800x600

GLQuake II v3.14 (OpenGL)

640x480 .

800x600

; 1024x768

GLHexenS (OpenGL)

640x480

800x600

91.5

81.84

58.02

But that's it. No tweaks, no tricks. We don't disable
sync buffer swaps, nor do we overciock the cards. If a
product is sent to us with specific settings, we use
them. For Quake and its high-intensity ilk, we let the
sounds scream and the network connection work its

magic. With these options enabled, you will see lower

frame rates compared to other reviews (some reviewers
disable every function under the sun). While this may

: bother people looking for ultimate frame rates, we feel
our tests reflect the typical gaming experience filled with
bombastic sound effects and ail the fixings. After all,
how often do you play games with the sound turned off?

Monster 3D II12MB

(single)

109.39

58.42

Can't run

Monster 3D II12MB

(SLI)

114.79:

113.04

81.3®

95.76

93.5 '
72.96

Pure 3D II12MB

(single)

110.03

58.51

Can't run

94.53

82.20

51.44

Pure 3D II12MB

(SLI)

114.69

112.7

80.9

Wicked 3D Voodoo^ Wicked 3D Voodoo^
(single) (SLI)

95.06

93.06

71.33

109.55V:
58.59

Can't run

91.25

51.88'

58.04

68.3 *

48.2 73.8

: 116s1

113.79

80.48

95.31

92.9i

71.25

73.6

GLQuake (OpenGL)
640x480

800x600

Microsoft DSDTesI fill rate

57.1

43.7

Can't run

43.7

Can't run

48.00Mpixels/sec 96.08Mpixels/sec 48.00Mpixels/sec 96.16Mpixels/sec 48.00Mpixels/sec 96.16Mpixels/sec

* This is 3 new version (I.Ot) of the Turok Dinosaur Hunter demo. Previous tests were conducted with vt.Oof the demozDo not compare oid frame-rate results with these new scores.
TEST PARAMETERS: Ail scores were run three times to ensure a stable score, with the highest scores, kept. No special command-line parameters are used—drivers are tested at their default settings. This ,
means sound and all effects are active and running. Refresh rates are set to the highest possible for each resolution: 640x480=120Hz,800x600z=:120Hz, 1024x7S8=80Hz. .
Quake il map file=demo2.dm2, Hexen II map fiie=demo2, Quake map file=bootmark.dem, Turok TMark=aii features enabled. %

Metabyte Wicked 3D
Featuring Voodoo^
„  When Oak Technologies

Petabyte's WARP

avrlliciiia 5-powered Wicked 3DdvvlUdiVC (previewed in boot 18)
became history. The

result? Metabyte's Wicked 3D
brand switched to 3Dfic technology
and announced the Wicked 3D

Featuring Voodoo^.
The W3DV2 follows 3Dfx's

, Voodoo^ reference design to the
letter—no TV-outs or integrated

fans to be found. With the obligatory
12MB of EDO DRAM, it looks like the same-
old-same-old, right? WrongI Metabyte's forte
is driver optimization, and its engineers
have added what they call enhanced
transformation and lighting algorithms.

Transformation (vertex manipulation and
geometry translation) and lighting (assign
ing vertex color to simulate realistic lighting
effects in the 3D world) occur early in the
3D pipeline and are typically executed by
the host CPU. Metabyte says its new driver
layer will accelerate these functions, thus

freeing up
CPU cycles
for an overall

performance
increase.

The enhance

ments are engi
neered for DirectX

5.0-specific titles,
and games must be
programmed to take
advantage of the new
drivers. No game current
ly shipping supports the
new calls, but Metabyte
assures us it's working with
game developers to popular
ize its platform. The 3Dfx
minlGL driver will eventually
use the transformation and

lighting enhancements.
Installation went off

without a hitch. Metabyte's
drivers include a 90-95MHz

overclocking slider and a
triple buffer option. We used the 92MHz
default setting for benchmarking.

While Metabyte's driver enhancements

V
More

12MB Voodoo^
goodness, enly
this time it's

coming from
Metabyte.

may spew faster 3D Winbench scores, under
our suite of application-based tests, the

W3DV2 performed only on par with
other Voodoo^ boards. That's not

a bad thing. Remember, you'll
still be getting triple-digit

Forsaken frame rates and

awesome 800x600 gaming
perform
ance. But

until appli
cations take

advantage of those
enhancements, your per

formance will sit squarely in the
middle of current Voodoo^ offerings,

with frame rates falling within a decimal
point of other boards.

WE STATS Win95 driver:

4.10.01.0015 THE BUNDLE

Win95/NT 4 drivers

Price $299

Company Metabyte

Phone 510.494.9700

URL www.metabyte.com

boot
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Zippity-Hoo-Hah
The legacy grows with two new storage options
While PC freaks are scrambling to dump ISA soundcards and 33.6Kbps modert \
they're happy to embrace a legacy removable storage device: in this case, the
humble Zip. With more than nine miliion drives floating around computerdom,
the 100MB Zip is the reigning champion in a field where ubiquity is the word,
it's slower and holds far less than competing drives, but who cares when all you
really want to do is sneaker-net a copy of the Troops video to your friend's house?
Two new products say the Zip isn't going bye-bye anytime soon. —Gordon Ung

Zip Plus
Iomega merged its external SCSI and parallel-
port models Into one unit and upped the
price to a painful $200. Although the HD
Tach benchmark showed parallel-mode
speeds on par with Internal IDE Zip perform
ance, actual file transfers told another story.

A 78MB write took 8:10—or six minutes

longer than the same amount of data
copying over the IDE Interface. And If you
play an MPEG video from the Zip Plus In
parallel mode, you'll get an Imitation of
streaming video over a 28.8Kbps modem.
Iomega says the Plus performs exactly like
Its parallel-only sibling, but we found a
parallel-only unit turned In much uglier
times and frame rates. So at least perform
ance over the parallel port has Improved.

Plug the Zip Plus Into a SCSI connector,
and you'll never go parallel again. The Plus
played almost every frame of our MPEG
video and finished our 78MB file write In

1:47. Still, compare this to the Avatar
Shark 250, which moved a 98MB file
through a parallel port In just 2:45, and
you have to wonder why Iomega couldn't
squeeze more speed out of Its SCSI mode.

The Plus can only be set as SCSI
device 5 or 6, but can auto-detect what
kind of port It's plugged Into. The only
other major Improvements are a tiny
power supply that doesn't require a big,
bulky transformer and an on/off switch
Integrated Into the eject button.

For moving between PC and Macintosh
25-pln SCSI, the Plus Is an easy answer. But

Performance varies

dramatically between the
parallel and SCSI ports.

for those thinking about upgrading to the
Plus without going SCSI, forget It—better
value and close performance can be found
with Iomega's Internal IDE drive. While the
Plus gives you ultimate versatility, and while
the Zip format Itself gives you
ultimate ubiquity. It comes at a
price within striking range of
Iomega's fabu 1GB jaz drive.

Price $199

Company Iomega
Phone 800.697.8833

URL www.lomega.com

mict

Addonics Pocket Zip
Sure bub. You're out to Impress someone
with your svelte, black, 4-lb. notebook. And
then you have to whip out that moldy blue
Zip drive and Its bulky power supply.

Addonics' new Pocket Zip offers
blazing speed, all from a Type I or I
PCMCIA port. Unlike the Shark 250,
which pulls power from the keyboard
port, the Pocket Zip draws power
solely from the PCMCIA port. Basically a
Zip drive trimmed on all sides, the Pocket
Zip opened a can of whup-ass on Its Zip
cousins. Running on a Pentium 233MHz

Micron notebook, the Pocket Zip outran
the Zip Plus In SCSI mode on a Pentium
333MHz. The 78MB write took 1:13—34

seconds faster than

Zip Plus SCSI.

The PCMCIA

Interface runs circles

around Zip's parallel mode.

Addonics

Pocket ZIP

Read ZZ.SMB of files

Write 77.8MB of files

View MPEG File

*Zlp Plus
(SCSI Mode)

1:14
^,.47-::;-

*Zlp Plus
(Parallel Mode)

9:13

1:10'

*Zlp OEM ATAPI
Internal IDE

*Old Zip
Parallel

Frames Played out of 3620 3618

Average Frame Rate (Mps max)" 23,
Read/Seek Times

Avg. Read KB/s

Seek Time In ms.

The Pocket Zip also turned In the best
seek times and second best average
transfer rate according to FID Tach.

Installation went without a snag as our
test system recognized the drive as an IDE

device with minimal Intervention. Draw

ing less than 3.75 watts, the Pocket
Zip sipped at the battery trough.

The Pocket Zip can also
draw power from a tiny
external power supply
(Addonics warns that
notebooks that haven't

Implemented PCMCIA
properly may not be able to use the

• drive because Insufficient power Is supplied
to the slots). The Pocket Zip uses a 16-blt
PCMCIA adapter: a 32-blt version will be
available later this year.

If you can't get an Internal Zip
In your notebook, the Pocket
Zip Is a worthy choice.

b

585

54.8

TfsrSYSTEM: NEC SPL 333MHz Pentium It, 32MB SDRAM, IntelAL440U(, SCSI tests with ISA Adaptec AVA-1502E (Zip Zoom SCSI
card). TEST NOTEBOOK: Micron XKE 233MHz MMX Pentium with 32MB of EDO RAM.

Price $249

Company Addonics

Technologies
Phone 800.787.8580

URL www.addonlcs.com

oot
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Polygon Pugilists
^hen texels tussle

With dual Voodoo^ in tow, top-of-the-line gaming machines are flexing
serious 3D muscle. So why do 3D PC fighting games continue to suck?

—Andrew Sanchez

Last Bronx
Neo-Japanese gangsters
trade tonfa blows and sledge
hammer slaps In Last Bronx,

Sega's latest arcade-to-PC port.
Sporting motion-captured, texture-

mapped fighters, the arcade game uses
Sega's Model 2 board to clock 60fps. This
should make the PC version a clincher for

hardware acceleration support, right? Wrong.
When will Sega learn? Will they ever

acknowledge that most gamers have some
type of hardware acceleration? How the hell
do they expect us to enjoy 640x480/16-blt
action via DIrectDraw? Last Bronx suffers
from all the horrors

of an unaccelerated

game. Including
broken perspective
correction, low-res

textures, and the
occasional Z-buffer

error resulting In
dropped polygons.

While Last

Bronx's frame rates

were poor, they

were noticeably better than
those mustered by Sega's
Virtua Fighter 2, which
received a 4 verdict In boot

17. Options galore let you
Interlace the display, lower
the res and color depth, and
more. We were able to get
frame rates Into the low 20s

by Interlacing the visuals and
setting the frame-rate adjuster to automatic,
but this resulted In jerky movement. Unac
ceptable. We want smooth, fast frame rates.
Sega Is promising a DIrectSD patch, but
considering they prorplsed the same for

checklist
onx

i: 1.0

Max Res/Color 640x480/16-bit

Tommy's about t

Last Bronx

version

DirectPlay

w

o taste a bit of mod thanks to Lisa's attack. Too bad
software rendering retards her speed.

Win95

DirectX

DIrectDraw

Directlnput

yfes, It's our obligatory polygon girlie-fest shot
Get ready to see this and more In Last Bronx.

Multiplayer

Modem Direct/serial TCP/IP

IPX

Virtua Fighter 2, and that this little ditty has
yet to ship, we aren't holding our breath.

The fighters themselves are exquisitely
modeled. Crank up the model detail to
high-res, and watch Lisa's miniskirt flow In
the wind. Even facial expressions are
animated via textures. Sweet.

With optimized software per
formance, this Is Sega's best PC
fighting game to date. Too bad
that Isn't saying much. boot

f

Price $50

Company Sega
Phone 800.872.7342

URL www.sega.com

f/rf/Cf

Battle Arena
Toshinden 2
Farther down the bad

fighting game spectrum Is
Battle Arena Toshinden 2, a

PlayStatlon-to-PC port that should have
stayed on the console. Continuing
the mindless mayhem of the original
Toshinden, BAT2 follows flghtlng-
game conventions by throwing even
more throwaway fighters In the mix.

Unlike Last Bronx, BAT2 ships
with DIrectSD out-of-the-box. But

when your 3D card is called upon to
pamper the texture-mapped polygon
fighters, the resulting mess Is akin to
putting lipstick on a pig. You can try
to make It pretty, but It's still a pig.

BAT2's crude PlayStation
pedigree shows through with poorly
keyframe-animated fighters (heaving
polygon chests only go so far),
blocky textures, and the worst back
ground artwork we've ever seen In a
fighting game. The developers' Idea

.

Th

of a rich backdrop Is animated texture-
mapped walls positioned along the four
cardinal points, resulting In fights that look
like they're taking place Inside a box.
Seeing all your favorite Toshinden fighters
blllnear-fHtered, alpha-blended, and running
at 30fps-r does warm the heart, but BAT2's
atrocious gameplay makes for an Instant
chill factor. FIgfitIng games live and die by

 i HftNPjinH

ose wacky fighters are back once again In Battle Arena
Toshinden 2. Too bad.

CHECKtTST
Battle Arena Toshinden 2
Version: 2.0

Max Res/Coior 640x480/16-blt

Win95

3D Acceleration

DIrectSD

their controls,
and jockeying
BAT2 Isn't as

responsive as
Last Bronx.

We won't

even go Into
the low

polygon-count
fighters,
though
gouraud
shading and

textures do go a long way toward hiding
their simple composition.

Avoid e/lT2—unless you really need to
see what Ellis Is wearing under
neath her dress.

DirectX

DIrectDraw

Directlnput

DirectPlay

Multiplayer

Modem TCP/IP

Price $30

Deveioper Takara
Pubiisher Fujitsu

interactive

Phone 888.992.5133

URL www.arcademaster.com

boot
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Interstate 76 Arsenal
Gettin' funky to the same old beat

Interstate 76, Activision's supa-fly vision of
1970s muscle-car mayhem, is back again in
an add-on pack. Arsenal consists of a refur
bished version of the original 176 and the
stand-alone 176 Nitro Pack—a collection of

new missions, multiplayer maps, cars, and
weapons. The Nitro Pack missions are unin
spiring, but there's still enough meat in

Arsenal to

checklist
Interstate 76 Arsenal
Version; 1.0

Max Res/Color 1024x768/16-bit

Wln95

3D Acceleration

DIrectSD PowerVR PowerSGL

Rendition Redline 3Dfx Glide

DirectX

DirectDraw DirectSound

Multiplayer

LAN Modem Direct/serial

TCP/IP

Multiple CDs

Specialty Controllers

Force feedback Throttle

Win95 Compatible Rudder

rates held it from

our highest honor.
Hell, it wasn't
even hardware-

accelerated. 176

Arsenal solves the

frame-rate problem
with native hardware

support. On a
make it worth Rendition V2100, we
a turn behind averaged frame
the wheel. rates in the high

The 20s. Visual improve-
original 176 ments include
had all the enhanced 16-bit textures, improved terrain,
style and and a realistically mapped sky, replacing the
gameplay to hideous banding of the original. Unfortun-
drive away ately, visual defects, such as unsightly
with a KickAss polygon warping and clipping, are still
award; only a clunking around under the hood,
graphics The Nitro Pack missions have no unifying
engine full of story or cut scenes. Each mission lets you
visual defects, play as one of the three original 176 charac-
flat-shaded ters, and a new character is unlocked after
polygons, and all the missions are completed,
low frame The new graphics and difficulty levels

Replacing the drab flat-shaded terrain of Interstate 76's southwestern setting Is
colorful new 16-blt terrain such as this mountainous region In the Nitro Pack.

make reliving the original a stone-cold
groove, but if you've already completed the
original and are jonesing for a
new pimp ride, the new
missions just don't deliver.

Sean Downey

Price $30

Company Activision

Phone 800.370.9200

URL www.activision.com

Grand Theft Auto
Carjacking for fun and profit

Grab a car and get ready to run
over some innocent bystanders.
Grand Theft Auto—just banned
in Brazil—has arrived in the

States. Congress was fretting
over GTA when it decided to insti

tute RSAC warning stickers on excessively
violent games. But what set GTA apart from
Carmageddon are its overhead perspective,
Al, and mission-based gameplay.

GTA's texture-mapped buildings are
detailed and take advantage of 3Dfx

acceleration.

Unfortunately,
the sprite cars
and people are
too small to

display any real
detail. And for

the sake of

playability, we
don't recommend

venturing above
640x480 at 16-bit.

The missions,
however, will

Tanks for nothin'. The tank is

Just one of many vehicles you
can tear around town in.

CHECKnsT
Grand Theft Auto

Version: 1.0

Max Res/Color 1024x768/24-bit

MS-D0S/Wln95

The overhead perspective takes some getting used to.

make any gang
ster feel warm

and fuzzy. In one
scenario, you're
a drug mule who
needs to steal a

couple of cars
and assassinate

one of your
boss's enemies.

GTA's Ai is particularly advanced.
Pedestrians and automobiles can sense

you coming and try to get out of your
way. During chases, police run you off
the road and pull you over. And as you
continue to maraud, the police roadblocks
become more difficult to run through. If a
cop gets out of his car and starts coming
toward you, you can shoot him. And while
the officer lies bleeding in the street, you
can hijack his car and continue to terrorize
the city.

Multiplayer mode doesn't allow play
between Windows- and DOS-based gamers,
and only the DOS version supports 3Dfx.
We also didn't like how difficult it was to

3D Acceleration

SDtx Glide (DOS only)

DirectX

DirectDraw DirectSound

Multiplayer
LAN Modem Direct/serial

TCP/IP IPX

Specialty Controllers

Gravis Grip Steering Wtieel

Wln95 Compatible

navigate around the city. A small paper map
is included in the game box, but it's not
detailed. Also, you can't save a game until
after you've completed a mission.

These are minor grievances given
GTA's fun factor. Buy this game before
local church groups burn all
the copies.

—Chris DIBona

Price $50

Deveioper DMA Design

Pubiisher ASC Games

Phone 888.272.4263

URL www.ascgames.com
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HERE'S YOUR CHANCETO GET OUT OF AOL FREE.

Switch to Earthlink and get your email, news, stock quotes, sports scores, entertainment, shopping, chat, and an

instant messaging program—all the things people like about AOL—without the busy signals, failed connections,

junk mail, lost mail, and endless commercial messages you're forced to click NO THANKS to. And we're still just

$19.95 per month for unlimited access. Playing the Internet game should be fun! So, what are you waiting for?

l-888-QUIT AOL, ext 3964
7 8 4 - 8 2 6 5

FOR JUST $19.9S PER MONTH, YOU GET:

V I
Unlimited Internet usage Complete software for Free 6MB Web site

Nationwide access Windows and Mac Free Internet user guide EarthLink Network''
Over 1,300 local dialup #'$ Personal Start Page^'^

Choice of browsers

Bi-monthly newsletter

Toil-free 24-hour help September 9, 1997
internet Access Provider

www.earthlink.net/quitaoi/
It's your Internet.^'

©1998 EarthLink Network, Inc.Trademarks are the property of their
respective owners.Aii rights reserved.

February 1998
Internet Service Provider



Eurocom 8500 Notebook
The big, the bad, and the heavy

There's no denying that the Eurocom
8500 is big. It has a big screen—a beefy
15.1—incher. it weighs more than 11 lbs.,
power brick included. And It's about two
inches wider and one inch deeper than
other notebooks.

But does that make it any better?
In a word, no.
With a few changes, the 8500 could

be klck-ass. But for a notebook billed as

the "ultimate computer replacement,"
the 8500 Is missing a few essentials: 3D
acceleration, PCI audio, a built-in
modem, a network connection, and a
gameport. And if we really wanted to be
picky, how about a mobile Pentium ii
Instead of an older 266MHz Tillamook?

The 8500 has the makings of a run-
of-the-mill notebook, save Its massive
screen, which, by the way, is a treat
indeed. Off-axis viewing is excellent, as
is image brightness and sharpness. Even
better, the screen exhibited absolutely
zero flex when pressed, a testament to
the 8500's overall solid construction.

Aside from its sheer size and an extra

numeric keypad situated on the far right
of the keyboard, the 8500 is distinctive
for pretty much nothing else. It doesn't
Include DVD, and the video subsystem
consists of an old standby—Chips and
Technologies' 65555 graphics controller.
Still, the controller is augmented by 4MB
of memory instead of the typical 2MB.
The extra memory comes in handy when
you want to set the color depth
to 24-bit {32-bit color isn't sup
ported at any resolution). The
Eurocom also boasts vldeo-

in ports and a single
S-Video-out.

From a performance
perspective, the 8500
managed to snake simi
larly equipped models,
such as Gateway's
266MHz Solo 5100

(reviewed in boot 18) and
Micron's 233MHz

Transport XKE (reviewed
in boot 17), but not by
much. And the Eurocom's

so-called high-performing
20x CD-ROM was anything
but. During our real-world
tests. It was extremely erratic,
with slow access times and

inconsistent performance. And no
matter how hard we tried, we

THE

CPU

couldn't get it to read gold CDs—at all.
To make matters worse, the 8500 ships
with the CD-ROM's DMA setting turned
off. Yikes.

But the 8500 isn't without good
points. The keyboard offers solid tactile
response, and the curved speakers-
positioned along the hinge assembly-
do a good job of pushing audio.

If it's a big
screen you're
after, it doesn't
get any bigger
than this. And that

extra keypad —
which adds addi

tional PgUp,
PgDn, and direc
tional keys—can
also come In

handy for multi-
player games or
extended bouts of

numerical data

entry. But as a
bonafide desktop
replacement, the
8500 doesn't cut

it. If you're look
ing for a notebook with the latest tech
nologies and a ground-breaking design,
look elsewhere. The 8500 is good, but it
could be a lot better.

SPIN CONTROL
The 8500 includes Its ow

BRAINS

Intel 266MHz Pentium with MMX ^
L2 Cache 512K pipeline burst
RAM 64MB SDRAM (expandable to 128MB)
Video C&T 65555 (4MB EDO DRAM)

THE BRAWN

Hard Drive Toshiba Ultra DMA 4GB

CD-ROM TEAC 20x IDE

Expansion Bus Two Type II, one Type Hi, CardBus- and Zoomed-
Video-compatible

I/O Ports Dual PS/2, video-out, S-Video-out, one parallel, one
serial, one monitor, port replicator, dual USB

Lap Weight 10 pounds. 2.4 ounces
Carrying Weight 11 pounds, 1 ounce

THE BEAUTY

Display 15.1-Inch active matrix display
Sound ESS 1879 FM/wavetable synth
Video 1024x768, 24-bit
Speakers Stereo speakers, 2.0 watts per channel
Communication Optional 56Kbps PC card modem

THE BUNDLE None PBH

n heat-seeking
missile, a built-in fan that resides on the
bottom of the case.

—Bryan Del Rizzo

1S:0D
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CPU/MOTHERBOARD
bootMark

WIN95 APPS
SYSmark32

DIRECT3D
ForsakenMark comoDsitB

For a battery this big, it sure doesn't hold a lot
of juice. At best, we were able to coax out only a
little more than two hours from a full charge.

not applicable

HARD OR VE
Adaptec ThreadMark v2.0

CD-ROM
CD Tach/Pro 1/7.55

WIN95 VIDEO
ActiveMovie

% played

100

DOS GAMING
Quake V1.06

DIRECTX GAMING
MDK PerfTest v1.4

We'd like to show you an impressive software
bundle. Unfortunately, the Eurocom ships with
nothing but the OS. Oh well, at least you have
the big screen to look at, eh?

MMX PROCESSING
DeBabelizer Pro

\
CPU/DISK
Microsoft Visual C" compile ^

boot
tt'rilct

Price $4,678
Company Eurocom

Phone 888.339.0795

URL www.eurocom.com

A complete breakdown ot benchmark results is available
n file/joof/Vef Point your browser to - <> '

UPGRADE THIS
Eurocom offers a variety of upgrade options,
including an internal Zip drive ($281), a 56Kbps
modem ($211), and a $uperDisk/LS-120 ($237).
Both the Zip drive and the L5-120 can be
swapped out with the floppy drive, which can
also be replaced with an additional hard drive.
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Medical Billin

Above: A doctor filing claims Manualiy... At
right: A Doctor ietting a Billing Center do the
filing for him!*

• Superior Training

• Superior Software

• Superior Support

National Claims Service offers the most complete pack
age available, including a three-day training seminar, excit
ing home study course, user-friendly program and a pro
fessional start-up package. Part or full time. Capital
required: $4,995 to $8,995.

For our Free Information Packet, Call us Toll Free I

800-207-3711 ext. 304
NATIONAL CLAIMS SERVICE

5000 Windplay Dr., El Dorado Hills, CA 95762
Visit us on the web: www.nationalclaims.com

'(Dramatizatio£0

Product Information Number 122
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Ed Baucage
415.468.4684x152

mow TO CONTACT US
I For questions regarding editorial content, advertising, subscriptions, back issues, or reprints:

boot

Imagine Publishing, Inc., ii
150 North Hill Drive,

Brisbane, CA 94005
Subscftptions and customers
subscribe@bootnet.com

Letters to the editor:

bootnet.com

iUbscriptions: (800) 274-34|:i
iditorial: (415) 468^4.684 J

Itorial faxes only: (415) 656-2483

REPRimm

Chris Coelho

Regional Advertising

Manager

(415) 468-4684, Ext. 170

Ed Baucage
Marketplace Manager
(415)468-4684, Ext. 152

Jennifer Barbeau

Advertising Coordinator

(415) 468-4684, Ext. 110
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The "GREY"
Intel Pentium II BDOMHz IVIMX

44nLX ABP MatherbiiciiTj w/BliSK

AAVID Cooling System

64IVIB SDRAM

3.5" Floppy Drive
Hercules Terminator 2X/i w/BMB ABP

Intel i74D Chipset HX ABP

Diamond Monster Voodoo II w/lIMB ̂
E.4BB Ultra-DMA HarrJ Drive Wl
SoundBlaster AWF B4 PiiP

Altec Lansing AC545
Subwoofer & Speaker System ~^|
Toshiba 3eX EIDE CD-RDM t

ATX Full-Tower Case w/3UO Watt

Power SunobMiVITIual-Fans
KoolMgodf vIb^P Coulioy System
ID4)|M|uni:ed Keyboard
J>™:rustifiP2-Butliiu Miiiise

□Ijiftiund Supra 5BK V.UII Fa\/Mrjtli"m
^/(|u||laws '9B Dperating System
'^I^Est Drivers for Motherboard,
^^eo, Sound, Direct X
Free Installation & ConDguration of
Favorite Bdmes

"BOTTOM LIIME: If yau't/e gat the money ta
spend this is the yarning system ta awn"

-PC EAMER, January, 1393

"Performance was simply stunning'
-CUMPUTER EAMINE WORCn. July. 1998

wliillMD"

Price; $E,099.00

The "HHpwailMD"
Intel Pentium II MMX
44DBX ABP Mutlicilruard (5 PCl Slots)
AAVID Cooling Si|sli»m
B4MB SDRAM |Pl,-IOD)
3.5" Floppy Drive
Hercules Terminator ieiX/i w/BMB ABP
Intel i74D Chipset ex ABP
Diamond Monster Voodoo II w/I^MB
11.5BB Ultra-DMA Hard Drive
SoundBlaster AWE B4 PnP
Altec Lansing ACS4B Powercube
Subwoofer fir Speaker System
Toshiba 32X EIDE CD-RDM
ATX Full-Tower Case w/3Da Watt
Power Supply w/Dual-Fans
KoolMaxx Video Cooling System
1D4-Enhanced Keyboard
Microsoft e-Button Mouse
Diamond Supra 5BK V.9D Modem
MS Sidewinder Precision Pro
Windows '9B Dperating System
Latest Drivers for Motherboard.
Video. Sound. Direct X
Free installation fit configuration of
Favorite Bames

Th(
Intdft*!

e
lnten>e

 "AREA51'

Price: $2,799.00

Ouslity IVIanitars
17" Viewsariic V773 .BBdp add: SagS.DD
19" ViewSonic V95 .SBdp add; SBOS-DD
21" ViewSonic PSIO .25dp add: $1.05a.aa

ntium II 4DDMHz MMX
44DBX ABP Motherboard [5 PCI Slots]
AAVID Cooling System
I2BMB SDRAM (PC-IDD)
3.5" Floppy Drive
Hercules Terminator ex/i w/BMB
Intel i74D Chipset 2X ABP
Dual-Diamond Monster Voodoo ll's
E!4MB Scan-Line Interleave Mode

11.5BB Ultra-DMA Hard Drive
Iomega Internal Zip Drive 1DDMB
SoundBlaster IB PnP
Diamond Monster Sound MXSIDD
Altec Lansing ACSSDD Dolby Pro-Logic
Subwoofer fit Speaker System
Hitachi 2nd Beneration DVD Player
ATX Full-Tower Case w/3DD Watt
Pp^er Supply w/Dual-Fans
K^blMaxx Video Cooling System
ID4-Enhanced Keyboard
Logitech Mouseman +
US Rqlyjtics 5BK V.BD Fax/Modem
MS Sidewinder Precisian Pro
MS Sidewinder Bame Pad
Windows '9B Dperating System
Latest Drivers for Motherboard.
Video, Sound, Direct X
Free installation fit configuration of
Favorite Bames

firice: $3,899.00

wwvw.alienware-pc.cann
TOLL FREE: 1-80G-494-338S
Product names used in this publication are trademarks of their respective companies.
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gHil,';l;^HIj;jSEBVICESj 1 -800-265-7824 Shop Online; www.csg2000.com

PENTIUM 11 STARTER KIT llp MEMORY 72 PIN 60 NS SIMMS MEMORY SDRAM 10 NSPENTIUM II MOTHERBOARDS (ALL W/AGP) {

I Asus P2L97, ATX, Single CPU $140
I Asus P2L97S, ATX, Single CPU, UW SCSI $240
; Asus P2L97DS, ATX, Dual CPU, UW SCSI $359
' Asus P2B-98,100 MHz. bus. Single CPU$195

Asus P2B-98-S, 100 MHz. bus, Ultra-2 SCSI $325
DFI-BX, 100 MHz. bus, Single CPU, ATX $161

PENTIUM P5 MOTHERBOARDS - SOCKET 7 ;

I Asus TX97LE, AT, Intel TX, 4 PCI, 3 ISA $125
DFI-TX, Intel TX, 4 PCI, 3 ISA, 4 simm, 2 dinim$85
DFI-BX, 100 MHz. bus, 4 PCI, 3 ISA, 3 dimm $Call

Pentium II 400

Pentium II350

Pentium |l 333
Pentium II300

Pentium II266

Pentium II233

Pentium II Fan-
Ball Bearing

, EDO 16 Megs 4x32-60 $21
' EDO 32 Megs 8x32-60 $43

: Parity 16 Megs 4x36-60 $29
Parity 32 Megs 8x36-60 $51

NETWORKING

32megsSDram $45
64 megs SDram $94
128 megs SDram $185
64 megs PC-1Q0 SDram $127
128 megs PC-100 SDiam$230

3Cam 3C905 TX 10/100
3Com3C509 TPOIOMBps
Intel EtherExpress Pro 10/100
Addtron PC110 base T
LInkSys Fast EtherNet 5 port Hub
LInkSys Fast EtherNet 16 port Hub

VIDEO CARDS-AGP

Pentium 233 MMX
Pentium 200 MMX
Pentium 166 MMX
AMD K6 300 MMX
AMD K6 266 MMX
AMD K6 233 MMX
AMD K6 200 MMX
P-5 Fan-Heatsink

Ball Bearing

MHz. $849
MHz. $599
MHz. $509
MHz. $379
MHz. $261
MHz. $199
Heatsink

SOUND CARDS

Blaster 64 Value
Blast 64 Gold

PCI 32 bit S3 w/wavetable
Diamond Monster Sound

HARD DRIVES

Western Dig. 6.4 giplOE/U-DMA
Maxtor 4.3 gig ElDE/U-DMi

Millenium II4 megs
Millenlum II8 megs
ATI 3D Xpert@Work 4 megs
ATI 3D Xpert@Play 8 megs
ATI All in Wonder Pro 4 megs

M ATI All in Wonder Pro 8 megs
Diamond 3D 4000 4 megs
Diamond Viper 4 megs
Diamond Fire GL Pro 1000 4 megs $i 53

* Diamond Fire GL Pro 1000 8 megs $146

$123
$185
$104
$126
$236
$268
$64
$92

Western Dig. 3.2 gig EIDE/U-DMA
Western Djg. 4.3 g|g EIDE/U-DMA

I Maxtor 6.4 gig EIDE/U-DMA
I Maxtor 8.4 nip EIDE/U-DMA
Ultra Wide SITSI Drives
Seagate Cheetah 9.1 gig 10k rpml
Seagate Barracuda 9.1 a'-

VIDED CARDS

Millenium II4 megs $125
Millenium II 8 megs $189
Diamond Stealth 3D Pro 2000
4 megs $58

Diamond Viper 4 megs $91
Diamond Fire GL Pro 1000 4 megs $124
Diamond Fire GL Pro 1000 8 megs $159
Diamond Monster II 3D 8 megs$219
Diamond Monster II 3D 12 megs$280
ATI All in Wonder Pro 4 megs $215
Trident 9680 2 megs

'entium II Motherboard w/AGP
Intel Pentium II CPU w/ cooling fan
32 Megs SDram
Mid Tower ATX Case

333 MHz. $749 266 MHz. $4851
300 MHz. $605 233 MHz.$416l

24x Speed Mitsumi/Toshiba
32x Speed Teac/Toshiba
SCSI 32x Speed

USRobotics 56k Voice
Diamond PCI 56k Voice
Harmony 56k Voice
Harmony 33.6 Voice

WE
M FEiurns

BUILD COMPLETE SYSTEMS, CHECK GUT OUR WEBSITE FOR MORE INFORMATION.
require RMA n. shipping is non-refundable. No retuniis after 30 days. Ship To: 1927 Harbor Blvd., 11395 • Costa Mesa. CA 92627 •
...
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Mid Tower AT
Full Tower AT
Mid Tower ATX
Full Tower ATX

«BBI

CD-ROMS

SOFTWARE

MS Office 97 Professional $185 |
MS Windows 95 SR2 $80 I
MS Windows NT Server 5 User $450 t
MS Windows NT Workstation $120
MS Windows 98 Full Version $CallJ

ADULT CD-ROM - MPEG - DVD - GDI - VMS VIDEO - OVER 1,000 TITLES

VISIT US AT: www.MidnightMM.com
E->MAIL: MjdnightMM@MidnightMM.com

- CO-ROM INTERACTIVES/GAMES •
ACE IN THE HOLE |39
ARABIAN NIGHTS $39
AN*L BLACKJACK $39
B*TTBOYZ BLACKJACK jGAY) $39
CYBERSTRIP BLACKJACK $39
CYBERSTRIP POKER $39
DIVA X: KAROU $39
DIVA X: N'J DE BAHIA $39
DREAM MACHINE 2 $39
FUZZ BUZZERS 2 $39
GIRLFRIEND DONNA $39
HOT & BOTTLED (3-DISCS) $39
HOT LEATHER 2 $34
JAPAN XXX $39
2069 ORIENTAL S*X ODYSSEY $39

POKER PARTY $39
P*RNMANIA (2-DISCS) $29
P*RNTRIS $29
REFORMATORY (GAY) $37
ULTRA VIXEN ...; $39
VIRTUAL S*X WITH ASIA $39
VIRTUAL S*X WITH JENNA $39
- CD-ROM STILLS I IMAGES -
ACTRESSES UNCOVERED $29
GIFFY LIBRARY 2 $25
EURO DREAM MEN (GAYJ $27
ADULT IMAGE LIB. 2 (2-DISCS) $25
ASIAN APPETITE 2 ...: ; $29
DOMINANT DESIRES & MORE $25
HOT & NASTY $25
PRIVATE GIRLS SCHOOL $22

VISA - MASTERCARD - AMERICAN EXPRESS - CHECKS - M/O's

ORDER TOLL FREE AT: 800-511-1123
or 213-468-9460 or FAX: 213-468-9464
MIDNIGHT MULTIMEDIA, 1147 E. BROADWAY, SUITE 34,

GLENDALE,CA 91205 — U.S.A.

freefooks.com/fetish
hottest cyber-action,

all the time

hotsamples.coin/sex
stuff you've never
even dreamed of

onlinel 8.com/uuet
fulfill your fantasies with

buxom beauties

] ' \ strolieoff.com/rauii
//yM the name says it all

- nothing left out

^ 9 ̂  uncensored.com/oral
explore your wildest jdleams

onilnelB.com/gay

Product Information Number 244

A special collection of sensual products. Experience
the unique & traditional with our 40-page catalog

including lotions, lubricants, massage products, lingerie,
toys, personal stimulators, educational videos & books.

Our 100% GUARANTEE:

Confidentiality, Product Quality,
Customer Satisfaction.

Write today! Send $4.00, which will be applied
to your first order. The Xandria Collection,
Dept. B00798, PC Box 31039, San Francisco,
California 94131-9988. Must be 21 (sig. req'd).

Call us TOLL fflff 1-800-392-1777

Or visit our web site

www.xandria.com/bo.htm

1
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CmilCICHNI C]0lilP/IKI11!KIE: a®llow/a®?^''^_/
Guaranfeed Compafibilify With All Other Financial/Accounting Packages •-—^

WALLET SIZE W/STUB IBBUSINESS SIZE W/VOUCHERfB BUSINESS SIZE

With First Order
j FREE MOUSE PAD
& FREE CHECK SAVER

!;0Ali'ATi3!.S WINDOW

ENVELOPES A1/AjU\ai.!i

250 $19.95
500 29.95

100% SATISFACTION GUARANTEED

)esiMner www.hotnew.com/checks • 1-800-239-4087O CHECKS fax:1-800-774-1118 • e-mail: info@check.hotnew.com

Product Information Number 129

U  X J P01HP5Q7
How to Order:

1. Enclose reorder form or voided check from your existing
check supply, noting ony chonges.

2. Include deposit slip from existing check supply.
3. Choose payment method: a.) check payable to

Designer Checks or b.) credit cord payment
4. Complete the order form and moil with items 1, 2,ond 3 to:

Designer Checks P.O. Box 9222 Anniston, Al 36202-9222
(Checks will ship to the oddress printed on the checks

unless otherwise specified.)

Your software: Version; ^

Starting Check Number: «

Payment Information

□ Check payable to Designer Checks □ Visa
□ Master cord □ American Express Exp Date_
Credit Card#

Name on Credit Cord
Cardholder's Signature

Please check ihot your credit cord infortnalion
hos been filled in completely

Wallet & Bus.
3 per page

Qty Price
250 $24.95
500 44.95
1000 64.95
2000 94.95

Business Size w/voucher

Qty Single Duplicate
250 344.95 $74.95
500 59.95 89.95
1000 84.95 144.95
2000 129.95 234.95

Deposit Slips
(200 Podded)

Size Price
Business $9.95
Personal 6.95

Envelopes
Qty Price
250 $19,95
500 29.95

Description Color Quontity Price

shipping St Handiing
JPS 2^Pp)r Air {fndudos.fn-plant rush) oplional-SV.OO

AL residents add 8% Sales Tqx

Tola

6.00

ssw'i 51\
gp < '
^  If

1  oreFront gives you the fast and easy way to gain all the rewards and success of a high-paying career
as an Informatian Technalogy(IT) professianai.

T There are 340,000 lucrative IT positions in the U.S.* alone that need to he filled immediately.
In oddition, the U.S. Department of Lohor estimotes that the growing technology market will account for
5.9 million new johs that will require IT skills.

ForeFront's 100% computer-hased training (CBT) courses give you the skills needed to fulfill the
tremendous demand for IT professianals. Each Self-Study Course is presented in an easy-to-foliaw, self-paced
format that incorparafes engaging graphics, test questions and hands-on simulations to reinforce everything
you learn, as well as provide realistic experience.

After completing ForeFront's Self-Study Courses, you'll have the knowledge, confidence and skills required
to start a rewarding career. And with your new career comes the high pay and rewards you deserve!

Take the first easy step toward advancing your career hy calling today for a free course catalog.
Copyright ©1998 ForeFront Direct, inc. Aii Rights Reserved. The ForeFront Logo is a trademark of the ForeFront Group, inc.
Aii other trademarks are the properties of their respective holders. ForeFront Direct. Inc. is a subsidiary of ForeFront Group, inc.
•Source: Study by the information Technology Association of America

ForeFront's Self-Study Courses for:
• A-t- PC Technician
• Microsoft Network Engineer
• Novell Network Engineer
• Webmoster
• Softwore Progrommer/Developer

(MCSD, Jovo, C-n-, Visuol Bosic)
Call for Your Free Course Catalog!

1-800-475-5831
(800) 053-4933 • (013) 724-0994 • FAX (013) 726-6922

NASDAQ: FFGI GSA# GS-35F-4620G

I  FOREFRONf eocT
25400 U.S. Hwy. 19 N., #285, Clearwater, FL 33763

Product information Number 13
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Lactech ButterBuster 1880
Cream Machine 98

fCREAM PROCESSING
butterMark

This most AmishWorthy of butterchurns
beckons a new era of cream-processing
science. Simply put, you won't find a
faster coagulation engine this side of
Lancaster, PA. Dig the butterMark score
of 67. That's 35 minutes faster than the

DairyPrince 220! You can thank the
ButterBuster's almost nonexistent plunger
differential, as well as the churn's patent
ed Godspeed technology, which uses
staggered angled leafing on the inside of
each slat to increase the convection rate

by up to 45%. That makes for butter
thicker than thick—it's thickerer.

Performance aside, the 1880 is loaded
with thoughtful options. The plunger has
an internal lock that prevents it from fly
ing up and hitting you in the face should
a witch put a motion-hex on it. And for
redundant safety, the beautiful oak wood
work is coated with a spell-resistant
veneer. Nice.

Still, the ButterBuster is not without its
sins. Cream loss troubled us. Our burly
human benchmark, Abraham Lapp, he of
the sinewy forearms, schooled the
ButterBuster with an hour's worth of j
honest, hard-working, high-speed
churning. No lollygaging, no breaks

for lemonade. The Lactech squan
dered 35cc during the spirited jam
session. Credit the loss to the retro

wooden banding. Where are the
metal bands as required by the

Mennonite Standards

Association's DairySpec 98?
One can only guess, but suf
fice it to say, the majority of
cream was lost via the slats

and nof the plunger gasket,
as is typically the case with
BTX formfactor churns.

But whatcha gonna do?
The 1880 holds eight gal-
ions of cream and coughed
up the sweetest butter we've

PI ever spread on a farmer's
muffin. Mmm, mmm, mmm.
We'd have sworn we'd died

and gone to heaven.

COAGULATION
Eunl<TEST32

479

CHURN INERTIA
WhirlWizard v1.02 31
CURDLE DRIFT
ClotProbe Pro \/2.0

42

CLARIFICATION
ClariFactor 3 93 !

.3

CREAM LOSS
Burly Abraham Lapp cc/hOijr

35

r
Y

APOLOGIZE TO
THE LADY, OR
I'LL SMACK YOU,
I WILL!
Doh! Wooden banding! Maybe
some nouveau funky-monkey
metal banding would've kept
this churn cream-tight.

WASTE KNOT,
WANT KNOT
The ButterBuster's sole slat

knot is found on the rear panel.
The Mennonite Standards

Association rates it to remain

cream-tight for Ag months or
700 batches of butter, whatever
comes first.

96 boot JUL/AUG 9
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ou'd be hard-
pressed to find a
higher-performing
butierchurn. Oniy a
poor design decision
denies this craft the
coveted boot Lord's

17 award.

0 plunger grip
Id-fashioned wooden

WHAT SKILLS
HAVE YOU,
JOHN BOOK?
Take a peek down that
plunger hole. See any
cream? That's right,
you can't see a thing.
Because the plunger
differential is locked
in at 2.2mm. _
Praise be.

Price one lamb and a bag of turnips I
Company Lactech I ,

Phone N/AI I
tiRL Bah! The Internet is |

an agent of Satan!

A complete explanation of benchmarks Is available on a
historical quilt located in the boot hope chest.

THE BRAINS

Plunger 36-inch Lactech StIckKing
3000

EXPANSION MAP

PCI Empty

Plunger gasket

j  THE BRAWN
i Slatting/
i  churn design

Lactech PG630D w/dove-
tall Interleave and redun
dant rivets; 2.2mm
plunger differential

161x2x21-inch Schaeffer and
Sons hardwood slats; B-gallon BTX
formfactor with patented Godspeed
technology; nonexpandable

Banding Two 3/4-inch tempered wood rings
from the shop of John Schlitz

Base : 8-inch diameter hardwood base
found somewhere in the barn
(finder's keepers)

THE BEAUTY

Veneer tWitch-Away Light Brown Miracle Seal

THE BUNDLE 28 oz. 100% Holstein cream
I Microsoft MilkMaid 98



RcldX. With the click of a button,
you can instantly undo any changes

he's made to your PC.
(What he's done to his room is another story.)

Product Information Number 281

www.powerquest . com

^ 1998 PowerQuesl Corporation. All rights reserved. PowerOuest. the PowerQuesl logo. Guardian Angel,

and the Guardian Angel logo are trademarks or registered trademarks of PowerQuesl Corporation and its licensors.

mmnrHCKi

lou have plenty of things to
worry about. Fortunately, with

Guardian Angel,™ your computer

doesn't have to be one of them.

While other products have been

designed to repair damaged files.

Guardian Angel is the only one

that actually prevents problems

from happening in the first place!

You can rest assured knowing

that even when you're gone.

Guardian Angel is busy watching

over and protecting your computer

from any danger—including your

little devil.

Undo • No worries

Install new software or change

configurations with the assurance

that if problems arise, you can

restore the original settings

immediately or wait to restore

them after further testing.

Protect • A feeling of security

and complete control

Allow others to use your computer

with complete confidence.

Guardian Angel restricts other

users from accessing or changing

any of your selected applications

and files.

Internet • Absolute peace

of mind

Surf the Web without fear.

Guardian Angel monitors your

internet sessions so that if your

system configuration is affected,

you can undo the changes

immediately.

For more information about

Guardian Angel, visit our web site or

contact PowerQuest® at

1-800-379-2566.
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* Nothing Else Even Conies Closet
50 billion operations per second. 3 million triangles per second. Up to 12MB of ultra-fast, single-cycle DRAM.

Two independent, on-board texture processors for single-pass trilinear filtering. Full triangle set-up processing.

LOD MlP-mapping.Texture compositing, morphing and other complex effects. High-precision Z-buffering.
True perspective correction with sub-pixel and sub-texel accuracy. As much as 3 times the performance of

the previous generation of Voodoo-based accelerators. knOW yOU Want One.
Get it now at your favorite retailer. Need info? Visit www.soundblaster.com/voodoo2/ or call 1.800.998.5227.

CREATIV
WWW. S □ UN DBLASTER.CDM
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